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Message
The herald of a New Year resonate a fresh start for all to seize with greater aspiration
and faith especially during these extraordinary times. Now more than ever, we tap on
our lived values of resiliency and determination to get through these trying times.
The Asian Cultural Council responds to the call of the times by continuing its mission
to support artists through a fellowship program that provides opportunities for creative
growth and promote meaningful cultural exchanges, even on the virtual front.
The ACC Philippine Fellowship Program is greatly sustained through fundraising
campaigns such as the highly successful Asian Cultural Council Art Auction. We take
pride in our enduring partnership with Jaime Ponce de Leon and the remarkable Leon
Gallery Team, whose immense help and commitment is beyond amazing.
Likewise with huge gratitude, we acknowledge our long-time donors and friends who
have extended invaluable assistance and journeyed with us since the ACC Philippines
Foundation was instituted in 2000.
As we look forward to more possibilities for collaborations with patrons and partners in
the arts, we welcome you all to this year’s special edition of the Asian Cultural Council
Philippines Art Auction.
With fervent prayers for brighter beginnings, may our lives be constantly enriched by
helping and inspired by giving.
Sincere wishes for healthier, more safe, and hopeful days ahead for one and all!

ERNEST L. ESCALER
Chairman
Asian Cultural Council Philippines Foundation, Inc.
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Dear Friends and Clients,
Once in a rare while, the auction gods smile upon us — and treasure after treasure appear. I am
thrilled to say that exactly that moment is now upon us. It is with no exaggeration that I am happy to
announce that the present sale is among the most prestigious and most covetable, full of masterpieces
from every era.
Of equal note is that the first major auction of the year is traditionally in partnership with the Asian
Cultural Council in support of their mission to provide grants for Filipino artists in various fields to
expand their horizons through study or residencies abroad. León Gallery stands firm in its belief that
Filipino talent can stand shoulder to shoulder with the best the world has to offer.
We now start our list of offerings with an exceptional Anita Magsaysay-Ho, Tinapa Vendors which
she herself considered as ‘her favorite market scene... in her favorite medium, egg tempera’ in an
interview in the Sunday Times Magazine, on May 6, 1956.
Then there is the San Gabriel Pila sa Bigas by Vicente Manansala, an iconic work from a historic
period. This particular work is also one of the most published artworks of the master.
Juan Luna’s Sorprendidos rivals it for the title of the piece that was most written about and
photographed, albeit in another century. Created during Luna’s honeymoon in Venice with the spoiled
heiress Paz Pardo de Tavera, it is a parable of forbidden love that comes too close to home. This work,
originally from the collection of Don Alfonso T. Ongpin and from thence to Don Luis Ma. Araneta,
and to Don Arturo Rocha, is a story in itself of the great collectors of the country.
And we have an abundance of collectors and their inimitable collections : Other works that were
personal favorites of Don Alfonso, a Sansó from General Carlos P. Romulo, a gentleman and
the country’s foremost diplomat who served four Philippine Presidents as well as the United Nations
General Assembly. There is also National Artist F. Sionil Jose’s own trove from his iconic Solidaridad
Galleries from the glory days of the Sixties and Seventies.
The extraordinary collection of the scholar and historian from one of Manila’s most ancient families,
Don Benito J. “Beniting” Legarda is an Aladdin’s Cave of exquisite relleves as well as old masters
such as Hidalgo and Fabian de la Rosa. The jewel in the crown is none other than a Jose Honorato
Lozano Letras y Figuras, entitled Views of Manila. It is made even more extraordinary since it bears the
master’s signature. Don Beniting would recount how this marvel was discovered in one of the galleries
on Manhattan’s East Side. It was commissioned by one of the New England trading houses who had a
presence in Manila, maybe one of the principals of Russel & Sturgis.
For the modern eye, there is an outstanding H.R. Ocampo from Vicente “Tiking” Lopez, of the
renowned Ilo-Ilo clan; two of Cesar Legaspi’s most powerful images from different decades; and what
I personally regard as one of the most alluring Lao Lianben’s in existence. We also have a stunning
and important Manuel Ocampo. Jose John Santos III is represented by another rarity entitled The
Game which may or may not be an autobiographical work about a confrontation with beauty.
Lee Aguinaldo’s visionary art may be seen in not just one but two rarities : the early Linear No. 13 and
a Mandala, which is regarded as a period that was an important foundation to his later periods.
Historical memorabilia parallels the breadth and depth of the artworks, from the Philippine Revolution,
whose action in Ilo-Ilo and Bicol are proof positive of the reach of our people’s thirst for freedom
and democracy. It spans the Philippine-American War with an explosive document from Admiral
Dewey to General Elswell Otis, which reveals — despite their many protests to the contrary — the
clandestine colonial ambitions of the USA to take over the Philippines months before the PhilippineAmerican War. There is also a magnificent collection memorializing World War II in the Philippines,
consisting of rare medals, banknotes, letters, stamps and other ephemera from Jose P. Laurel, General
Homma, the Leyte Landing and the Battle of Manila.
There are several remarkable pieces of museum-quality furniture, including General Malvar’s Ah-Tay
Bed from Don Bibiano Meer as well as a stately Manila Aparador of kamagong.
Team León and I, once more, invite you to partake of these jubilant offerings, the likes of which may
not be seen again.

Sincerely yours,

Jaime L. Ponce de Leon
Director
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P ROP E RT Y FROM T H E E UGE NIO M . LÓP E Z JR.
C OLLE C T ION

1
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Paris
signed and da ted 1951 (lower right)
wa tercolor
15” x 12” (38 cm x 30 cm)

P 200,000

Vicente Manansala’s transparent cubism flaunts a translucence
and ethereality — a lightness akin to that of his earlier works
with watercolor that preceded them. Evidently, Manansala’s
technical mastery has shone through with his masterful
approach with watercolor — so much so that such works
have become pieces of great renown. This particular piece is
undoubtedly inspired by his sojourns to Europe’s great cities.
The splendid architecture of these iconic western urbanscapes
are brought to life via Manansala’s masterful use of his
watercolor technique. Light, reminiscent, and inviting, these
creations bear with them an inimitable allure; much like that
of a pleasant childhood memory. As can be seen in this work
from 1951, Manansala executes his scene exquisitely.

PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E E U G EN I O M . L Ó P E Z
J R. COLLE CT ION

2
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Untitled
signed (lower right)
ca. 19 68
pen and ink on pa per
10 1/2” x 13” (26 cm x 33 cm)

P 140,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by
Fundacion Sansó confirming the authenticity
of this lot

Juvenal Sansó, steeped in the tradition with a respect for
draftsmanship, believes that drawing is a passionate commitment
to sheer will and practice. Rod Paras-Perez noted that line
remains central to Sansó’s oeuvre. Sansó was also inspired by
painters who utilized lines with passionate virtuosity such as
Picasso, Goya, and Van Gogh. In this pen and ink piece, he
builds up an image of a structure out of an intimate impression
and sets up its dark mood, reminiscent of the works in his Black
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Period series. The structure appears as a barung-barong or
shacks with crisp-cutting edges, rendered divided spaces,
and accents in light. Here, he presents an identifiable
image to Filipino viewers as well. Some of the art patrons
of Juvenal Sansó’s works were Purita Kalaw-Ledesma, Jorge
Vargas, and Eugenio Lopez Sr. Sansó also had a working
relationship with the late director of the Lopez Museum,
Roberto Lopez, Eugenio’s youngest son.
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P R OP E RT Y FR OM T H E E U G EN I O M . L Ó P E Z JR .
C OLLE CT ION

3
Benedicto Cabrera (b.1942)
Varia tions on Sa bel
signed and da ted 1975 (lower right)
etching, 12/20
10 1/2” x 10 1/2” (26 cm x 26 cm)

P 100,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Benedicto Cabrera’s Variations on Sabel exemplifies the universal and timeless
imagery of his iconic subject-matter. Inspired by a photograph of a real-life
scavenger BenCab took in the 1960s, this particular piece showcases BenCab’s
earlier encounters with his famed muse. Each frame features Sabel as an
obscure subject, enveloped by a mix of garments and plastic. Here her shyness
and timidity are on full display, capturing the reserved nature of Sabel as she
goes about her day-to-day activities. By doing so, BenCab effectively translates
reality into a carefully constructed metaphor that speaks volume of both his
artistic skill, and the human condition at large. Aside from Sabel, the piece
also contains another important aspect of BenCab’s iconic visual canon; his
use of the drape. Through his use of the drape, BenCab is able to imbue his
works with a sense of movement and vitality as flowing lines and meticulously
shaded figures intermingle to give an impression of movement. It is this very
technique that undoubtedly brings his works to life; allowing the viewer to
not only connect with the piece but to experience it as well.
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4
Romulo Olazo (1934 - 2015)
The Couple
signed and da ted 1972 (lower right)
serig ra ph, 8/10
26” x 20” (66 cm x 51 cm)

P 40,000
Romulo Olazo is regarded as one of the country’s foremost
printmakers. Primarily known for his Diaphanous and
Permutation series of paintings, he is also recognized for his
elegant prints as he would work with wood blocks, metal
plates, and slabs of stone. For decades, Romulo Olazo pursued
abstraction that synthesized his experimentations in different
graphic techniques, thus giving him various bold directions
of abstraction to pursue. He began his Diaphanous series
in the 1970s. Influenced by his practice as a printmaker,
Olazo developed the series as one of his signature forms
of abstraction, using a monochromatic color scheme and
translucent, gossamer overlapping shapes that can be likened
to gauze or dragonfly wings creating an effect that was airy
and delicate. This particular piece showcases how Olazo’s
artistic practice has come full circle. His now iconic series of
groundbreaking abstractionist works that were inspired by his
earlier practice of printmaking are now being produced as prints
themselves. His ethereal and gossamer-like style is still very much
palpable despite the artist’s shift in medium, solidifying Olazo as
a true master of his craft.

5
Mario Parial (1944 - 2013)

Sarang gola
signed and da ted 1980 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 48” (61 cm x 122 cm)

P 80,000

Prolific painter, printmaker, and photographer Mario Parial has
an undisputable wealth of artistic vision. His works feature a
wide range of diverse themes, noted by many for its warm
colors and folk quality. Saranggola presents Parial’s lush palette
and attention to detail as he portrayed a mundane scene
with local subjects and objects. Here, he is able to capture a
genre scene in such a way that the level of consciousness is
heightened. The subjects and the local objects are presented
in straightforward geometric and streamlined details. Kites
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are rendered with engaging patterns, and the human figures
add to the compositional appeal of this piece. Parial studied
under numerous Modernist masters such as Manuel Rodriguez,
Sr., Vincente Manansala, and Carlos V. Francisco. In 1969, he
graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University of
Santo Tomas. His style is uniquely Filipino, developed with his
interest in folklife. Parial’s oeuvre includes genre, mother and
child, religious, and mythical themes and figures, also marked by
natural and organic elements and patterns.

León Gallery
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6
Manuel Baldemor (b.1949)
Bin ya g
signed and da ted 1989 (bottom)
oil on canvas
60” x 45” (152 cm x 114 cm)

P 260,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

In 1980, critic Leonidas Benesa wrote: “If there is anybody who
deserves the title People’s Artist in the country, it could be Manuel D.
Baldemor pre-eminently… because his works spring from the matrix of
the town where he was born, Paete, famous for its woodcarvers and
the lanzones.” The contemporary artist, best known for his church and
procession paintings, is highly skilled in depicting the charms of the
quaint, picturesque town of Paete, Laguna. The folksy ambiance of his
hometown is translated in his art, including the richness of its festivals
and the people’s way of life. The church’s antiquity and religious images
such as processions are also presented in Baldemor’s works. Binyag is
an exemplification of the artist’s forte in depicting a charming life and
genre scene in a small town.
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Foretelling the Era of Fake News

7
Mark Justiniani (b. 1966)

Chronicler
signed and da ted 2005 (lower right)
oil on canvas
40” x 30” (100 cm x 75 cm)

P 2,400,000
Provenance:
Christies, Modern and Contemporary Southeast Asian Art,
HongKong, November 27, 2005, Lot 74
Private collection, HongKong

M

ark Justiniani’s works are informed by a deeply ingrained
personal experience, a deep awareness of social issues, and
an astute reading of Filipino folk art traditions and language.
Justiniani’s art is not a simple reading of the modern world but a finely
balanced interpretation of historical fact with a contemporary perspective.
These works spring from the artist’s investigation of folk culture including
the use of language, and what one may draw from it is indicative of the
indigenous frame of mind. These paintings seem to take place in the
unlimited space of his mind, translated as the sky in the day or at night,
with floating clouds or twinkling stars. At times, the images even seem
to take place in an enclosed space but the artist may evoke a theatrical
tableau. In the center of the frame are Justiniani’s central figures. At the
bottom part, we see a man intently reading the stack of papers before
him, seemingly unaware of the relatively plumpier man riding on his
shoulders. His subjects contain all the hallmarks of a Justiniani piece,
with their seemingly magical realism style and treatment, as well as
postmodern and post-colonial connotations.

Mark Justiniani

A multi-awarded artist, Justiniani was granted the Thirteen Artists
Award by the Cultural Center of the Philippines in 1994. He is a welltraveled artist and has represented the Philippines in various international
conferences, workshops, and exhibitions in Japan, Denmark, Australia,
and the USA.
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8
Onib Olmedo (1937 - 1996)

Boy in Urban Landsca pe
signed and da ted 1975 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30” x 30” (76 cm x 76 cm)

P 500,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thanks Gisella Olmedo-Araneta
for confirming the authenticity of this lot

8
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There is a sense of unease and familiarity that makes this particular
piece by the renowned modernist Onib Olmedo so captivating and
profound. Olmedo was a pioneer of the figurative expressionist
movement that defined the Filipino visual arts landscape of the 60s
and 70s. His style defied the conventions of the genre through his
exaggerated forms, distorted dimensions, and amplified symmetry.
His portraits captured the spirit of the age, reflecting not only his
style’s core principles but also the burgeoning energy that defined the
country’s socio-political and cultural atmosphere. Thus his works were
not created in an attempt to beautify or romanticise the world around
him, but rather to unearth the realities hidden within our collective
experiences. But what makes this particular piece by Olmedo entitled
Boy in an Urban Landscape so provocative is that it is relatively less
distorted to what we’ve come to expect from Olmedo’s portraits. Yet it
is this lack of exaggeration that makes this piece an interesting part of
Olmedo’s artistic canon.

León Gallery
FINE ART & ANTIQUES

PR OP E RT Y FR OM T H E P H I L I P P I N E L O N G D I S TA N C E
TELE P H ON E COM PA N Y ( P L D T C O . ) C O L L EC TI O N

9
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
Kaka wa te Season
signed and da ted 1997 (lower right)
oil on canvas
34” x 45” (86 cm x 114 cm)

P 500,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

The kakawate is most common in South Luzon areas, shedding leaves
around December and in bloom in February and March. Its pinkish
white flowers are also likened to cherry blossoms. Introduced by
the Spaniards to the country, the kakawate serves as an ornamental
flowering tree easy and inexpensive to propagate, naturalized
throughout the Philippines. Farmers also plant them to shade other
perennial crops like cacao, coffee, and tea, among other uses of its
roots and leaves.
Romulo Galicano, Cebu’s master landscape artist and portraitist is
known for his engaging landscape and seascape works as well as
portraits. His uncle, the Cebuano realist master Martino Abellana,
and the French impressionist style influenced his artistic sensibilities
and techniques such as his fluid brushstrokes. Take for instance this
1997 work. Here, Galicano depicts one kakawate season in rich
detail—an idyllic rural scene with heightened compositional elements.
Showcased are his signature effects of light and shade and use of
color to achieve atmosphere.
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PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E R O M A N C R U Z C O L L E C TI O N

10
Eduardo Castrillo (1942 - 2016)
Crucifix
signed and da ted 1989 (lower right)
brass
55 1/2” x 35 1/5” x 9”
(141 cm x 90 cm x 23 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

10
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Widely acclaimed sculptor Eduardo Castrillo’s monumental works—from
the historical to religious monuments such as the Virgin Mary at La Loma
Cemetery and the Pieta at Loyola Memorial Park—can be found around
Manila and landmarks in the Visayas and Mindanao. Celebrated as an
avant-garde artist to this day, Castrillo is known for his explorations on
materials beyond brass and bronze and for producing functional art such
as sculptured doors, trophies, medals, sculpture-couture, and architectural
sculptures.
More than creating imposing brass or bronze monuments, Castrillo also
worked on sculptures of smaller scale, both abstract and figurative.
Unknown to many, in particular, he created religious sculptures such as
crucifixes as a testament to his faith, which were exhibited at the Galerie
Joaquin in 2015. These works were noted as inspired by Pope Francis’
visit in the Philippines. In this crucifix piece, Castrillo shows not only his
unwavering faith but also his mastery of manipulating material as he
rendered the figure of Christ through a modernist perspective. Considered
an altarpiece or a stand-alone sculptural centerpiece, this sculpture also
shows sculptural dramatics often noted by various critics on the seminal
modernist sculptor’s masterpieces.

León Gallery
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11
Oscar Zalameda (1930 - 2010)
Mang ing isda
signed (lower right)
oil on canvas
30” x 36” (76 cm x 91 cm)

P 400,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner

Born in Lucban, Quezon, Oscar Zalameda took his fine arts
degree at the University of Sto. Tomas and pursued further
studies at the Art League of California in San Francisco, the Ecole
Nationale Supérieure des Beaux Arts, and the Sorbonne University
in Paris. Zalameda was also able to study mural techniques under
Diego Rivera in Mexico. His art style was noted to evolve from
Zobel-like to looser, more sophisticated cubist aesthetic, and he is
known for his sense of color, as seen in the highly appealing color
harmonies and planes in Mangingisda. The stylized figuration
of his local subjects, trees, and rocks show his signature “soft”
cubist techniques. During the sixties and seventies, the bon
vivant artist was among the favorite artists of Manila’s high
society. Zalameda also set up a foundation for giving education
to students in his hometown. For his accomplishments, he was
awarded the Chevalier des Artes et Lettres medallion by the
French government and the Presidential Medal of Merit for his
cultural contributions to the country in 2006.
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12
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Flame Tree
signed and da ted 1959 (lower left)
oil on canvas
16” x 20 1/2” (41 cm x 52 cm)

P 1,800,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, U.S.A.

National Artist Fernando Amorsolo, the country’s foremost
master of luminism and realism, captures Filipino culture and
identity through his elegant treatment of Philippine landscapes
and subjects. Influenced by Joaquin Sorolla, Amorsolo developed
his signature chiaroscuro technique which adds charm to his
masterpieces of idyllic countryside scenes. His masterful handling
of light and shadow and utilization of tropical Philippine
sunlight’s vibrant quality mainly distinguished him from his
contemporaries.
Flame Tree exhibits Amorsolo’s richly detailed depiction of a
local scene on a bright day. Rural folk go by their activities
near the church, and the overall scene is graced by the glory
of the blossom-laden flame tree. Showcased furthermore are
the master artist’s refined brushstrokes and ability to heighten
imagery though classical and romantic approach distinctly his—
unparalleled skills that made his legacy endure and his works
coveted by various art collectors.
Overall, this 1959 work shows the poetic optimism of Amorsolo
who has impacted the ways Filipinos view national heritage and
identity.
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13
Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)

Nude
signed and da ted 2000 (lower center)
g ra phite and oil on canvas
24” x 18” (61 cm x 46 cm)

P 900,000

In a 2011 interview, acclaimed contemporary artist Ronald Ventura said
that, beyond the fact that he graduated in a fine arts college known for
producing artists who are skilled in rendering the human form, human
anatomy has fascinated him since he was a child. Ventura also has a
fondness for drawing since his early artist days; he would painstakingly
render the human body through various execution processes. In describing
the artist’s distinct aesthetic of the nude, critic Alice Guillermo wrote that
it “is engaged in breaking down the rigid binaries of male-female, even as
black-white components of ‘yang’ and ‘yin’ hold within them the kernel of
their opposite.”
Produced out of artistic expression and attention to visualization of forms
with a degree of realism, this early nude work reveals Ventura’s mastery
of the human anatomy and its expressive possibilities. Evocative are the
details of his figure, from the expressiveness of his subject—explicit or not,
highly open for contextual interpretation—to its physique and pose. This
piece also came in before the more stylized hyperrealist nude works that
comprise his widely celebrated oeuvre marked by anatomical precision and
emotive quality as well as a play of light and shadow.

14
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14
Winner Jumalon (b. 1983)
Untitled
signed and da ted 2017 (lower left)
oil on canvas
36” x 24” (91 cm x 61 cm)

P 30,000
Provenance:
Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City

Contemporary artist Winner Jumalon’s thought-provoking works are
marked by a profound level of sincerity. He taps into the viewers’
subconscious through his portraits that reveal a concern for both human
condition and spirituality. Collectors and critics have pointed out his
spontaneous strokes and playfulness as he takes upon personal, cultural,
and artistic identities as his main themes. In this richly layered, intriguing
portrait, a goat-faced man holds onto his horns. The subject’s pose and
gesture are suggestive of human complexity. Emotive in composition, it is
an engaging piece that makes the viewer think of the subliminal context
behind the subject’s appearance.
Jumalon, a Zamboanga-born multi-awarded visual artist, is a two-time
finalist of the Philip Morris Art Awards. He won the CCP Thirteen Artists
Awards in 2009. Honors include 2016 Tiroche Deleon Collection Residency
Program, Jaffa, Israel; Ten Outstanding Artists, Nokia, Philippines; and
2008 Shortlist, Ateneo Art Awards, Philippines, among others.

15
Zean Cabangis (b. 1985)

Joe y with Ma tinee Idol
signed and da ted 2002 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
36” x 30” (91 cm x 76 cm)

P 100,000
Contemporary artist Zean Cabangis’ works are
informed more than his personal experiences. Through
his art, Cabangis explores the concepts and processes
of both remembering and forgetting. Memories are
reconstructed, scenes from films are reimagined, and
everyday objects are treated with novel perspective
by the artist. This early work shows Cabangis’ artistic
preoccupations during his younger artist years, before
developing a style in which he reproduces multiple
photographic images to create accumulated layers,
evoking a level of engagement to his viewers. Here, he
takes upon the concept of the matinee idol or an actor
popular as a romantic figure among women through
evocative portraiture. Cabangis finished his Bachelor of
Fine Arts (BFA), majoring in Painting, at the UP College
of Fine Arts, and has been part of various exhibits in
the country and abroad.
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The Essential Collector
Alfonso T. Ongpin
(1885-1975)
by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

EL 82 was the only purveyor of fine
art supplies at the time.
An advertisement for El 82, one of
Manila’s first general stores.
From the collection of Julian Ongpin.

are accounts of him smuggling guns and bullets hidden in his
usual deliveries of dry goods from the advent of the Philippine
Revolution to the end of the Philippine-American War.
The young Alfonso T. Ongpin. From the Collection of Julian Ongpin.

A

lfonso T. Ongpin had extraordinary forebears that
appear to have destined him to become one of the
country’s greatest collectors. On his mother’s side, he was
descended from Damian Domingo (1796-1834) who is reckoned
to be the first Filipino artist to capture the Filipino identity. His
mother was Pascuala Domingo y La Encarnacion who was the
great man’s grand-daughter. Domingo would be the first to break
out of the mold of the Filipino artist who was regimented strictly
as a copyist of Spanish Catholic iconography. He would popularize
the genre of depicting Filipinos of various occupations and in
gorgeously detailed costumes, called Tipos del Pais. (Domingo was
said to have a photographic memory which served him in good
stead for these.)
His father, on the other hand, was Roman Ongpin, an
entrepreneur who saw beyond the first family enterprise of candlemaking and who quickly became a businessman with an eye on
the bigger picture. Roman would establish what was one of the
first Manila general stores, carrying not just household hardware
but also tools for carpentry and jewelry-making, both of which
were trades doing brisk business in his home-district of Binondo.
The store was called El 82 (pronounced El Ochenta Dos), so called
because it was the year a cholera pandemic swept the Philippines
and the year his father died.
El 82 was also the only store at the time to carry fine-art materials,
all imported from far-away Europe, including oil paints and
canvases. It quickly attracted the ilustrado gentry that included
Juan Luna, Resurrección Hidalgo, and all of the students of the
Manila Academia at the time. Roman was a patriot and there
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Alfonso slipped comfortably into this world, one which a
family historian, Lisa Ongpin Periquet, described as “a family
background steeped in art, business and patriotic leanings.”
Quite simply, Periquet continues, “Alfonso T. Ongpin owned
the largest and most significant collection of paintings before
the Second World War, exceeding other private or government
holdings. Until the mid-1950s, his home in Quiapo was a
veritable museum whose walls were lined with the works of the
Philippine masters of the 19th century as well as artists of the
moment.”
Her memoir continues, “Alfonso appears to have held on to
the most personally significant paintings to the end. Aside from
family portraits, there were numerous small works personally
inscribed to him by the artists.”
The collection presented in this auction contains some of these
jewels and gives us a glimpse of the tastes and proclivities that
come from the well-trained eye. The first is by the artist and
designer Emilio Alvero, dated 1925 but that is as fresh and
amazingly modern as if it was painted not a hundred years
ago but today, with geometric views of Filipino thatch houses.
Two more are from that same sophisticated bygone era: The
first, a landscape by the master Teodoro Buenaventura Sr. It
is of an unsullied river in San Juan with a dreamlike Monetquality that can only have been derived from painting en plein
air. The second one is a depiction of Botocan, a small hill town
of Majayjay, Laguna with all the brisk ardor of a painting also
created on the spot. This one is by the immensely talented Jose
Pereira, chiefly known only to the most scholarly of collectors
such as Alfonso. In the distance is the shadow of a mystical
mountain, a reminder of Ongpin’s — and our own — once
golden past.
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José Pereira (1901 - 1954)

Botocan
signed and da ted 1930 (lower left)
oil on panel
9” x 12 1/2” (23 cm x 32 cm)

P 80,000
Literature:
ART Philippines. Juan Gatbonton, Jeannie Javelosa,
et. al (eds.). The Crucible Workshop, 1992, p. 94.

Jose Pereira is one of the pre-war painters who produced genre works
during the first quarter of the century. He took up painting at the UP
School of Fine Arts from 1923-25. A friend of the art patron Alfonso
Ongpin, Pereira was among the staff of the Philippines Free Press and
became its chief artist later on, producing a weekly cartoon for the
publication, but left due to tuberculosis in 1938. His style is marked by
bold washes and dramatic atmosphere, as seen in this 1930 work titled
Botocan, with a note to Ongpin.
Pereira’s works are noted to be reminiscent of Fernando Amorsolo’s style,
specifically the master artist’s backlighting techniques. However, what
sets his works apart from Amorsolo’s pieces is his “sweeter” color palette
that reveals his penchant for orange hues mixed with pink. In this work,
viewers are led to a simpler time in an idyllic landscape through rich
impastos and dazzling colors of nature.
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Teodoro Buenaventura (1863 - 1950)
Rio De San Juan
signed with dedica tion to Alf onso T. Ongpin
and da ted 1927 (lower left)
oil on canvas
9 1/2” x 13” (24 cm x 33 cm)

P 200,000
Literature:
ART Philippines. Juan Gatbonton, Jeannie Javelosa, et. al
(eds.). The Crucible Workshop, 1992, p. 92.

Teodoro Buenaventura Sr. was one of the foremost painters and
art teachers in the Philippines. One of the early masters of the
classical realism in the country, Buenaventura became fatherless
at the age of fourteen, hence coming to Manila to look for
work. His education at the Escuela Superior de Pintura, Escultura
y Grabado was sponsored by his employer. He also opened the
Academia de Dibujo in his home situated in Magdalena Street;
some of his students were Serafin Serna, Tomas Bernardo,
and Mauro Malang Santos. Buenaventura was also among
the founding teachers of the UP School of Fine Arts from its
establishment in 1909 to 1935. Sadly, a bulk of his major works
were destroyed during World War II, but most of the surviving
and preserved works are small landscapes, genre pieces, and
portraits.
His notable works of the Philippine countryside include rivers,
lakes, and streams as well as quiet shades of nature. The central
tone often present in his works is a calming shade of green,
evoking a quality of stillness. He would also use somber colors
and achieve a solidity of mass and a brooding atmosphere
through his refined style. Rio De San Juan is his 1927 work—
with a note to art patron Alfonso Ongpin who is also his close
friend—in which the artist concerns himself with the inviting
atmosphere of a serene scene in which evocations of light and
complementing colors bring out the beauty of nature.
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Emilio Alvero (1886 - 1955)

Nipa Hut
signed and inscribed Manila, 1925 (lower left)
with dedica tion to Alf onso T. Ongpin (upper left)
oil on panel
14 1/2” x 10” (37 cm x 25 cm)

P 400,000
Literature:
ART Philippines. Juan Gatbonton, Jeannie Javelosa, et.
al (eds.). The Crucible Workshop, 1992, p. 93.

Emilio Alvero, a contemporary of Fernando Amorsolo at the UP School of
Fine Arts, is known for realistic still lifes and rural scenes like this particular
piece, Nipa Hut. The work displays a pictorial approximation of the gloried
countryside, a rural image depicted through fine traditional brushwork
and approach. The father of renowned poet and art critic Aurelio Alvero,
whose pen name is Magtanggol Asa, Emilio studied painting privately
under Lorenzo Guerrero and was a well-known telon painter during
his younger days. For scenographic painting, he studied under Cesare
Alberoni. Emilio’s wife, Rosa Sevilla y Tolentino, was a writer, social
worker, and educator who founded the Instituto de Mujeres, among the
oldest schools for women in the country.
The artist is also one of Alfonso Ongpin’s artist friends; the art patron is
noted as a “godfather” to Filipino artists during the 1920s and 1930s.
This piece bears a note to Ongpin who believed in the importance of
supporting artists and saw the genius of the country’s foremost artists
during his time.
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Macario Vitalis (1898 - 1990)

Femmes Dans Un Interior
signed and da ted 1963 (lower right and verso)
oil on canvas
21 1/2” x 28 1/2” (55 cm x 72 cm)

P 300,000
León Gallery wishes to thank La Comité Vitalis for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Paris
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Having studied in Europe, Ilocos-born Macario Vitalis’ color
sensibility was influenced by the French Post-Impressionist
movement. Bursting colors mark his landscape, seascape, and
figurative works, a feature that sets his pieces apart from those
of his contemporaries. His artistic journey is a colorful one. He left
the country to study art in San Francisco in 1917, left for England
in 1925, then headed to the artists’ enclave of Montmartre the
following year. Before settling in Plestin-Les Greves in Brittany,
Vitalis also lived in Puteaux.
These ventures on different places and settlement in Brittany,
also the European post-impressionist masters who impacted
his art, led to his interesting stylistic development that shows
shifts (or combinations) of impressionist, cubist, and pointillist
techniques. This engaging work displays Vitalis’ subjects in angled
appearances—a Cubist 1963 piece that also shows his signature
prismatic colors. Here, he combined cubist and impressionist
styles as he rendered loose mosaic-like shapes that comprise the
seamstresses.

León Gallery
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Mauro Malang Santos (1928 - 2017)
Fruits Vendor
signed and da ted 1997 (lower right)
acr ylic on board
20” x 15” (51 cm x 38 cm)

P 500,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by West Gallery
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

The laid-back atmosphere of rural life is typified in this depiction of
a female vendor, created during the advanced stage of abstraction
in Mauro Malang Santos’ metamorphosis. The seated female vendor
makes one of her many appearances once again, as influenced by
Picasso and Matisse to Manansala and Ang Kiukok, forming the basis
of a style generous in its enumeration of images, ranges of colors,
and evocation of parochialism. Taking his cue from the spaciousness
of then contemporary layout designs in posters, magazines, and
traditional collages, Malang allows for these pockets of negative for
the eye to rest. Such spatial provisions manage to give his figurative
composition a compact, balanced appearance, and avoids a crowded
look of excess yet projecting light hearted festiveness.
From his early days as a cartoonist at the Manila Chronicle to his
breakthrough exhibit at the Philippine Art Gallery in the 50s, Malang
had a penchant for illustrating the travails of life in the big city. As
his works gradually evolved into the more mature abstract figurative
style, he also began capturing Filipina women from mothers to
market vendors. This Fruits Vendor piece perfectly captures the
essence of Malang’s art: redolent of warm colors, modernist in
approach, yet traditional in character and imagery.
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An Extraordinary Gentleman
Carlos P. Romulo
(1899-1985)
by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

I

t would be difficult to pick just one honorific for an
extraordinary gentleman of the old school such as
Carlos P. Romulo.

He began as a journalist, writing and editing for the first
newspaper chain in the country, the legendary TVT, for
Taliba, La Vanguardia, and Tribune in the 1930s. (Rómulo
had attended the University of the Philippines and would
receive a master of arts from Columbia University in 1921,
after which he returned to the Philippines, first to be an
English professor.)
As a writer, he excelled in this occupation, becoming the
first and only Filipino (nay, the only Asian) to have received
the Pulitzer Prize. It was “in recognition for pioneering
articles on the Southeast Asian political situation in which
he also recorded his extensive travels in the region.”
Romulo would eventually write and publish a total of 18
books including The United (novel), I Walked with Heroes
(his autobiography), I Saw the Fall of the Philippines,
Mother America, and I See the Philippines Rise. He would
be named the Philippines National Artist for Literature in
1982.
He was also, famously, an aide-de-camp to General
Douglas MacArthur. He retreated with MacArthur from
Bataan to Corregidor and then to Australia. While in
Corregidor he broadcast for the Voice of Freedom. He rose
from the rank of colonel (1942) to brigadier general (1944)
and would also be his de facto press consultant.
Romulo would later accompany MacArthur for his
momentous return on Leyte beach in 1945. By then he
had been promoted to rank of general, a title he most
preferred.
However, he also would become a cabinet minister, serving
Manuel Quezon as secretary of information and public
relations in Quezon’s wartime Cabinet and also with his
successor Sergio Osmeña, Sr. He was also secretary of
education as well as the president of the University of the
Philippines.
He will perhaps be remembered most for his achievements
as a diplomat. In the field of foreign service, he served
as chief of the Philippine Mission to the United Nations
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(clockwise from upper left) Carlos P. Romulo, National Artist, Carlos P.
Romulo with Eleanor Roosevelt, Carlos P. Romulo at the United Nations,
and Carlos P. Romulo, statesman and diplomat
(1945-54), Secretary of Foreign Affairs (1950-52), ambassador
to the United States (1952-53, 1955-62), and president of the
UN General Assembly (1949-50) — again the first Asian to do
so — and UN Security Council (1957). During these terms, he
would contribute to various American publications including
the New York Times.
Carlos P. Romulo was from a well-to-do and patriotic family
from Camiling, Tarlac. His father fought in the PhilippineAmerican War. With a career of more than 50 years of public
service, he was also a familiar of the world’s most sophisticated
capitals.
This served to sharpen his already fine mores, manners and
tastes, as evidenced by an evocative Sansó from his personal
collection.
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Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
In Dense Masses
signed (lower right)
1 968
oil on canvas
2 1” x 25” (53 cm x 63 cm)

P 700,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Fundacion
Sansó confirming the authenticity of this lot
Exhibited:
Museum of Philippine Art, A Hymn to Water,
Metro Manila, 1968.

In this alluring Juvenal Sansó piece, a turreted dark, massive structure
rises in the distant horizon amidst an atmospheric landscape that seems
as incandescent as the imagined surface of an otherworldly planet.
Light in Sansó’s art is suffused with the moist feel and texture and hues
of earth — an array of after rain purples, smoky grays rust browns. But
gratefully, there is nothing drab about Sansó’s orchestration of less than
brilliant hues and tones, just as there is no discernable shelter in his
massed images. The appeal of this work by Sansó lies in the juxtaposition
of inorganic and organic, liquid and solid, mobile and stationary,
each accentuating the other as Leonardo also used light and shade
dichotomies.
Sansó’s themes evolved from temperate Brittany seascapes and
landscapes to the piles of stone walls amid the tropical flora in
Montalban, to fantastical and otherworldly landscapes as seen in this
piece. Time and again he painted a series of similar works at this time
which are devoid of human interest. Juvenal Sansó painted with a brush
of a Realist, but with a mind of a Contemporary artist, creating his own
dimension between surrealism and romanticism. His insipid subjects
transformed into his very own world of poetry.
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Justin Nuyda (b.1942)

Search 32
signed and da ted 1969 (lower right)
acr ylic and pastel on board
40” x 30” (102 cm x 76 cm)

P 400,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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A highly regarded modernist, Justin ‘Tiny’ Nuyda has crafted a brilliant,
lyrically surreal brand of art. From his ethereal abstract compositions,
to the magical landscapes borne from his Mindscape series, Nuyda has
elegantly put on display his complex predilections. Technically adept,
Nuyda is able to intelligibly translate his stylized subject visually with
ease — an excellent display of his deft hand. This work harks back to
Nuyda’s earlier experimentations with abstraction. Inviting and alluring,
this very piece captures the rhythmic nature of the artist’s oeuvre —
vigorous and brimming with life.

León Gallery
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23
Oscar Zalameda (1930 - 2010)
Mexico
signed and da ted 1955 (lower right)
oil on linen
28” x 20” (71 cm x 51 cm)

P 300,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Paris

This particular oil on linen piece by Oscar Zalameda showcases his
artistic practice in the midst of transformation. Though he is mostly
known for his figurative and cubist depictions of local imagery,
Zalameda also dabbled in various forms of abstraction. In this
particular piece, one can see how Zalameda’s predisposition for
more abstract figures allowed him to understand the nuances and
intricacies of color and light; something he eventually applied to his
more figurative works.
Zalameda’s charming and airy gestural abstraction is a happy collision
of hazes, even haphazard patterns of broken, contrasting neutral
colors. The brushstrokes, though too broad to be strictly speaking
descriptive, provide visual equivalents of natural objects and the feel
of weather effects that make an impact on the spectator just as they
had been executed with immediacy.
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“‘TINAPA VENDORS’, which Mrs. Ho considers her favorite among
the market scenes she has done, is in her favorite medium, egg tempera”
				

				

24
Anita Magsaysay-Ho (1914 - 2012)
Tina pa Vendors
signed and da ted 1955 (lower right)
eg g tempera
2 0” x 16” (51 cm x 41 cm)

P 12,000,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the Artist by Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Miller and thence by descent to the present owner.
(The Sunday Times Magazine, May 6, 1956, featuring
the work. On page 45 it refers to “…Tinapa Vendors
belongs to Mrs. Paul A. Miller.)”
Paul Miller was a Foreign Service Officer assigned
to the U.S. Embassy In Manila from 1954 to 1956,
whose duties included cultural exchanges between
the United States and the Philippines. These events
included art, music and history, tailored to promote
better understanding between the two cultures.
Paul was already well known in Manila, having been
sent there in 1944 to assist with the repatriation of
U.S. citizens who were Japanese prisoners of war.
As the Information and Public Affairs Officer at the
U.S. Embassy, Paul met many of the country’s top
artists and musicians, as well as other notables.
He purchased this painting directly from Anita
Magsaysay-Ho, and treasured it until his death in
2017.
Literature :
Sunday Times Magazine, May 6, 1956. Page 44 to
45; Full color photograph on page 44,
This Week Magazine, December 18, 1955, Page 39;
Black and white photograph

- Sunday Times Magazine, May 6, 1956

W

hen Anita
Magsaysay Ho
became the first
woman to ever win the grand
prize in the prestigious Art
Association of the Philippines
competition in 1952, she may
or may not have known how
important that moment was.
But her adoring public
certainly knew. Her winning
entry The Cooks quickly set off
a publicized contest to own it
as both influential newspaper
columnists and rich collectors
vied for this treasure, even
resorting to attacking each
other in the press to gain that
privilege. It would be the first
of her iconic women making
the most ordinary of tasks
extraordinary.
Her success put her in the
limelight and as an equal to the troupe of Neo-Realists and Modernists, almost
all male except for Nena Saguil and Lyd Arguilla who had the advantage of also
being the founder of the Philippine Art Gallery (PAG.)
A few years later, she would be even more firmly established. In May 1956, The
Sunday Times Magazine—of the most widely read paper in the Philippines with
a circulation of 1 Million copies a day—would call her the “the foremost woman
painter in the country today” in a feature entitled “Mrs. Ho’s Women.”
Anita’s marketplace paintings by then would be rightly famous. The Sunday Times
went on to wax eloquent about the artist, quoting the celebrated American writer,
Agnes Newton Keith, in her book “Barefoot in the Palace” on post-war Philippine
life, as saying, “(Her) marketplace women are thin, sharp, wiry, loquacious. They
are both cunning and generous, both skeptics and believers. (Anita is) sorry for
them because she knows she doesn’t have to be. If her gods were wealth and
soft living, she’d paint pathos and weakness into those faces. Instead, (she) put
mysticism, strength, and love, and joy of life.”
Indeed, in this magnificent Anita marketplace, the vendors caress this noble fish
as if they were fine silks or jewels. This bounty, after all, is not just a way of life
but a means to make a living. The central figure holds up a slim fish to her nose,
delicately sniffing it as expertly as a French perfumer to divine its properties. The
other women have various reverent expressions as they tend to the flat baskets
filled to the brim with the fish, an auspicious symbolism of the plentifulness that
can be found even in the simplest of lives.
The Sunday Times Magazine next quoted “in a more technical vein”, Mrs. Purita
Kalaw-Ledesma, doyenne of the Art Association of The Philippines: “Anita
Magsaysay-Ho believes that the Filipino face is top-heavy… for this reason, she
generally paints her women wearing a kerchief to minimize the dark area of the
head… To give dramatic effect, she paints her figures as if a strong light were
focused from beneath.”
And finally, it quoted Anita Magsaysay Ho herself. “Tinapa Vendors, which Mrs.
Ho considers her favorite among the market scenes she has done, is in her favorite
medium, egg tempera.”
Anita had, incidentally, also made the Renaissance medium of egg tempera so
famous that the Philippine Association of Poultry Growers had offered to make
her its ambassadress. Anita, according to one other newspaper account, is said
to have laughed, saying she used only a single egg a year—using the method
she said used by Fra Angelico. The subtle shadings and durable condition
that egg tempera gives to a painting is certainly very much evident in this
masterpiece. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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Romeo Tabuena (1921 - 2015)
Sa bungero
signed and da ted 1960 (lower left)
oil on panel
19” x 12” (48 cm x 30 cm)

P 120,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, U.S.A.
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During the 1960s, Romeo Tabuena produced several paintings featuring
cocks and sabong (cockfighting) scenes considered familiar images part of
the Filipino provincial life. In this particular 1960 work, a local sabungero
wearing a country hat seems to float on the background, a notable element
that marks Tabuena’s atmospheric works influenced by Oriental techniques.
His signature delicate calligraphic brushstrokes, Eastern-inspired sense of
space, and muted colors of brown and ochre hues also create a calming
effect. The two-dimensional perspective and a quality of flatness at work in
the piece shows the influence of Chinese vertical paintings in Tabuena’s style.
Despite studying and living abroad throughout a majority of his artistic career,
Tabuena did not disregard his Philippine roots, producing works of Filipino
themes and subjects, from carabaos and stilt houses to the rural everyday
people, rendered with a distinct style influenced by Cubism and, later on,
Chinese vertical paintings. This sophisticated piece, all in all, showcases his
brand of aesthetics in rendering the form of a local subject. His subjects
display his modern treatment of reducing the form into its essence.

León Gallery
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Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)

Nude
signed and da ted 2005 (upper right)
g ra phite and oil on canvas
12 1/2” x 9” (32 cm x 23 cm)

P 300,000

Although Ronald Ventura is very much capable of painting the
female nude, the Contemporary Master prefers to revere the
male anatomy, which he considers a highly complex subject, to
break the existing residual taboo. Painting a man caught in the
midst of an unceremonious yet reserved pose, Ventura’s style
in this work is characterized by painstaking detail, every edge
shadowed, and every prominent muscle and bone accentuated
to bestow the unidentified man with life. Indeed, the artwork
inheres an artistic conviction that produces a thoughtful,

environing mood, an emphatic allure that stirs the mind.
For years, he has been crafting his signature style: a highly
realist idiom that juxtaposes common objects with surreal
details, challenging and breaking through the limits of
perception. Ventura perfectly utilizes his understanding of
the human condition as the structural basis for his artistic
practice. Ventura’s imagery and graphic content have been
the subject of great acclaim for many reasons — both
thematic and aesthetic.

PROP E RT Y FR OM T H E B EN I TO J. L E G A R D A JR .
CO LLE CT ION
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Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Trees
signed (lower left)
Ca. 1970
wa tercolor
20” x 28” (51 cm x 71 cm)

P 300,000

In his sophisticated watercolor painting, National Artist Vicente
Manansala’s technical mastery of the medium is showcased.
He would utilize its translucent quality to produce elegant
works that feature various landscapes and picturesque nature.
This1970 paintings have a notable emotional quality, exhibiting
Manansala’s distinct brushwork of solid and broad strokes
and compositional restraint as he handled light and color with
technical ease.

He may be more associated with transparent cubism, but his
watercolor works are also favored by various collectors as
these show the master artist’s unparalleled draftsmanship in
capturing the allure and charm of places by evoking a diffused
effect. Watercolor is also one of Manansala’s favorite media,
which he had been using since childhood.
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The Colors of Patriotism
P R OP E RT Y FR OM T H E C O L L EC TI O N O F A D I S T I N GUIS H E D
G E N T LE MA N
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Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
The Color of Ideolog y
signed and da ted 1987 (lower right)
acr ylic on hand-made pa per
31” x 22” (79 cm x 56 cm)

P 2,400,000

B

enCab as a master of line is amply demonstrated by the visual
harmony he creates with the subjects. A sense of order and
structure underlies the seeming spontaneity of the composition
featuring the figures ethereal garments. The faces, which are rendered
in a figurative manner, manage to express a slurry of emotions and
dispositions. Although BenCab honed his focus in drapery to the near
exclusion of the three figures, the dynamics of the human bodies
remain the primary vessels for their essential appreciation. Beyond
his masterful technical execution, the piece also exemplifies BenCab’s
nuanced socio-political leanings. As an artist, BenCab developed
his artistic practice amidst the complexities of the 20th Century’s
sociopolitical and economic landscape. The century was defined by
not only its insistence on equality and liberty rights, but also by its
attempt to reshape and revamp the various “isms” and ideologies that
purported their own views on how society must be structured. Amidst
the slurry of ideologies vying for their own slice of the geopolitical
share, BenCab, like most citizens, became disenchanted by their false
promises and empty words.

BenCab

This particular piece entitled The Color of Ideology represents this
paradigmatic shift, one wherein individuals, unconvinced by traditional
ways of being, have instead decided to look inwards in order to find
purposiveness in the midst of the existential dour of life. The work
prominently features a variety of colors, each one representing a
major political movement. Yet, BenCab’s figures are cloaked and
rendered in a combination of hues and tones. Thus implying a stark
contrast between the artifices of ideology and the realities of human
complexity. BenCab’s work is a symbol of hope, one that wills for a
future that is no longer defined by dogma, but one controlled by the
will of the people.
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Max Balatbat (b.1978)

Tahanan
signed and da ted 2018 (lower right)
mixed media on canvas
48” x 72” (122 cm x 183 cm)

P 300,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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Domestic objects, for contemporary artist Max Balatbat, do not only provide
a collective definition of home, but also evoke a sense of nostalgia with the
layer-upon-layer of memories attached to these things that make up the physical
space. Balatbat’s unique visual language is marked by thick textures and colors
apparent in his collage-like abstractions. Tahanan is one of his evocative abstract
works in which design elements such as structure are balanced with emotion
and mood. He reconstructs elements of memory reimagined to further reveal
the essence of a local domestic space with attention to conceptual details
attached to identity and memory.
Balatbat calls his signature style “architectural abstraction.” Some of the
architectural details re-appropriated in his works range from wallpapers to
maps and floor plans. Abstract patterns of shapes and colors are mapped out in
geometric landscapes, all in patchwork-like overall composition. An architect’s
son and also once an architecture major, he is a recipient of the prestigious II
Lorenzo Magnifico Award at the Florence Biennale in Italy.
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Oca Villamiel (b. 1953)

Eclipse
signed and da ted 2019 (lower center and verso)
mixed media
11” x 13” (27 cm x 33 cm)

P 40,000

Oca Villamiel’s artistic canon is often seen as both innovative
and out-of-the-box in relation to other works and artists. Filled
with experimental and conceptual subject-matter Villamiel
reveals to us the possibilities of art are only limited by one’s
own creativity. His artistic practice can be seen as a method
of salvaging found-objects and common ephemera, either
literally or figuratively, in order to investigate new assemblages,
patterns, and motifs. By doing so, Villamiel’s art tackles the

present in a very distinct and straightforward way. It
does not obscure the image via a mixture of pigments,
oils, and pastels. Instead, he utilizes his materials unique
essence and context in order to tackle and reevaluate
present histories, relationships, and issues. Villamiel’s art is
revolutionary in a sense that it does not look elsewhere in
order to produce the sublime.

31
Roberto Chabet (1937 - 2013)
Untitled
signed and da ted 1971 (lower right)
g ra phite on pa per
22” x 31” (55 cm x 78 cm)

P 100,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank King Kong Art
Projects Unlimited for confirming the authenticity
of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Paris

Widely acknowledged as the Father of Philippine Conceptual
Art, Roberto Chabet is highly regarded for his experimental
works, ranging from sculptures and installations created out
of everyday materials and found objects. Chabet’s works often
drew on and extended conceptual ideas of relational and
serial structures, utilizing materials such as plywood for their

association with the rebuilding of Manila after the end
of the Second World War, and implying the body of the
viewer into an experience of the work in space. In this
piece, Chabet utilizes a technique akin to pointillism in
order to achieve a cohesive and alluring gradation effect
the mimics the interplay between light and shadow.
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32
Félix Resurrección Hidalgo (1855 - 1913)
Côte de Breta gne (The Coast of Brittan y)
signed (lower left)
unda ted
oil on canvas
9” x 13” (23 cm x 33 cm)

P 1,000,000

Perhaps the most romantic of the iconic 19th century Filipino masters,
Félix Resurrección Hidalgo y Padilla was also one of its most delicate
academics. Raised in a conservative but extremely wealthy family of
lawyers and landowners, Félix would only manage to escape into the
world of art by moving to Europe to attend the Royal Academy of San
Fernando in 1879.
Madrid and later Rome, and most of all Paris, would become his home
but he would never shake off a certain studious manner and devotion
to painstaking detail that perhaps he inherited from his Padilla forebears
who were noted for their punctiliousness. This diligence of mind always
served him in good stead in his art.
Resurrección Hidalgo belonged to the artistic social set that would
summer in Normandy and Brittany, which were conveniently close to
Paris. Both were the perfect settings for his landscapes and more often,
seascapes that were the product of his leisure time.
The Hidalgos and Legardas were part of Manila’s ancient 400 and were
neighbors in the old district of Quiapo along Calle San Sebastian, (later
renamed after R. Hidalgo after the painter.) One can easily imagine
that this was one of the gifts from one friend of the family to another.
Of course, the Legarda home was filled to the brim with the painter’s
works.
The work at hand appears to have been painted in the late morning of a
clear-skied day, in contrast to his brooding works going towards twilight.
The air seems crisp, the craggy outgrowths and rocks are in sharp
contrast to what appears to be a vista in pale blue. “Cool and soothing”
is how one biographer, the eminent E. Arsenio Manuel, described his
small landscapes. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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33
Manuel Ocampo (b. 1965)
Why I Ha te Europeans
signed (verso)
1992
oil and pa per on can vas
72” x 76 1/2” (183 cm x 194 cm)

P 1,800,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist and
issued by Archivo, 1984 confirming the authenticity of
this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the Tom Patchett collection
Exhibited:
Guggenheim gallery, “Same Difference”, Chapman
University, March, 1998
57th Venice Biennale Philippine Pavillion at the Museum
of Contemporary Art and Design (MCAD), “Spectre of
Comparison”, May 23, 2019 - July 2019
Literature:
Giant robot: Sheer Art Attack, By Martin Wong Issue 39,
p. 67
Heridas De La Lengua by Pilar Perez and Kevin Power
(1997), p. 13
Double Trouble: The Tom Patchett Collection, 1998, by
Elizabeth Armstrong (Author), Ralph Rugoff (Author),
Auditorio De Galicia (Corporate Author). San Diego Museum
of Contemporary Art (Corporate Author), Pilar Perez
(Editor), pp. 189
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In a recent conversation Manuel Ocampo points out, “the scene depicted
in the painting is that of a group of freaks and monsters prancing around
in jubilation of an unspecified party or event.“ He elucidates that the
painting can be clearly seen within the context of a game changing
international art exhibition—Magiciens de la Terre, 1989 (curated by Jean
Hubert Martin), a groundbreaking exhibition of international artists mainly
from non-western countries. It was seen as a paradigm shift in the way
how art from countries like Africa, South America, Asia and the eastern
bloc countries are becoming visible and are gaining art market reputation
and dominating the art discourse.
Painted in the 90s when he was hailed as the hottest young Filipino artist
in America, he was invited to exhibit in Documenta in Kassel, Germany
in 1992. He submitted four paintings, but three were excluded because
they featured swastikas. Why I Hate Europeans is a reaction to the excised
work. But he also shares that he is recalling his intentions and is aware
that people read paintings in a certain way. His early work references
political art maybe because he doesn‘t like politics especially political art.
“I wanted to mash it up, reconfigure it and expose it ‘s ridiculousness.
Now everything is politicized and political art is prevalent and is the
dominant language in the visual arts so maybe my attitude is to just deal
with it and see how one can work with it.” The painting is left ambiguous
or maybe not—the intention of the artist is never known. Ocampo ‘s
concern too is to evoke a look—maybe one of an old painting that brings
up memories of a different time and place.
Why I Hate Europeans was part of the 1998 landmark exhibition titled
“Same Difference“ held at Chapman University‘s Guggenheim Gallery.
Curator Maggi Owens assembled work about minority cultures featuring
artists William Anastasi, Judy Baca, Tom of Finland, Michael Ray Charles,
David Levinthal, Manuel Ocampo, Alfred Quitoz, Bruce and Norman
Yonemoto. (Jerome Gomez)

León Gallery
FINE ART & ANTIQUES

Artist Manuel Ocampo next to the work,
Why I Hate Europeans, exhibited in
“Same Difference” in the Guggenheim
gallery , Chapman University March 1998

Ocampo and his works have been
featured in the Los Angeles Times (March
1988 , June 1992, April 2001) and the
San Francisco Examiner Newspapers (April
1992) among the other publications listed
below.
Album Covers:
Mythmaker is the tenth studio album
by industrial group Skinny Puppy. It was
released on January 30, 2007.
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34
Angelito Antonio (b.1939)

Vendors
signed and da ted 1988 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 35” (61 cm x 89 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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With over five decades of works, Angelito Antonio has produced Cubist
works that celebrate Filipino identity and culture. His style was influenced
heavily by his mentor at the UST, Vicente Manansala. Just like Manansala,
Antonio would render vendors of various kinds of local goods, cockfighters,
mother and child, and other folk urban images. What sets his works apart
from those of his mentor is a more apparent tension between figuration and
abstraction brought about by more angular and sharper figurations. Critic
Cid Reyes also noted that Antonio’s sense of colorism is more adventurous
and daring than Manansala’s. Among the contemporaries of Antonio as
an emerging artist in the 1960s who produced urban folk genre art were
Antonio Austria and Mario Parial.
Vendors reveals Antonio’s unique approach to stylized figuration of daring
scale and proportions made more striking by a modernist flair distinctly his.
Various images such as the candle vendor playing the guitar, the woman
vendor under an umbrella, and a set of crucifixes evoke a narrative quality to
the 1988 piece. Here, Antonio also utilizes the expressive properties of color.
A typical scene becomes more poetic and charming through linear clarity,
distinct cubist technique, and signature washed out tones.
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35
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Princess Urduja
signed and da ted 1948 (lower right)
oil on canvas
22” x 17” (55 cm x 43 cm)

P 2,600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Sylvia
Amorsolo-Lazo for confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, U.S.A.

Twentieth-century Filipino master artist Fernando Amorsolo is known
for his fascination with Philippine folklore, among other images
of the distinct past. In his lifetime (and to this day), Amorsolo’s
masterpieces were sought after by local and international collectors
because his paintings represented the best and most memorable
aspects of Philippine life. One of his favored subjects is the heroine of
Pangasinan folklore, Princess Urduja. The beautiful and courageous
daughter of the Rajah, Princess Urduja is assisted by her attendant
who is toweling her dark, black hair. The princess’ high social status
is hinted by her fine red skirt, gold armlets, and barter ring-shaped
earrings. The overall background or setting, with historic objects
such as the jar and long string of pearls in the opened porcelain
box, displays a faithful visualization of pre-Hispanic times. Here, one
can see that Amorsolo would do research to achieve preciseness in
his depicted subjects and objects. Also noticeable is the refreshing
simplicity of his treatment in depicting a lovely maiden with her hair
loose and undone as well as her skin with a characteristic glow—
unblemished but not likened to the white complexion associated
with Western women subjects.
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Jose V. Ayala (1932 - 2002)
Archetypal Dream
signed (verso)
1964
acr ylic on canvas
37” x 45” (94 cm x 114 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Estate of the artist
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Jose V. Ayala Jr., an artist-writer and copy director, pursued visual art
in the 1960s upon his friend and colleague Federico Aguilar Alcuaz’s
encouragement. The husband of poet Tita Lacambra-Ayala, he started
his artistic explorations in his watercolor paintings with distinct washes.
As Ayala began utilizing acrylics and oil later on, his paintings exhibit
“extreme” drawing and colorization, as noted by CCP museum director
Ray Albano. During the 1970s, he moved with his family to Davao; the
successful reclusive artist’s home studio is in Tagum, Davao del Norte,
where he continued painting in gradual retreat from publicity. Archetypal
Dream further reveals the distinctness of Ayala’s visual expression, an early
work inspired by personal observation and reimagination.
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Ferdinand Montemayor (b. 1965)
One Man and A Band #2
signed and da ted 2018 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City

Visual artist Ferdinand Montemayor creates nuanced works of art
that views life from a macro-perspective. His large scale artistic
outings analyzes the relationship between individuals, groups,
and communities by deconstructing their various physical and
surface-level properties and translates them into basic semblances
of movement, shape, and form. Thus his works can be seen as
a metaphor for the connections, interactions, and relationships
created from the nuances of human life. The visual elements
are not mere groupings of random lines. For one, they are
highly cohesive, seemingly possessed by a common force in the
contagion of pressing entities.

38
Dex Fernandez (b. 1984)

Heart.jpeg
2018
serig ra ph
25 1/2” x 73 1/2” (65 cm x 187 cm)

P 80,000
Provenance:
Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City

Dex Fernandez’ humorously rotund and many-legged Garapata,which means
tick or flea in Filipino, has seemingly captured our collective imagination.
Dex’s Garapata cannot only be found on his conventional pieces, but can be
seen in the most peculiar places such as jeeps, buses, train stations, electric
posts, and other urban and public spaces, and often come in a variety of
shapes, sizes, and even colors. For Fernandez, Garapata, and Garapata’s
inherent pervasiveness, is a metaphor for the resiliency and ubiquity of
the Filipino people. In this piece entitled Heart.jpeg we see a collection of
Garapata critters in a nuanced and comedic amalgamation of reveries. Done
in his signature graphic style, the piece reflects the diversity of characters that
exist within a connected community.
His evocative brand of art has captivated numerous audiences — both locally
and internationally. An ACC grantee, Fernandez has ventured into the far
reaches of his creativity, working with various media and provocative themes to
tap into his audiences’ consciousness. Also considered a street artist, Fernandez
has incorporated into his works a distinct grit and flair, a vulgarity and
frankness in his art while concurrently putting on an alluring display of whimsy
and playfulness.
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The San Gabriel Manansala

39
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1988)
Pila sa Bigas
signed and da ted 1975 (upper left)
oil on canvas
39” x 33” (99 cm x 83 cm)

P 15,000,000
Provenance:
The San Gabriel Family
Exhibited:
Images of Nation, Vicente Manansala as Social
Realist. Ayala Museum. Makati City. May 27 - July 4,
2010.
Literature:
Paras-Perez, Rodolfo. Manansala. PLC Publications,
Manila, 1980, p. 223.
Images of Nation, Vicente Manansala as Social
Realist. Ayala Museum Foundation, Inc. 2010. p. 45

T

he scene depicted here is undoubtedly one of
Manansala’s most iconic. Featuring a group of
commonfolk lining up for their fill of rice, Pila sa
Bigas captures Manansala at his technical and conceptual
prime. The piece features Manansala’s characteristic
form of cubism, one that is defined by its noticable sense
of transparency and downward brushstrokes. In it, his
figures are rendered through distinct and angular lines,
exemplifying the nuanced complexity of his central forms.
While his colors follow a much more lenient structure, in
that they are rendered in an asymmetrical manner, this
form of aesthetic dissonance is what gives the piece a
sense of movement and life.
The piece also acts as a form of social commentary that is
reminiscent of modern times. The work aims to galvanize
the viewer to ask and inquire instead of being blinded
from their poverty of the brethren. At the period at where

Manansala was composing this series, food rationing across
the archipelago was commonplace and stringent rations
for rice through the National Grains Authority (present-day,
the National Food Authority) for which housewives and
even their own children lined up every single day. Thus,
Manansala effectively channels the trials and tribulations of
the everyday Filipino into a piece that no longer sees them
as a mere statistic or population, but as subjects of both
compassion and justice. His work effectively humanises the
individual by rendering each face with an ingrained sense
of personality and depth, emphasizing that they are not
merely forms or figures meant to bring together a work of
art, but the central subjects of concern. The end result is an
engaging work of art that speaks deeply to the humanity
that resides within each of us. For Manansala, depression
and poverty are not seen as badges of shame, rather it is a
call to arms for the Filipino people to rise up and claim their
future as their own.
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40
Kawayan de Guia (b. 1979)

Viva La Suerte
signed and inscribed Ba guio, 2019 (lower right)
mixed media
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 500,000
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Kawayan de Guia works across multiple creative media such as
painting, installation, and sculpture. His works often feature sociopolitical and consumerist critiques hidden away in his irreverent
sense of humor and aesthetics. By doing so, de Guia taps into the
hidden profoundness of everyday life by utilizing found objects to
create compelling and thought-provoking pieces.
In this particular piece entitled Viva La Suerte, de Guia utilizes his
usual eccentric sentimentalities in order to examine contemporary
life. His canvas is filled with a slurry of objects and images akin to
museological experience that attempts to convey a certain message
or theme. But the result is a visual experience that emphasizes
the distraught yet intertwined condition of our current reality.
Hence, de Guia’s work is not only a general critique of our modern
culture, but a much more refined examination of alienation at
play. The flat and neutral treatment of his images denotes a
sense of unease as though any connection between them should
not have happened in the first place. Yet, de Guia plays on this
feeling, presenting to us the truth about our current condition in a
uniquely original and subversive manner.
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Oscar Zalameda (1930 - 2010)
Flower Vendor
signed (lower right)
oil on canvas
20” x 16” (51 cm x 41 cm)

P 140,000
Oscar Zalameda is one of the most recognized Filipino artists today.
A Modernist virtuoso known for his distinct Cubism, Zalameda has
captured the hearts of many with his brilliant renditions of rustic
Filipino themes. A multi-award-winning artist, Zalameda’s stylistic
genius and jet set lifestyle truly made him a sensation. A very welltravelled Filipino artist, Zalameda’s oeuvre eloquently reflects his
international worldview — one born of experience and taste. With his
inviting imagery, he boasts to the world the beauty of his homeland,
its people and locales.
In this particular piece entitled Flower Vendor Zalameda perfectly
captures the beauty and essence of the Philippines through poignant
mundaneness of the common-folk. Here, Zalameda brings out the
essential elements of his chosen subject in order to fully unearth its
inherent beauty and charm. The flowers are rendered in a variety of
pink hues and tones, exemplifying the elegant beauty found in even
the most simple things. While the woman’s traditional garb contains
a variety of shades reflecting the colors of everyday life.

42
Ang Kiukok (1931 - 2005)

Blue Fish
signed and da ted 1986 (lower right)
oil on canvas
8 1/2” x 8 1/2” (22 cm x 22 cm)

P 500,000
Literature:
Roces, Alfredo. Kiukok: Deconstructing Despair. Finale
Art Gallery, 2000, Plate No. 286.
National Artist Ang Kiukok typically paints fishes with
exposed bones, reminiscent to X-ray art. His early works
featuring the catfish also present his circle motif which is
added to create tension in his compositions. Some of his
fishes appear as fossil fish or dried fish split open.
Alfredo Roces wrote that Ang would also avoid depicting
the external scale and skin of the fish to avoid the realistic,
conservative way of painting the subject. He also noted that
Ang’s daughter, who favored his father’s fish paintings best,
recalled fondly how Ang would take the fish bones to their
backyard to dry in the sun before painting. The fish in this
1986 painting has bloodshot eyes and ready to swallow
their prey.
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43
Rodel Tapaya (b. 1980)

Invincible
signed and da ted 2009 (lower right)
oil on canvas
60” x 76” (152 cm x 193 cm)

P 1,400,000
Exhibited:
Ark Galerie, Looking Back, Jl. Senopati Raya 92, Jakarta,
March 2010
Literature:
Manilaartblogger.com, Snippets from the Manila Art Scene,
14 March 2010

Acclaimed contemporary artist Rodel Tapaya’s paintings display recurring
narratives embedded in Filipino cultural history that offer sharp and often
piercing commentary on contemporary life and issues. Through his adept
manipulation of folk aesthetic and material, Tapaya provides his mythical
characters with allegorical significances that transcend common perception,
offering fresh insights about their origins and relevance. The paintings become a
tableau of the painter’s articulations and traces of the stories that inspired them.
Sometimes, his characters appear in archetypes culled from pre-colonial historical
research and recorded folktales from recent scholarship. These qualities have led
him to receive positive reception from art collectors worldwide.
In the present, Tapaya is one of Southeast Asia’s most successful contemporary
artists at auctions; the far-reaching appreciation of his works has been part of the
wave that gained more attention for Southeast Asian contemporary art in recent
years. Tapaya remains a favorite among Southeast Asian auction houses where
his works are highly regarded. He is widely exhibited in cities in the Southeast
Asian region as well as in Beijing, Berlin, New York, and Tokyo.
Rodel Tapaya established himself as the foremost articulator of Filipino myths and
legends into visual language. Just like his other forays into the Filipino collective
imagination, this particular work is characterized by a wildly colorful palette,
an assembly of figures that enacts a narrative, and a slew of highly symbolic
imagery adding alluring texture to the story. The particular story alluded to by the
painting may be the legend of the jackfruit—of how, from being once a smooth
fruit, it gained its spiky skin.
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Nona Garcia (b. 1978)

Revela tion (17)
Dura trans and lightb ox frame
40” x 28” (102 cm x 71 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City

A native of Baguio City, Nona Garcia’s artistic practice is one concerned with the
dichotomy and synthesis of opposing variables and themes. Through her multidisciplinary
approach, she is able to tackle these themes through a variety of methods such as
transparency, concealment, and framing. Though she has produced more traditional
works in the form of large scale photorealistic landscapes and surrealist figurative
paintings, Nona Garcia’s claim to fame is undoubtedly her novel experiments with xray
and light. Her use of unconventional technology when it comes to image-making allows
her to explore new ways of seeing and understanding. Her first international show,
she presented a number of x-ray-based works that featured popular religious icons
and figures. By doing so, Garcia is able to deconstruct long-held beliefs and ideologies,
especially those witnessed and dealt with first hand. Since then, Garcia has expanded
her artistic imagery to include common ephemera and found objects.
In this piece entitled Revelation (17) Garcia utilizes a popular Catholic figure in order to
deconstruct the various aspects of faith and belief. The title itself is explicitly revelatory,
guiding the viewer to understand the piece in a segmented and investigative manner,
similar to how one would read an actual x-ray film. But instead of scrutinizing a
medical anomaly, the viewer is tasked with exploring the metaphysical implications of
a much more subjective phenomenon; effectively bridging the gap between the visible
and invisible.
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Florencio B. Concepcion (1933 - 2006)
Abstract
signed and da ted 2003 (lower left)
oil on canvas
27” x 34” (69 cm x 86 cm)

P 300,000

Tondo-born Florencio Concepcion was a product of the UP School of
Fine Arts, graduating in 1953. He then finished his master of fine arts
degree in 1964 at the Regge Accademia di Belle Arti, Rome under
scholarship given by the Italian government. He also illustrated for
comics magazines such as Action, Halakhak, Pilipino, and Bulaklak,
and worked as an opera backdrop artist under the direction of
Ireneo Miranda. After his studies abroad, he joined the faculty of the
University of the East – School of Fine Arts where he later on served as
dean. Regarded as a highly disciplined watercolorist and a master of
figure drawing, he has won awards and exhibited abroad.
Viewing this 2003 abstract piece, with its blend of colors in smooth
flows, is calming at best. It invites one to a contemplative mood
with its soothing quality, leading one to a moment of quietude.
Concepcion said in an interview that his paintings are products of
his feelings and likened to autobiographical passages expressed in
the abstract idiom. As this painting calms the viewer, one can also
perceive Concepcion as a man at peace.
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Le Pho in his studio

46
Le Pho (Vietnam, France, US; 1907 - 2001)
La Lettre
signed (lower left)
ca. 19 75
oil on canvas
32” x 24” (81 cm x 61 cm)

P 2,400,000
Provenance:
Wally Findlay Gallery, New York
Private Collection, U.S.A.

T

wentieth-century artist Le Pho, the tenth child in a family of
twenty of Emperor Le Hoan, was born in Vietnam on August
2, 1907. Best known for his widely collected paintings
of Vietnamese subjects in interior settings and exotic landscapes,
Le Pho was cultured and well-educated who was trained in brush
painting. At eighteen, he was part of the first class of students who
attended the French-sponsored Ecole Superieure des Beaux-Arts
in Hanoi, directed by Victor Tardieu—a classmate of Matisse and
Moreau—between 1925 and 1930. Here, he would also become an
art professor from 1933 to 1936 upon returning to Hanoi after a twoyear scholarship in Paris where he studied painting.
Le Pho then returned to Paris in 1937, serving as a delegate at the
International Exposition and, later on, as a jury member. He also
became an advisor to the Vietnamese Embassy in Paris, regularly
exhibiting his works at the Salon des Independants. Well-traveled, Le
Pho promoted his work at galleries worldwide. He settled in France
until his death on December 12, 2001.
The artist’s prime distinct style, developed in the course of his stylistic
development, is marked by a combination of eastern and western
painting techniques. La Lettre is among Le Pho’s simple yet profound
paintings that exhibit this fusion in aesthetic approach. Vietnamese
subjects, surrounded with greenery and set against a vibrant
background of predominant yellow, bring out a level of appeal and
delight to the viewer.
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Raul Lebajo (b.1941)

Search # 11
signed and da ted 1970 (lower right)
mixed media on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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A pioneer of environmental surrealism in the country, Raul Lebajo is known
for depicting dreamlike, seemingly hallucinogenic images of nature. One of
the artists credited for popularizing surrealism in the country (along with Galo
Ocampo and H.R. Ocampo), Lebajo influenced a new generation of surrealists
and expressionists—one of which is Onib Olmedo. In the course of Philippine art
history between the 1970s and 1980s, Lebajo was often noted alongside Vicente
Manansala, Victorio Edades, and Cesar Legaspi. Ang Kiukok and Jerry Elizalde
Navarro are also among his contemporaries.
Lebajo’s artistic preoccupations include exploring the expressive qualities of shapes
as well as strong colors like yellow and orange hues and other contrasting colors
which he often preferred. His subjects range from minute details—cells, veins,
and roots—to plants, fruits, and varieties of organic life found in the land and sea.
This particular 1970 piece has intricate compositional elements that elevate its
visual quality into an existential level; the eccentricities of detail further exhibits the
surreal complexities of a living structure.
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Martin Honasan (b.1941)

Pihak
signed and da ted 2017 (lower right)
mixed media on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 121 cm)

P 300,000
Exhibited:
Ayala Museum Artist Space, Pulo, Makati Cty,
2017.

Contemporary artist Martin Honasan explores the concepts of culture, identity,
and individuality in his works featuring the human face. In these portraits, he
juxtaposes a realist depiction of the subject’s face with abstract folds, textures, and
treatments. This approach is one of his ways of presenting a novel way of utilizing
the expressive qualities of the face. In Pihak, a portrait of a Capiznon burlap
worker, the man’s face seems to merge with the textures and folds. It also displays
the subject’s penetrating gaze, evoking a sense of distress, as Honasan uses the
face as a canvas that shows the human condition.
Honasan is a graduate of the Ateneo de Manila University with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Interdisciplinary Studies (Psychology and Communication Arts clusters).
He worked as a visual artist and art director in advertising, then as managing
partner in his own design firm, before he became a full-time artist. He has held
shows and participated in group exhibits and art conventions in the country and
abroad, and participated in an artist residency program in Osaka, Japan, where his
completed works were exhibited at the YOD Gallery.
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Emmanuel Garibay (b. 1962)
Baclaran
signed and da ted 1993 (lower center)
oil on canvas
60” x 72” (152 cm x 183 cm)

P 1,300,000
Exhibited:
Leon Gallery, The Asian Cultural Council Auction
2018, Makati City, Lot 150

Emmanuel “Manny” Garibay, one of the founding
members of the Salingpusa group, has remained consistent
in depicting unique Filipino scenes in his body of works.
In this highly engaging piece, for instance, Garibay
features the familiar frenetic activities and various scenes
in Baclaran. It is a faithful rendition of a market scene
from one of the country’s most notable chroniclers of
the ordinary and everyday scenes. In his depiction of the
busy neighborhood district, also captured are people from
all walks of life and of different ages, also crowds either
surrounding areas or taking the stairs.
Visually organizing the elements of the painting is a
central figure holding a bolt of cloth around which other
characters revolve: from a man in sunglasses about to
proffer a bill to a beggar, a clutch of children holding onto a
railing or estribo of a jeepney stuck in traffic, a man holding
a microphone broadcasting his wares, and a woman in
a red dress haggling with a vendor. The sky above them,
with its churning clouds, is as active in the scene, making
this work an intense, clear-eyed representation of a slice of
everyday life.
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50
Araceli Limcaco-Dans (b.1929)
San Fernando Street Bridge
signed and da ted 1968 (upper left)
oil on panel
24” x 15 1/2” (61 cm x 39 cm)

P 100,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
A gift of President and Mrs. Carlos P. Garcia to the
present owner
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Araceli Limcaco-Dans is an artist that is undoubtedly concerned with
the emotional and expressive possibilities of art. As a student, she
was mentored under Angela Fernandez and National Artist Fernando
Amorsolo. Both her mentors noted that Araceli indeed was an excellent
student who strove to find her own voice in the local and international art
scene. Beyond her technical mastery over her craft, Araceli also possessed
a unique affinity for the human soul. Her myriad of personal experiences,
from her colorful upbringing to her encounters during the Second World
War, infused her works with a plethora of emotions such as nostalgia,
love, longing, and even loss.
In this particular piece, Araceli seemingly offers us a novel piece of work.
Though she is known for her light and airy still lifes, this piece shows us
that Araceli artistic philosophy is one that is both personal and universal.
This oil on panel urban landscape of Intramuros during Araceli’s time offers
us a glimpse into what the artist saw, heard, and felt. Her use of soft and
subdued lines are complemented by her rich color palette. The overall
feel and treatment of the piece offers the viewer a dreamlike experience,
capable of relaying Araceli’s own thoughts as if they were our own.
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Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Still Life
signed (lower right)
ca. 2000
acr ylic on pa per
20” x 25” (51 cm x 64 cm)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Fundacion
Sansó confirming the authenticity of this lot

Juvenal Sansó’s poetic surrealism is evident in his still life
works, particularly of flower bouquets. His paintings of
flowers are noted to have a captivating, poetic appeal
with the subject matter’s dissonant, dramatic colors
and textures. A shift from his Black Period series, Sansó
would use an engaging color palette for his depictions
of flowers with an expressionist-surrealist bent. “Feeling

color very wildly” in his painting process was likened by
Sansó to a “very, very intoxicating experience of extreme
color.” This polychromatic still life piece shows a quality of
otherworldliness. Transcending natural features, Sansó takes
his chosen subject matter on a more intriguing, mysterious
level of reality. Here, his eye for detail and refined brushwork
add a dimension of complexity.

52
Romulo Olazo (1934 - 2015)
Window Series
signed and da ted 1981 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
18” x 18” (46 cm x 46 cm)

P 300,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

In this work from master abstractionist Romulo Olazo’s
Window series, apparent are the tensions between opacity
and transparency. A product of his experimentation with
pigment consistencies—of blue, white, red, yellow, and
black hues—and abstract aesthetics, his refined brushwork
techniques and perfectionist approach towards artmaking are
also evident. Highly gestural in approach, the piece shows a
sense of formal playfulness and creative impulse and directs
the viewer towards a contemplative mood.

In 1980, the year this piece was created, Olazo’s name was
further cemented in the local art scene as he was selected
as one of the five finalists by the Mobil Oil Philippines in its
Awards for Philippine Art, together with Ang Kiukok, Jose
Joya, Onib Olmedo, and Danny Dalena. Best known for his
Diaphanous and Permutation series, critics have noted his
genius in his pursuit of a wide range of techniques and media.
His stylistic phases also inform one another.
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Fiery Compositional Aesthetic

Hernando R. Ocampo poses with his work

53
Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 - 1978)
Composition in Red and Black on White
signed and da ted 1977 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
40” x 30” (101 cm x 76 cm)

P 3,000,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

T

his 1977 work of National Artist H.R. Ocampo provides a
total aesthetic experience. The chosen colors—black, red,
and white—evoke a visual tension that makes the piece
engaging at best. Out of Ocampo’s creative impulse, he presents
a daring non-objective expression of his understanding of images
drawn from his social environment. The interlocking shapes,
which have become a signature element in his abstractions, bring
out a powerful expressionist feeling. Overall, the piece offers a
visual feast of effective coloration and abstract shapes out of the
pleasure of simultaneous impulses.
Alongside Vicente Manansala, Cesar Legaspi, Romeo Tabuena,
and Ramon Estrella, Ocampo is one of the Neo-Realists who
belongs to the second wave of modern Filipino artists. In the
book H.R. Ocampo: The Artist as Filipino, Angel De Jesus
described Ocampo as a pure abstract expressionist whose
approach in abstract expressionism is purely subjective, highly
emotional, inspirational, and romantic at times. He also noted
that the distinctness of Ocampo’s color lies in its iridescent,
sumptuous, and glaring quality. His compositions are “intuitively
conceived” as well as reflective with his life events, stylistic
development, and artistic preoccupations. He was completely
self-taught. Ocampo’s abstract masterpieces which feature
signature “animate cells” or his interlocking shapes that are
built on each other, hue upon hue, are celebrated by various
critics and avid collectors to this day.
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Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Untitled (Brittan y Series)
signed (lower right)
ca. 1970
acr ylic on pa per
23” x 33” (58 cm x 84 cm)

P 220,000
Accomanpied by a certificate issued by
Fundación Sansó confirming the authenticity
of this lot
Brittany is a special place for celebrated visual artist Juvenal
Sansó. In its awe-inspiring coast, Sansó experienced healing. His
paintings belonging to the Brittany series are imbued with beauty
and hope, out of his admiration of the place. A multi-faceted
Spanish painter who lives in the Philippines for many years,
Sansó takes upon realities of the human condition, the atrocities
of war, and the beauty of nature through his art. Part of his
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Ang Kiukok (1931 - 2005)

Red Fish
signed and da ted 1986 (lower right)
oil on canvas
8 1/2” x 9 1/2” (22 cm x 24 cm)

P 500,000
Literature:
Roces, Alfredo. Kiukok: Deconstructing Despair. Finale
Art Gallery, 2000, Plate No. 286.

Manansala and Luz were the Filipino artists who influenced
Ang Kiukok’s craft from the start of his career. Morris Graves
also influenced the rough stone textures of his works.
Upon Ang’s return from his travel to New York with Vicente
Manansala, he developed a new vivid expressionist style as
he produced paintings with themes of agony, sorrow, and
madness. This 1986 work exhibits the predatory status of
a fish. Its bones are exposed and striking colors are used.
Ang Kiukok’s animal subjects are usually rendered by the
artist with a fierce appearance. Critics would note that
his depictions of animals are extensions of his “placid and
affable” and direct-to-the-point personality, also reminiscent
of Mexican modernist Rufino Tamayo’s paintings of growling
dogs and monster-like roosters.
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Brittany series, this piece shows his skill in evoking a sense
of balance, ethereality, and lyricism in his renditions of the
place he deeply loves. The well-defined rock formations
display his refined brushwork and eye for detail. One of
the most innovative and revered artists to this day, Sansó’s
works in oil, watercolor, acrylic, and his favored ink and dry
brush continue to be in-demand among collectors.
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Francesca Enriquez (b.1962)
Untitled
signed and da ted 1986 (lower right)
acr ylic on panel
48” x 46” (122 cm x 117 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Influenced early in her career by neo-expressionist painters like Francesco
Clemente, Georg Baselitz, and Longo and most recently by Austrian artist
Luc Tuymans and German artists Sigmar Polke, Gerhard Richter, and
Kippenberger, she composes her paintings “randomly, by using a lot of
intuition and a little of the tips I learned from other artists.” Enriquez’s
paintings of colorful domestic interiors recall the PostImpressionist works
of artists such as Pierre Bonnard and Henri Matisse. Unlike these “modern
masters” however, there are decidedly no people inhabiting these spaces
of domesticity, rendering them fetishized images belonging to a realm
of idealized and decorative “magazine” beauty than any real spaces
of habitation. It was arguably Enriquez who popularized the colorful
Expressionist style within the canon of Filipino Visual Art. She filled her
canvasses with vignettes of images that look like scenes of places or events
juxtaposed side by side almost like a “quilt” of images that are used to tell
a story. Interiors of houses and still life painted in her thick Expressionistic
brush strokes are also subjects “Keka” is known for. She is also popular for
works with her mentor in UP Fine Arts, Roberto Chabet, who was one of
the pioneers of conceptual art in the Philippines.
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Amorsolo’s Blond Mademoiselle

57
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Portrait of a Girl
signed and da ted 1963 (lower left)
oil on canvas
24” x 18” (61 cm x 46 cm)

P 140,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, U.S.A.

Fernando Amorsolo, the country’s foremost 20th century master painter
of landscapes, was also a great portraitist. He has painted commissioned
portraits of well-known figures—masterpieces that are handed down from
one family generation to another, serving as treasures that remind them of
their prominent loved ones. His daughter, Sylvia Amorsolo Lazo, wrote in the
book Amorsolo: Love and Passion (Volume 1: Portraits): “When looking at
an Amorsolo portrait, any viewer would feel as if one is seeing the subject in
person. Papa’s renditions also had the subjects’ eyes following the viewer in
whatever position.” Fernando Amorsolo would request his clients to pose for
him, as he took photos of them in his studio. Then he would choose the best
pose for his envisioned composition. Lazo noted further his wide clientele, as
the master portraitist once mentioned that “the Americans alone made up
ninety percent of his total clientele in portraiture.”
Amorsolo would also paint people from all ages and walks of life, in different
positions and various attires, and would meticulously choose his desired
layout and faithful color combinations for his portrait paintings, as seen in
this particular portrait of a young girl in her white dress and best-behaved
pose. Her charming gaze and smile shows a distinct personality masterfully
translated into the canvas by the master portraitist.
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LUIS MARIA ZARAGOZA ARANETA
The Brave Aesthete
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III

L

uis Ma. Araneta was a titan of taste. His art and
antique collections and his sybaritic way of living
became the reference points of lifestyle pundits
for everything upper–class Filipino to this day. He was the
Filipino equivalent of the European legends the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor, Baron and Baroness Guy and Marie–
Helene de Rothschild, Charlie de Beistegui, Arturo and
Patricia Lopez–Willshaw, and Ricardo and Mary do Espirito
Santo. He defined the high point of contemporary and
elegant Filipino living.
He was born to an affluent and elegant family. The famous
lawyer Don Gregorio Araneta y Soriano originally of Molo,
Iloilo married the Spanish mestiza heiress Doña Carmen
Zaragoza y Roxas of Calzada de San Sebastián, Manila
and they established an elegant home on R. Hidalgo street
(the renamed Calzada de San Sebastián, where many of
the city’s richest families lived) designed by Arch Arcadio
Arellano and decorated by Toribio Antillon (a protégé of
the Italian scenographers Giovanni Divella and Cesare
Alberoni, who decorated the San Agustin church with
grisaille trompe l’oeil paintings in 1875). Don Gregorio,
already a rich lawyer from several cases won by the
early 1900s, became Associate Justice, Solicitor General,
Attorney–General, and Secretary of Finance and Justice
successively under the Americans. Dona Carmen became a
prominent social figure known for her elegant receptions,
meticulous housekeeping, and manifold charities. They
had 14 children: Carmen (died a baby), Jose (married
Mercedes Alba Lopez), Salvador (married Victoria Ledesma
Lopez), Consuelo (married Jesus Cuesta), Paz (married Luiz
Lopez Obieta), J. Antonio (married Margarita Rebullida),
Rosa (married Manuel Tuason Alcuaz), Ramon (married
Rita Legarda Valdes), Teresa (married Antonio Albert),
Vicente (married Paz Zaragoza), Concepcion, Margarita
(married Raha Singh), Luis (married Emma Lavadia Benitez),
Francisco (Rev. Fr. Francisco Araneta SJ, known as “Fr.
Fritz’’).
Luis’ childhood was spent in a beautiful and irrepressibly
social home which was constantly upgraded by his mother
with the latest in furniture and decorations from Europe
and which saw a steady stream of the important guests
of his father. He enjoyed the religious festivals of the
community and, as his mother Doña Carmen Zaragoza de
Araneta was the most important lady in the neighborhood,
assisted her in organizing them. He even prepared lifesized
santos (images of the saints) and carrozas (processional
floats) along with his mother and siblings.
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Legendary collector Luis Ma. Araneta

For all of his refined tastes, during World War II Luis
joined the underground resistance and became a guerrilla.
He was arrested by the Japanese and imprisoned in
Fort Santiago, but was fortunately released for lack of
evidence. During the last months of the war, he was with
his siblings and extended family in Baguio. They made
their way on foot to safety in the distant mountains of
Long–Long, Luis patiently carrying a steel drum which
contained his precious rolled canvases of Juan Luna and
Felix Resurrección Hidalgo and other Filipino masters,
which he buried or hid in caves every night all throughout
the journey. The ordeal continued to their descent, mostly
barefoot, through seven mountains to the American
territory in La Union during Liberation.

It broke his heart to see Intramuros after Liberation,
especially its magnificent churches (of which only one
survived: San Agustin) which he had admired and
appreciated from early youth, destroyed. It strengthened
his resolve to collect whatever remnants remained.
Luis Ma. Araneta was an active architect and he designed
his Araneta family’s Times Theater, the Makati Medical
Center, the Manila Doctors Hospital, the Our Lady of
Lourdes church on Kanlaon street, the Immaculate
Conception church (later the Diocesan Cathedral) in
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(Top Left) : Araneta in his sitting room; (Top Right) : Araneta with two of his society swans : Chona Recto Kasten and Mary Prieto

Cubao, and many other buildings and private residences
(like his sister Teresa Araneta–Albert’s postwar French
Mediterranean–style house on Cordillera street, Santa Mesa
Heights).
He assembled an impressive art and antiques collection
throughout his life. “From Aparri to Jolo,” his agents
scoured the country for the most beautiful art and antiques
--- much of which had been discarded by churches and
families out of sheer ignorance --- which he purchased with
zeal out of genuine aesthetic appreciation as well as an
intense nationalism. In the late 1970s, in a characteristic
Araneta gesture of altruism, he sent a large part of
his collection to the San Agustin Church museum on
permanent loan. His three children made the permanent
loan a donation in the late 2010s.

Acknowledgments:
Patricia Araneta
Elvira Araneta
Greggy Araneta
Irene Marcos-Araneta
Medy Araneta Singh
Regina Lopez Araneta-Teodoro
Salvador Araneta

Luis built his home at No. 52 McKinley road in Forbes
Park and moved there in 1959. Despite all the old master
art and antiques (true to the traditions of the R. Hidalgo
gentry, his living room was filled with Juan Luna and Felix
Resurrección Hidalgo paintings), it was a chic contemporary
house and could have been a setting for a stylish James
Bond movie. Like his mother Doña Carmen, Luis was
upgrading his modern home continuously. From the 1960s
to the 70s, it was the setting for the chicest parties where
Manila’s “Swans” reigned supreme --- Elvira Ledesma–
Manahan, Chito Madrigal, Chona Recto, Imelda Ongsiako–
Cojuangco, et al. “The crowd, the crowd…!!!” society
columnist Maurice Arcache reminisced years later. Under
the current stewardship of his son Greggy and daughter–
in–law Irene Marcos–Araneta, it remains one of the most
elegant residences in all of Manila.
Luis Ma. Araneta married Emma Lavadia Benitez of the
prominent landowning family of Pagsanjan, Laguna and
they had three children: Patricia, Gregorio, and Elvira.
He passed away in San Francisco, California in 1984.
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A FORBIDDEN LOVE

The Masterpiece Painted During Luna’s Honeymoon in Venice
by Martin Arnaldo

O

n December 8, 1886, Juan Luna married Paz Pardo
de Tavera. They had met two years before in Paris, in
November 1885, just after Luna had won the highest gold
medal at the Exposición de Bellas Artes in Madrid.
On February 8, 1892, M. Pilet-Desjardins, the president of the
Cours d’Assises de la Seine, a Paris tribunal, interrogated Juan Luna
about his wedding:
D. They were Spanish mestizos?
R. Yes, Monsieur le Président.
D. According to the ideas of your race, are there certain
divisions between you who are of the Indio race and the
mestizos?
R. Certainly, and that is the misfortune of our country. The
Indios are seen as slaves. At first, I did not find that my
brothers-in-law felt that way, but since what happened, I
have understood how much this was true.
For those who didn’t know the couple personally, they appeared
from the outside to be the most improbable match. Luna was
short, dark, Indio, and of a lower social class, while Paz was tall,
fair-skinned, mestiza, and from the wealthy Gorricho clan, who
owned most of Escolta. Her Pardo de Tavera ancestry made her the
descendant of the Grand Inquisitor of Toledo.
Madame Lefebvre, a concierge who lived a few houses down from
them on Rue Pergol�se, remembered: “M. Luna was very softmannered and polite. Mme Luna liked to wear makeup and she
wore it with elegance. She was very proud. Since she was tall, and
well proportioned, it was funny when we saw her go out with her
husband.” A journalist covering Luna’s trial described him in the
following terms:
“We saw a little man with an olive complexion, high cheekbones,
and big hanging lips tumbling down the aisle of the bench of the
accused, letting himself fall back behind the bar with his face inclined
to the floor. And when he stood up to give his name, he presented
very heavy Malay features, a sort of Japanese face mixed with African
savagery, a flat nose and bushy hair, almost too well-dressed with a
frock coat lined with satin. We first had the impression of a mulatto
used to being hit and treated badly, incapable of manifesting any
personal volition apart from getting violently angry.”

This contrast must have caused them to stand out socially. Paz
came across as extravagant with her fine makeup, garlanded
dresses skillfully painted by Luna, fancy hairstyles, and perfect
manners. Luna, on the other hand, was known to be reserved,
introverted, perhaps even a bit wary, with his thick glossy mustache
falling on either side of his face and his inquisitive, piercing eyes.
And yet there they were, arm in arm, traversing the 19th-century
social divide.
The boatman of Sorprendidos, who is perhaps actually a flower
vendor, faces a similar social divide. Like Luna, he is someone who
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Paz Pardo de Tavera at
her wedding with Juan
Luna (he has been torn
out of this photograph)

Juan Luna at the time of the trial.

works hard with his hands, steering his boat with his pole. He is
the lowest figure in the frame, although the lady in red, who is
perched on higher ground, stoops down almost to his height.
He crouches slightly forward and whispers intimately into her
ear - when they are caught as if in flagrante delicto by the older
woman.
A social divide is represented here by the Rio del Paradiso, the
Venitian canal traversing the frame diagonally, splitting the ground
between them. The lower left of the frame, where our boatman
stands, is submerged in water, while the upper right, where the
women stand, is elevated, firm ground. These are the steps of the
Palazzo Ruzzini (today the Ruzzini Palace Hotel), a place into which
a 19th-century boatman or flower vendor might not have been
able to enter.
The vanishing point is accentuated by the line of Piraeus lion heads
who bear witness to the scene with their impassible stony gaze.
They hover our eye towards a partly open door where the older
woman, who resembles a furious Goyaesque witch, cries scandal
and flings her hands in the air with her fingers outstretched,
drawing the attention of the woman in red, who is either looking
over her shoulder in her direction or tilting her ear toward her.

The back of the Ruzzini Palace Hotel, Rio del Paradiso.
Photo by Ruzzini Palace Hotel.
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Doña Juliana Gorricho Pardo de Tavera

We can’t be too sure, since her eyes are not clearly painted, but
we know her attention has shifted back across the diagonal in a
moment of surprise.
The title Sorpendidos means “surprised” and also “caught,” as
in “caught in the act,” but the painting has had various other
names. In the October 6th, 1957 issue of the magazine This
Week, the painting was called View of Venice. In the same year,
Carlos E. da Silva of the Juan Luna Centennial Commission
translated Sorprendidos as The Elopement. This title was later used
in Manuel E. Arsenio’s 1969 Dictionary of Philippine Biography and
in Santiago Pilar’s Juan Luna, the Filipino as painter (1980). Indeed,
The Elopement has become the title most frequently used to refer
to this painting.
However, this title strikes me as too conclusive. The beauty of the
title Sorprendidos lies in its ambiguity. Are they surprised in the act
of leaving, or rather in the act of arriving? What if they are coming
in from a long night, and it is now already morning? Could this
be a late 19th-century representation of a walk of shame during
which the couple is caught?
The older woman is certainly shocked and displeased to discover
the couple. It is impossible not to be reminded of Paz’s mother,
Doña Juliana, who at first strongly objected to Paz and Luna’s
marriage. Doña Juliana had survived the 1863 Manila earthquake
that counted among its casualties both the Manila Cathedral and
her young husband, Félix Pardo de Tavera. The trauma from this
incident haunted her for her entire life, causing her to be afraid
of the slightest noises or strong movements. Nevertheless, she
braved the turbulent ocean voyage with her children in order to
give them a new life in Paris and leave Manila behind. But there,
in the City of Lights, an Indio from the North (as her son Trinidad
once called him) asked for her daughter’s hand in marriage. Doña
Juliana held anti-Indio prejudices common at that time and, being
such a generally fearful person, reacted with alarm. During Luna’s
trial, Trinidad said:

this did not please my mother (Doña Juliana), who didn’t want an
Indio in the family. I made her understand that that was a prejudice
and she ended up giving in.”

“Luna was no Indio,” Trinidad told his mother. “He is a civilized
man, an artist, a great artist, a man of talent and heart; you have
nothing to fear from him.” Doña Juliana, who at first forbade the
marriage between Luna and her daughter, listened to her son.
According to Félix Décori, the Pardo de Tavera lawyer, Doña Juliana
never again showed any prejudice against Luna because of his race
or social class:
“She gave in so completely that during these three years of living
together, the accused never had a single reproach to make. These
prejudices, she had chased them all from her heart, and he never saw
a trace nor heard an echo. She had always been very gentle and very
kind to him.”

After their wedding, Luna and Paz left for Venice in the late days of
1886 or the early days of 1887 for their honeymoon, and it is there
that Luna painted Sorprendido.
Unfortunately, history would reveal to us that Trinidad was wrong,
and Doña Juliana was right to fear a marriage between Luna and
Paz, for a few years later, on September 22, 1892, Doña Juliana
died with her hands covering her ears, fearfully anticipating the
noise from Luna’s gun. He was seconds away from firing a 12 mm
caliber revolver that would make a fist-sized hole in her head.
(© 2021 Martin Arnaldo. All rights reserved.)

Martin Arnaldo studied in the United States (Boston College) and England
(Mansfield College, Oxford University). He then started a doctorate
program under the novelist Milan Kundera at the École des Hautes Études
en Sciences Sociales. Today he is a filmmaker by profession, and a historian
by avocation: an expert on Juan Luna’s life, including his tumultuous trial.

“M. Luna was very nice to me, and we had the most cordial relations.
My sister (Paz) liked him and I was very happy about this. However,
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PROPERTY FORMERLY FROM THE DON ALFONSO T.
ONGPIN AND DON LUIS MA. ARANETA COLLECTIONS

58
Juan Luna (1857 - 1899)
Sorprendidos (Caught)
signed (lower right)
Ca. 1887
oil on canvas
19” x 28” (48 cm x 71 cm)

P 18,000,000
Provenance :
Don Alfonso T. Ongpin,
Don Luis Ma. Araneta (now Pagrel Collection),
Don Arturo Rocha
Exhibited :
Juan Luna Centennial Commemoration Exhibition, Department
of Foreign Affairs, Hall of Flags, City of Manila, Oct 24 - Nov 3,
1957
Literature:
Listed as No. 104, Sorprendidos, composition al oleo in the
Collection of Alfonso Ongpin, Colleccion Ongpin (Manila, c. 1950);
Listed as View of Venice under the Luis Ma. Araneta Collection,
Centennial Exhibition of Luna Works, (Manila 1957);
Listed similarly in “A Brief Chronology of Luna’s Life and Works”,
Journal of History, Vol. V, nos. 3-4 (1957), p. 165;
Reproduced in black and white in This Week Vol. 12 no. 40 (Oct
6, 1957), p. 31;
Reproduced in color in Progress (1957), p. 124, listed as no. 31;
Listed as View of Venice under the Luis Ma. Araneta Collection
in Manuel, Arsenio E. Dictionary of Philippine Biography, Vol. II,
Quezon City, Filipiniana Publications (1969);
Listed as no. 7 under Italy in Zafaralla, p. 13, “A Partial
Catalogue of Juan Luna’s Paintings”. Arranged according to
Periods. Pamana CCP, (1973}.
Pilar, Santiago A. Juan Luna: The Filipino as Painter. Eugenio
Lopez Foundation, Inc., (1980), p. 76- 77.
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59
Tomas Bernardo (1918 - 1994)
Lamba t
signed and da ted 1958 (lower right)
oil on canvas
34” x 45” (86 cm x 114 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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Tomas Bernardo, who studied art under his uncle Teodoro
Buenaventura, worked in the National Museum for many years,
doing botanical drawings under Dr. Eduardo Quisimbing, the
country’s acclaimed botanist and former director of the museum.
Also a foremost Filipino orchid painter, he won a scholarship on
restoration at the Instituto Centrale di Restauro in Rome, under
an Italian government grant. His knowledge on art restoration
upon visiting the art centers in Germany and Belgium benefited
the National Museum, as many treasures in bad shape needed
restoration. Bernardo was also the first curator of the Presidential
Museum in Malacanan. In between work, Bernardo would paint
landscapes and still lifes, among other subjects of great interest.
Lambat is one of his works created during his experimental period
as an artist, as he was influenced by his associations with the
Philippine Contemporary Artists Club.
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60
Emmanuel Garibay (b. 1962)
Pig il
signed and da ted 2020 (lower right)
oil on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 900,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

This 2020 masterwork is an eloquent depiction of the lockdown and
the quarantine of recent memory. Emmanuel Garibay here reflects on
what he calls “the constricting effect of the lockdown.”
Garibay is highly regarded as an ‘artist’s artist.’ In his early 30s, he not
only received the prestigious first prize for painting at the annual Art
Association of the Philippines (AAP) competition in 1994 but was also
bestowed the Diwa ng Sining Award by the National Commission for
Culture and the Arts (NCCA.) That watershed year began a successive
list of solo exhibits and various recognitions, including being named as
one of the CCP’s influential Thirteen Artists in 2000.
In this massive painting, he adds, “It’s also about how we need to stay
calm and on top of ourselves despite the oppressive circumstances.”
Pigil is a chronicle of these extraordinarily trying times—as well as an
offering of both hope and discernment. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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A Parable of Resilience

61
Cesar Legaspi (1917 - 1994)
Villa ge on Fire
signed and da ted 1948 (lower right)
oil on panel
28” x 22” (71 cm x 55 cm)

P 2,400,000
Accompanied by an officially issued and
catalogued certificate from the Estate of
Cesar Legaspi confirming the authenticity
of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired from the Art Association of the
Philippines in 1963.

T

he oeuvre of National Artist Cesar Legaspi shows a compositional style
informed by his inborn talent and discipline toward his craft, academic
training at the UP School of Fine Arts, his observations on the styles
of the Triumvirate of Modern Art (Edades, Botong, and Galo Ocampo) and his
contemporaries Manansala and H.R. Ocampo, and his work in the advertising
industry. Legaspi described his early paintings, created when he used to work for
Elizalde at the Muelle de la Industria, as expressionistic. The inter-island North Bay
Harbor where he used to walk past influenced these early pieces which featured
muscular laborers doing hard labor such as carrying sacks or loads of copra and
sand. Waterfront scenes including street beggars and sweepers, vendors, and
settlers are also depicted through Legaspi’s expressionist techniques.
This 1948 piece was created after World War II. Here, his figures are distorted and
predominant use of blue and orange are used. The viewer can see the beginnings
of his Modernist perspective in this early work. Legaspi, who noted that he
remembered vividly the destruction after the war, would capture the realities
around him during this period. Beyond the “monochromatic feel” of post-war
Manila, it was during this time when he explored other ways of using color in his
art, and would later on be influenced by H.R. Ocampo when it comes to color
treatment.
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62
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Seasca pe
signed and da ted 1958 (lower right)
oil on canvas
22” x 30” (56 cm x 76 cm)

P 3,600,000
Accompanied by a certiciate issued by Mrs. Sylvia
Amorsolo-Lazo confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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Although known for his idyllic and picturesque depictions of local
rural life, Fernando Amorsolo is also known for his breathtaking and
pioneering landscape works. He is hailed by the art critic Leo Benesa
as the “Master of Philippine Landscape”, even more so than Luna and
Hidalgo. This claim can be traced to Amorsolo’s trademark technique of
chiaroscuro, which is Italian for light and dark. Through this technique,
Amorsolo carefully balances his works’ highlights and shadows,
giving his imagery a sense of space despite the inherent flatness of
the canvas. His technique also lends his artworks a characteristic glow
that is inescapable across his body of work. In this painting entitled
Seascape, one can easily see this technique throughout the canvas,
but most notably through his depictions of his waves. His contrasting
lighting coupled with his notably heavy brushstrokes, another Amorsolo
trademark, brings his scenery to life, almost as if one can hear the
gentle laps of the waves against the shoreline. His contribution to the
eventual development of Filipino art is undeniable and indelible.
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63
Ang Kiukok (1931 - 2005)

Fa ther and Son
signed and da ted 1993 (upper left)
oil on canvas
36” x 7” (91 cm x 18 cm)

P 1,200,000
Literature:
Roces, Alfredo. Kiukok: Deconstructing Despair. Finale Art
Gallery, 2000, Plate No. 424.

Adhering to the Philippine Modernist School principles, Ang
Kiukok stresses an interplay of colors and forms within a tight
composition—this is his way of putting order in his paintings. This
focus can be seen in this particular work in which the influence
of American artist Morris Graves and his rough-stone-textured
paintings is also apparent. The father and son appear as one
interdependently intertwined knot, representing a two-way
relationship. Highly expressive and striking at best, the stylized
figuration of a father whose arms embrace his son tightly is also
set in a tight space, adding an evocative appeal to the piece.
Ang’s subjects mostly appear as experiencing anguish, pain, and
angst. His fishermen, for instance, are usually in hard labor. As
for his mother/father and child paintings, the parent’s arms are
oftentimes tangled around the child in either affection or conflict.
The master artist is nonconformist in a way that he also depicts
the burden and emotional toll on motherhood or fatherhood, not
just their love for their child. It is also notable that Ang studies the
essence of his subjects before painting them, as evident in this
work, showing the influence of the Chinese approach to art in
Ang’s craft.
National Artist Ang Kiukok became known for his fusion of
cubism, surrealism, and expressionism, assimilating these
influences but also forming and arriving in his signature style. He
experimented with his chosen medium, mastered brushwork and
palette knife techniques, and produced works far from anything
formulaic as he rendered evocative forms and colors in striking
harmony. Surface arrangements composed of planes, line, and
shape often overlap and interlock, achieving solidity and volume.
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64
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
Toledo City River Scene
signed and da ted 1985 (lower right)
oil on canvas
45” x 70” (114 cm x 178 cm)

P 1,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Toledo, before Madrid, was the former capital of Spain. One of
the oldest and most distinct cities in Spain, Toledo contributes
to the country’s rich history and heritage. Its Catholic cathedrals,
mosques, and synagogues are breathtaking architectural
wonders—a fusion of cultures and religions have been
present in Toledo over the centuries—and tourists explore its
impressive landmarks established since the ancient Roman times.
Adventurous sightseers are in for a treat here with captivating
views and monuments to enjoy.
Acclaimed Cebuano painter Romulo Galicano was charmed by
the scenic views of Toledo, particularly Tagus River, the longest
waterway of the Iberian Peninsula flowing westward across
Spain and Portugal. An important part for the architectural
layout of the cultural landscape of Aranjuez, kings chose this
place to build a royal residence. During the reign of Fernando VI,
for example, the territory was used for leisure such as strolling
along the river, holding nautical battles, and offering concerts
on water. Galicano’s nostalgic and serene 1985 painting is an
intimate pictorial approximation of a river scene in Toledo, Spain.
Here, his distinct sense of perspective and balance bring out an
elegant atmospheric effect.
Galicano, the master landscape artist and portraitist from Carcar,
continues to bring pride to Cebu with his intimate land and
seascape works. Born to a family of artists, he was mentored
by his uncle, Cebuano realist master Martino Abellana—who
was also called the “Amorsolo of the South” and the “Dean of
Cebuano Painters.”
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Hugo Yonzon Jr. (1924 - 1994)
Vendors
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 96” (91 cm x 244 cm)

P 180,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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Throughout postwar modernist painter Hugo Yonzon Jr.’s prolific artistic career, he did
not stick to one particular genre, medium, style, and subject. One can see his versatility
as one studies his oeuvre, also how years of working in the advertising field developed
his draftsmanship and artistic discipline; Yonzon is known for being at ease with various
styles and techniques, hence producing works that cater to all kinds of collectors’
preferences. The artist also credited Cesar Legaspi for teaching him the tangents in
composition and acknowledged the National Artist’s influence in his craft.
Yonzon’s masterpieces are mostly in oil, his preferred medium. He showcases a
representational style with traces of cubist leanings in his constant depictions of everyday
people, from fishermen to vendors, as well as historical and mythical scenes. In Vendors,
ordinary people selling fish and tropical produce are presented through his distinct
stylized figuration and textured composition. It has an illustrative and narrative quality as
well as colors that complement traces of cubist folds.
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Reinventing Our Ways of Seeing

66
Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)

DOG
signed and da ted 2015 (lower left)
oil on canvas with frame
64” x 52” (163 cm x 132 cm)

P 4,000,000

O

ne of the most acclaimed artists in Southeast Asia, Ronald Ventura
is considered an auction star. His painting Grayground was a
record-setting work at Sotheby’s, and he continues to set buzz
in various auction houses and shows in the country and abroad. The
contemporary artist is known for combining elements of hyperrealism,
cartoons, illustrations, Pop Art symbols, and animals, especially dogs. The
contemporary artist is considered an auction star. In these works, viewers
sense dramatic tensions in the process of image making, as Ventura deals
with dualisms and posthumanism. His Zoomanities and Beastiality series, for
example, display a focus on animals. Ventura challenges notions on identity
and the human condition with his works of complexity and depth, presenting
aesthetic and theoretical influences.
This particular piece shows Ventura’s penchant for fusing humans and
animals as well as his incredible draftsmanship and attention to detail.
He situates humanness in the contemporary context with his depiction
of a flawless body rendered hyper-realistically. Ventura also tackles power
structures and the stand that the human race is superior to other species,
presenting the interchangeability of human and animal nature.
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67
Bernardo Pacquing (b. 1967)

Symbiosis
signed and da ted 1998 (verso)
oil, housepaint, cra yon, and pencil on canvas
33” x 33” (84 cm x 84 cm)

P 100,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Contemporary artist Bernardo Pacquing’s nonrepresentational
works are marked by subdued colors, minimalist aesthetic,
and Asian sensibility. His canvases display disparate forms and
everyday objects coexisting in a spatial abstract field, often
evoking a Zen-like feel and a state of existential calm. This
aptly titled work shows the artist’s genius in pure gestural
abstraction and minimalist approach to expression. A sublime
take on the symbiotic relationships of forms, Pacquing
presents a loose urban experience and an open interpretation
on shared space and interactions.

Born in Tarlac, Pacquing won the Art Association of the
Philippines Open Art Competition’s Grand Prize twice,
in 1992 for the Painting Category and in 1999 for the
Non-Representation Category. In 2000, he was one of
the recipients of the CCP Thirteen Artists Awards. He also
received a Freeman Fellowship Grant for a residency at the
Vermont Studio Center in the United States.

68
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
Nude
signed and da ted 1995 (lower right)
charcoal and pastel on pa per
24” x 18” (61 cm x 46 cm)

P 140,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Called “BenCab” by many, Benedicto Cabrera is considered as one of
the National Artists for Visual Arts in the Philippines who champions
contemporary Philippine art. Throughout BenCab’s career that has been
spanning for around fifty years and counting, one can see that he aims to
leave a lasting and meaningful legacy. In the book BenCab: Filipino Artist,
critic Patrick D. Flores writes that BenCab’s artistic style has “often been
viewed in shorthand; and his figures on canvas have been easily consumed
as icons.” These produced artworks are reflections of how he “tells stories
visually and how these stories interpret what it means to be Filipino.” This
nude sketch, for instance, shows his artistic sensibilities in rendering the
female form. Here, BenCab presents not over-idealization of the nude nor
the heavy stylization of the subject’s physical structure but hints realistic
contours and features. His nude works are part of his oeuvre celebrated
and collected by various patrons of the arts, as these show his unparalleled
draftsmanship in depicting his subjects both in pose and movement.
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69
Jon Jaylo (b. 1975)

Illusion de L’éternité
signed and da ted 2014 (lower right)
oil on canvas
42” x 31” (107 cm x 79 cm)

P 300,000

Looking at New York-based Filipino surrealist Jon Jaylo’s works is experiencing
a sublime dream world. Inspired by dreams, everyday scenes, firsthand
experiences, poetry, and other people’s stories, Jaylo translates surreal dreams
and ideas into thought-provoking, often philosophical images in the canvas.
His whimsical works, varying in style and theatrical configuration of forms, are
full of symbolisms and infused with personal observations. This 2014 Illusion
de L’éternité (Illusion of Eternity) taps into the viewer’s subconscious with its
powerful imagery. It is a reflective visual impression of the concept of eternity
which humankind continuously grapples with as it faces mortality as a fact of
life, as if conveying that to have a drink at life is to come into terms with one’s
limited time of existence.
Rene Magritte, Paul Delvaux, Gustav Klimt, Frida Kahlo, and Salvador Dali are
some of the well-known artists who influenced his craft. His works have been
displayed in galleries in the country and abroad such as the West Gallery and
Ayala Museum, Philippines; Strychnin Gallery, Berlin; Primo Marella in Italy; and
the Distinction Gallery and California Center for the Arts, USA.
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BENITO JUSTO FERNANDEZ LEGARDA V
(“BENITING”)
The Patrician
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III

T

he tall, handsome, intelligent gentleman with a
leonine air was an imposing presence in Manila’s
august business and cultural gatherings for several
decades. A formidable and intimidating figure, he was
greeted with respect, affection, and effusiveness by all the
people who mattered. Yes, he could be stern and irascible,
especially when encountering mediocrity and unscrupulous
behavior, yet he was always indulged because of his sincerity
and stature. Born in the highest reaches of Manila society
prewar, he lived up to the privilege and distinguished lineage
with an extensive, expensive education and an excellent
professional record. A profoundly nationalistic and altruistic
man, Benito J Legarda was the Manila patrician personified.
Benito Justo Fernandez Legarda V was an economist by
profession and a historian by avocation.
He obtained his Bachelor of Science in Social Sciences
magna cum laude from Georgetown University in 1948. He
then obtained his MA and PhD in Economics from Harvard
University in 1950 and 1955. He was a Deputy Governor
of the CBP Central Bank of the Philippines for almost
thirty years from 1951–80. He was a Consultant at the
IMF – WB International Monetary Fund – World Bank from
1982–86. Nearing retirement age, Legarda was an advisor
on economics at the Philippine Embassy in Washington DC
from 1987–92.
Among many written works, Legarda wrote four published
books: “After the Galleons” 1999 --- derived from his 1955
doctoral dissertation at Harvard University --- detailed a
history of the Manila – Acapulco Galleon Trade from 1565
– 1815 and then articulated and analyzed the development/
progress of Philippine foreign trade with its major partners
China, the USA, and Great Britain from the end of the
Galleon Trade in 1815 to the Philippine Revolution of
1896, as seen from an expert economist’s as well as an
avid historian’s point of view; “Bells of Sampaloc” 2001
--- a detailed account and analysis of the early days of the
Philippine–American War in February 1899; “Occupation
42” 2003 --- an anthology of his World War II recollections
which started on 08 December 1941, feast day of the
Immaculate Conception in Manila, a major Roman Catholic
holiday, up to the end of 1942 with the total subjugation
of the Philippines to Imperial Japan; and “Occupation 42 –
The Later Years” 2007 --- a continuation of his World War II
recollections.
In an affectionate tribute to her father, Dr Isabel Legarda
recalled: “He cared deeply about getting the facts right; this
was the fire that lit his efforts to write The Hills of Sampaloc.
Sometimes we would be visiting some historic site listening
to a tour guide, and if the guide said something slightly
inaccurate about, say, a gothic cathedral or a historic battle,
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(left) Gentleman historian and collector, Benito “Beniting” J. Legarda Jr.
was the fifth in a long line of Benito Legardas
(right) Benito “Beniting” J. Legarda was writing to his last days.

my mother and I would brace ourselves waiting for the polite
but pointed correction that my father would be unable to
resist offering. Sometimes we would forget that he was
listening to conversations quite carefully; he might appear
absorbed in his meal or seem to be relaxing at the table with
his eyes closed, but suddenly he would interject with a witty
rebuttal or an incisive insight. He would write out all his
lectures or articles long-hand on a yellow legal pad, and the
ones to be delivered in Spanish came out in Spanish, with no
need for a first draft in any other language.”
Beniting Legarda had a dreamy, musical, and poetic side,
according to his daughter Dr Isabel: “He could identify
almost any piece of classical music that was playing on the
radio, and he could recite poetry from memory, thanks to
formative years spent ensconced, under the tutelage of the
Jesuits, with the likes of Tennyson and Swinburne. Whenever
we would be out at night and there were clouds around
the moon, he would quote ‘The Highwayman’ by Alfred
Noyes and say, ‘The moon was a ghostly galleon tossed
upon cloudy seas.’ On the night he died, when my husband,
daughter and I went out for a quiet dinner outdoors
(including oysters, in his honor), my daughter looked up at
the sky and exclaimed, “It’s Abu’s moon!” And indeed, there
it was: a half moon surrounded by a few clouds, a few wisps
of which could be seen adrift across its luminous surface —
a ghostly galleon tossed upon cloudy seas.”

León Gallery
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Benito V’s and his younger sister Carmita’s great academic
and professional achievements could be traced directly
to their father Benito Legarda y Roces IV (“Ben”), mother
Trinidad Fernandez y Rodriguez (“Trining”), grandfather
Benito Legarda y de la Paz III (“Bitong”), grandmother
Filomena Roces y Gonzalez (“Menang”), great–grandfather
Don Benito Cosme Legarda y Tuason II, and great–
grandmother Dona Teresa de la Paz.
Benito Fernandez Legarda V married Dr Angelita Fores
Ganzon (“Lita”) of the landed and prominent Angeles,
Pampanga family in 1971. Angelita obtained her Bachelor
of Arts from Stanford University and her MD from the
University of the Philippines. She became a top pediatrician
in her time. She was a curator of the Central Bank of the
Philippines – Money Museum. She wrote a pioneering
book on Philippine coinage “From Piloncitos to Pesos.”
Dr Angelita Ganzon–Legarda was also a president of the
Philippine Numismatic and Antiquarian Society for two
terms. She was an accomplished wife to an accomplished
husband.
Benito V and Angelita had one daughter, Isabel Cristina
(“Tweetie”). Like her antecedents, she became academically
and professionally accomplished having attended New York
Medical College for medical school and obtained a master’s
degree in bioethics at Harvard Medical School.
Dr. Isabel Legarda shared their family life: “The dinner table
was our place to spend ‘quality time’ with him, and it was
a banquet of stories as well as delicious food. Some that
I remember: he enjoyed chasing after fireflies as a child,
and relished the taste of ‘salabat’ (ginger tea --- AG) after
Mass from a stall outside the church; his grandmother as a
teenager took a stroll in Paris with José Rizal the year the
Eiffel Tower was completed; when he was 16 a Japanese
soldier threatened his life; when he was ready to attend
university he had to time perfectly his leap from a bobbing
dinghy to a rope ladder dangling off a larger ship to sail to
America; he was unsure of which public restroom to use in
the US after the war — the one labeled ‘white’ or the one
labeled ‘colored;’ and some of his happiest memories came
from his adventures with the Harvard Glee Club.”
Dr. Isabel continued: “He had a sense of humor and very
much enjoyed a good laugh. He would erupt with laughter
over my children’s antics or stories when they were younger.
One time I showed him a video of my son’s school orchestra
playing a Halloween concert for which each player came out
and played in costume. How my dad guffawed with delight
at the sight of his grandson playing violin in a sheet with two
eyeholes cut into it, like the ghosts in the ‘Peanuts’ cartoon
strips.”
Like many members of old Filipino families (“de buena
familia”), Legarda collected rare coins, old books, antique
maps, and many of his friends knew that. However, many
didn’t know that he also collected antique religious images
and “relleves”/bas–reliefs mostly dating to the 18th century
and earlier in a nod to his fascination for Spanish–Filipino
colonial history as well as the history of the Roman Catholic
church in the Philippines. It was the collection of an erudite
Filipino gentleman in the tradition of the British aristocrats
and the “Grand Tour.”

Like many Legarda family members, Beniting was known to
enjoy good food and wine. Through the years, he enjoyed
wonderful meals at home and in restaurants worldwide with
fellow gourmets (who were also fellow super–achievers):
Alejandro Roces (his cousin “Anding”), Vicente T Paterno,
Jaime V Ongpin, Alfonso Yuchengco, Juan Ortigas Lanuza,
Bro Andrew Gonzalez FSC of De La Salle University, et al. Dr
Isabel reminisced: “He adored his grandchildren, who called
him their ‘Abu’ (short for “Abuelito”/Grandfather --- AG).
Of her Abu, my daughter wrote on her Facebook tribute to
him, ‘He loved oysters and chocolate cake.’ I don’t know
that he ever encountered a manifestation of dark chocolate
that he didn’t absolutely, almost rhapsodically, love from
start to finish. He passed on to me a similar rapture over
the stinkiest of cheeses. I’ve never seen anyone enjoy full,
multi-course meals as he did: soup, main course, dessert,
and often a cup of herbal tea. ‘Dios te conserve el apetito,’
he used to say, quoting his own father (Benito Legarda y
Roces “Ben” --- AG): ‘God preserve your appetite.’ To the
very end, his appetite not only for sustenance but also for
life remained robust.”
Legarda’s life was filled with serial accomplishments and
sterling achievements, in much the preordained manner the
sons and daughters of Manila’s “good families” (“de buena
familia”) are expected to do --- excelling in their academic,
professional, and even family lives. A highly cerebral man,
he went further and continued the tradition of “noblesse

oblige” for the benefit of his fellow Filipinos, in which he
sought to dissect and analyze the history of his country in
precise terms as an economist and historian: what exactly
went right, and what exactly went wrong. Understanding
this, he lived the life of a contemporary Filipino with the
highest ideals and aspirations. He led by example. His
stiff upper lip was not out of snobbishness, but one that
continually prodded his peers and the young to seek what
was the highest, most noble, and most precious in life. The
Lion in Winter, he kept up his interests and activities related
to economics/business, history, and the arts into his golden
years. Benito J Legarda was the rare Filipino gentleman who
carried with profound pride and affection the magnificent
and difficult history of the Filipino nation: its blood and
wounds and scars, deceptions and failures, invasions and
subjugations, struggles and rebellions, breakthroughs and
successes and victories --- indeed its very soul --- in his being.
The Patrician.
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The Antecedents of Benito J. Legarda

B

eniting’s father Atty Benito Legarda y Roces IV (“Ben” o
26 October 1898 – + 1973) was the pioneer chemical
engineer in the country: the first licensed Filipino
chemical engineer. He was also a lawyer. He was the president
of the Philippine Chemical Society for two terms. He was a civil
servant examiner for Chemistry.
His mother Trinidad Fernandez y Rodriguez (“Trining”) was a
well–educated and energetic lady from the affluent, landowning
Ponce de Leon–Sandoval–Fernandez clan of Cuyo, Palawan. As
a young bachelorette, she was the editor of the prewar ladies’
magazine “Woman’s Outlook.” In 1924, Trinidad Fernandez
became Miss Philippines and was the Queen of the Manila
Carnival, a much–awaited annual charity and social event in
those days. She became the president of the Manila Symphony
Society in 1933.
After World War II in 1946, Trinidad Fernandez–Legarda became
the representative for Filipino women to the International
Assembly of Women organized by Eleanor Roosevelt. She also
became president of the National Federation of Women’s Clubs.
In 1949, Trinidad Legarda ran for the Philippine Senate under
her party “Tinig ng Kababaihan” (“The Voice of Women”). She
became the country’s first woman ambassador when she was
appointed Ambassador to Vietnam from 1958–1962. Trinidad
Legarda championed the Philippine Girl Scouts. Nearly 70 years
old in 1968, she returned to Vietnam to distribute relief goods
sent by the Philippine government to the war victims, bravely
crisscrossing the war–torn country by helicopter. She became
a widow when her husband Benito IV passed away in 1973.
In 1979, she had the proverbial “bad fall” which rendered
her an invalid for life. She passed away on 02 February 1998.
Trinidad Rodriguez Fernandez–Legarda (“Trining”), along with
Rosa Sevilla–Alvero, Encarnacion Yatco Alzona, Paz de los Reyes
Ongsiako–Phillips (“Pacita”/“Ting”) and Concepcion Chuidian
Sunico (“Conchita”), were early examples of Filipina women
empowerment.
Benito Legarda y Roces IV (“Ben”) married Trinidad Fernandez
y Rodriguez (“Trining”) and had three children: Benito
(“Beniting” o 1926 – + 2020), Filomena (“Filomenita” o 1928 –
+ 1932), and Carmita (o 1932 – 198_).
Ben and Trining Legarda established themselves in a large,
rambling house in the “Ang Gubat” estate in the hills of
Sampaloc. (The only other “people of consequence” who lived
in the area were Dr Jacobo Fajardo y Puno --- Director of the
Bureau of Health (now the Department of Health) --- his wife
Antonia Jacinto y Villareal, and their three married daughters,
the most prominent of whom was Angelina Jacinto Fajardo

(left) “La Casa Grande,” the famous house
of the Legardas at Numero 964 on the
Calzada de San Sebastian in the 1920s,
based on this photograph of that time.
(right) The living room of “La Casa Grande”:
note the European-style interiors: the white
and gold crown moulding, the dark paneling,
rugs, and furniture with elegant crabriole
feet, and heavy gilt frames. “La Inocencia” is
in a place of honor. From the book “Primos
Unidos: Pasos del Tiempo (Cuarto Tomo)”,
by Lory-vi B. Valdes et.al., published in 2007.
pp. 221-222.
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[“Gely”] married to Francisco Tongoy Lopez [“Pacoy”], a
successful businessman from the Lopez de Iloilo clan (the branch
of Marcelo Lopez y Jalandoni married to Julita Villanueva y
Felipe), a second cousin to the brothers Eugenio and Fernando
Hofilena Lopez; Nelly, Benito, Lilia, and Vicente Hofilena Lopez;
Victoria, Eduardo, and Cesar Ledesma Lopez. Pacoy and
Gely Lopez lived in an elegant, Hollywood–inspired, Hispano–
Moresque villa called “Why Worry?” which fronted Sobriedad
street and backed Instruccion street. Pacoy and Gely Lopez had
three children Asuncion [“Sony”], Teresita [“Titchy”], and Arturo
[“Macky”] and they were all well–known in high society.)
Beniting’s paternal grandfather Benito Legarda y de la Paz III
(“Bitong” o 1876 – + 1933) was a successful, conservative
businessman who believed in understatement/discretion:
“Better to keep Wealth in inconspicuous forms.” He was a born
gourmet who enjoyed good food and wine which resulted in a
large, rotund figure and diabetes mellitus type 2 which forced
him to go on diets, much to his agony. Legarda family members
remember him baking luxurious fruitcakes during the Christmas
season, delicious confections which friends and neighbors like
the Ortigases received with much pleasure.
“Bitong” was comically alluded to by Edith Moses (wife
of Commissioner Bernard Moses of the Second Philippine
Commission/Taft Commission; Moses along with Todd and
Atkinson were responsible for Act No 74/Education Act of 1901
which led to the establishment of public schools and the arrival
of the “Thomasite” teachers; Dr Moses was a professor of
history and political science at the University of California) in her
memoirs of Manila days from March 1900 – December 1902 in
“The Unofficial Letters of an Official’s Wife.” Mrs Moses was
careful not to mention the actual names of various personages
throughout her memoirs, but made an exception when she
mentioned “Senor Legarda” (Benito Cosme Legarda y Tuason
II – AG). In her gossipy retelling of a reception at Malacanang
Palace in August 1901, she recalled: “First to arrive was Senor
Legarda, a member of the Commission, accompanied by his
daughter–in–law who had just arrived from Paris (his only
daughter–in–law was the heiress Filomena Roces y Gonzalez,
known as “Menang” – AG). She was dressed in an exquisite
black brocade gown embroidered with jet (“azabaches”/black
glass beads – AG) and wore a hat that couldn’t have been made
anywhere else (Paris, of course – AG). Pointing to his (corpulent
– AG) son (Benito Legarda y de la Paz III “Bitong” – AG),
Menang’s husband, Senor Legarda commented (to Mrs Moses):
“Fat, isn’t he?” And there was no need to say anything else.”
In 1915, Bitong journeyed from Manila to the exclusive spa
town of Evian–les–Bains on Lac Leman (Lake Geneva) in
southeastern France to fetch the remains of his father, Benito
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Cosme Legarda y Tuason II, who had suddenly passed away
there at 62 years old.
Benito Legarda y de la Paz III (“Bitong”) passed away of diabetes
complications at 57 years old in Spain in 1933.
Beniting’s paternal grandmother Filomena Roces y Gonzalez
(“Menang” o 11 August 1872 – + 1967) was a highly–educated
heiress of the Roces family which, already rich from inheritance
of the famed, massive, mid–1800s Balbino Mauricio fortune as
well as business and real estate holdings, found another fortune
and greater fame in publishing.
A true heiress to the Roces fortune, Filomena Roces y Gonzalez
(“Menang”) was educated at the Jesu Ma Convent in
Barcelona, Spain. As a young lady, she accompanied her father
Don Alejandro Roces on his trips to the “Ville Lumiere.” In one
memorable visit to the Paris Exposition of 1889 when she was
17 years old, she was accompanied by none other than her
compatriot, the good Dr Jose P Rizal.
Menang was a lady of strong and firm character. She was
always financially independent from her husband Bitong. She
had her own money from her rich Roces–Gonzalez family. It
was because of Menang that her Legarda– Roces family once
had substantial shares (minority) in the Roces–Gonzalez TVT
Company (Tribune, Vanguardia, Taliba) and the Manila Times
Publishing Corporation, which Joaquin Roces (“Chino”)
acquired from Jacob Rosenthal after the War in 1945. The
TVT Company ceased to be during the War as there was a
bogus Japanese buyout. The glory years of the Manila Times
Publishing Corporation ended when Ferdinand Marcos closed
it at the declaration of Martial Law on 21 September 1972. It
reopened after the EDSA Revolution but, with the passing of
Chino Roces in 1988, it was sold to the Chinese–Filipino taipan
John Gokongwei.
After the births of her children, Menang came down with a
lung ailment that required her to take the “fresh country air” in
Santa Mesa, away from her family at “La Casa Grande” at #964
Calle R Hidalgo. It was for that exact reason that her husband
Bitong’s elder (and far richer) half–sister Teresa Eriberta Tuason y
de la Paz (“Tata”) was able to easily send for the young children
to her house in nearby San Miguel for strict Victorian–style
schooling, supervised by her good friend Dr Ariston Bautista y
Lin, one of the original “ilustrados” of the 1870s.
A true Roces, Menang appreciated world literature. Beniting
Legarda recalled that he visited his abuelita during the War
and found her reading Francois de Fenelon’s “Les Aventures de
Telemaque” from 1699… in French! She remarked to Beniting
that she found the French language which Fenelon used to be
so elegant.
Menang’s comprehensive education in Europe gave her
an informed taste for classical music in its various forms
--- Baroque, Classical, Early Romantic, Late Romantic. Bach,
Mozart, Chopin, Mendelssohn, and Brahms were all part of her
preferred repertoire.
According to her grandson Beniting, her 11 August birthday
celebrations were always memorable family affairs, with musical
and dance performances by family members, aside from the
glorious food on the dining tables. There was a big celebration
on 11 August 1943 during World War II, when Menang’s
youngest son Jose Legarda y Roces “Pepito”, eldest son Benito
Legarda y Roces “Ben”, grandson Benito Fernandez Legarda
V “Beniting”, and eldest daughter Rosario Legarda y Roces
de Valdes “Bombona” performed on Pianos I, II, III, and IV
respectively. The Manila Symphony Orchestra also performed
conducted by the legendary Maestro Herbert Zipper.

She was afraid of earthquakes. As an 8 year–old, Menang
experienced the great earthquake of 18 July 1880, Sunday,
12.40pm which leveled Intramuros (the Intendencia and
Ayuntamiento buildings, the churches of San Francisco, Santo
Domingo, San Agustin, and the Manila Cathedral were badly–
damaged) as well as milder ones before and after. She likened
the bombings of World War II to earthquakes and the terrified
lady ran around in panic.
Menang finally left the Legarda–de la Paz “La Casa Grande” in
1938 for a newly–constructed house by the famous architect
Pablo Antonio at #315 San Rafael street in San Miguel district.
After the War, she made the final move to #1153 Aviles street,
still in San Miguel, in 1950.
Menang’s long life allowed her to witness the several political
changes in the country, from the Spaniards to the Americans, to
the Japanese, back to the Americans, and finally to the Filipinos.
From Manuel Quezon in 1935, to Jose Laurel during the War, to
Sergio Osmena postwar, Manuel Roxas, Elpidio Quirino, Ramon
Magsaysay, Carlos Garcia, Diosdado Macapagal, to Ferdinand
Marcos in 1965.
Filomena Roces y Gonzalez (“Menang”) passed away of
complications from Alzheimer’s Disease at 95 years old in 1967.
According to Beniting Legarda, his grandparents Benito Legarda
y de la Paz III (“Bitong”) and Filomena Roces y Gonzalez
(“Menang”) first met aboard a Manila–bound ship from Spain
in the late 1890s.
Benito Legarda y de la Paz III (“Bitong”) married Filomena Roces
y Gonzalez (“Menang”) and had seven children: Benito IV
(“Ben”) married Trinidad Fernandez y Rodriguez (“Trining”);
Rosario (“Bombona”) married Gen Basilio Valdes (one of
the five sons of Dr Benito Valdes from his first marriage to a
Spanish lady; stepson of Rita Legarda y de la Paz de Valdes
[“Chata”]; half–brother of the Valdes y Legarda siblings); Dr
Alejandro (“Mandu”) married 1) Carmen Tuason y Zaragoza
(“Carmencita”), 2) Ramona Hernandez (“Moning”); Teresa
(“Titic”); Filomena (“Menang”); Beatriz married Alfredo
Gonzales (“Pocholo”); Jose (“Pepito”) married Rosario Lobregat
(“Charito”).
Beniting’s paternal great–grandfather Don Benito Cosme
Legarda y Tuason was a brilliant lawyer and one of the top
Spanish–Filipino minds at the turn of the 20th century. Don
Benito served in General Emilio Aguinaldo’s cabinet and was
Vice–President of the 1898 Malolos Congress. Impressed by
American ideals and progress, he co–founded the “Federalista”
movement along with Trinidad H Pardo de Tavera and Felipe
Buencamino Sr. He became Resident Commissioner to the
United States of America from 1907–12.
His paternal great–grandmother Dona Teresa de la Paz was
an able administrator and astute investor of her Tuason first
husband’s “mayorazgo” noble estate. She actually increased
the Tuason holdings instead of diminishing them.
Acknowledgments:
Dr. Isabel C Ganzon Legarda
Maria Isabel V Ongpin
Benito J Fernandez Legarda V
“Teresa de la Paz and her Two Husbands: A Gathering of Four
Families”
“Primos Unidos”
Alejandro Roces
Bro Andrew Benjamin Gonzalez FSC of DLSU De La Salle University
(Macario Diosdado Arnedo Gonzalez)
Asuncion Fajardo Lopez–Gonzalez (“Sony”)
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Letras y Figuras
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III

PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E B EN I TO J. L E G A R D A JR . C O L L E C TION

70
José Honorato Lozano (1821 - 1885)
Letras y’ Figuras (Views of Manila)
signed (lower right)
Ca. 1850
gouache and wa tercolor on pa per
22” x 33” (56 cm x 84 cm)

P 5,000,000
Literature:
Roces, Alfredo. Felix Resurrección Hidalgo & The Generation of 1872.
Eugenio Lopez Foundation, Inc., 1998, p. 66.
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T

his enchanting work in watercolor by Jose Honorato Lozano
from the 1840s shows a vanished, magnificent Manila
inevitably altered by the 1863 and 1880 earthquakes,
Spanish decline, Revolution, American modernization, the
World War II holocaust, postwar demolitions, and careless city
administrations. The painting is composed of three horizontal
panels: the top and bottom panels have three sections each while
the middle panel is a panoramic view of the Manila Bay.
The first section of the top panel shows Calle Anloague in Binondo
(“Street of the Carpenters,” now Juan Luna street leading to
the Divisoria entrepot) where several foreign trading firms are
headquartered. We see an all–stone building or house on the left
with the flag of the United States of America (in the 1840s), it is
likely the head office of an American trading firm.
(It can be disputed that this is a view of Calzada de San Sebastian
[now R Hidalgo street] with its rows of elegant houses. The said
street rose in importance during the 1830s when the rich of the
long–established arrabales (districts) of Intramuros, Binondo,
and Santa Cruz, in an effort to escape their crowded and smelly
communities, started constructing big urban villas with the (then
unheard–of) luxury of fruit and vegetable gardens and passable,
clean estuaries/waterways at the back which were impossible to
build in the older arrabales. However, the view really seems to be
that of Calle Anloague, which is a much more important street at
the time than Calzada de San Sebastian.)
The initial letter V is composed of well–dressed, hat–wearing
laborers carrying logs. The letter I is formed by a well–dressed
native woman with a parasol and her companions.
The second/middle section of the top panel shows a view of the
commercial buildings, warehouses, and big houses lining the
Pasig river from Santa Cruz to Binondo to Tondo (right to left).
(This brings to mind personalities like the very rich Don Narciso
Padilla, who during this exact time owns a fleet of ships, boats,
and cascos [big bamboo rafts] which carries goods from the Pasig
river all the way up north to the Ilocos and all the way down
south to the Visayas, as well as rows of warehouses that stretch
from Binondo to Tondo. This shipping and logistics empire is
inherited by his daughter Dona Maria Barbara Padilla y Flores
[“Dona Baritay”] who subsequently becomes known as La Reina
de Rio Pasig because of her immense shipping and warehousing
businesses; she becomes the mother of the master painter Don
Felix Resurrección Hidalgo y Padilla.)
The letter E is formed by laborers carrying logs and an ambulant
Chinese vendor selling lugaw rice porridge and its condiments as
well as gupit noodles to his hungry customers. The letters W and S
are composed of veiled women and well–dressed men.
The third section of the top panel shows a bahay kubo/nipa hut
in a rustic setting which is probably the Gagalangin area in Tondo,
even then the most populous district of the city. There is a simple
couple huddling in a bamboo shed. Tondo in the 1800s, specially
the Gagalangin area with its charming front gardens, is a pleasant
residential district inhabited by people of modest means but also by
some of the richest families in Manila with fortunes from international
and domestic trading, warehousing, manufacturing, financing, and
even micro-financing. Tondo in the 1800s up to the prewar was a
vastly different community compared to what it is today.
The second section is a panoramic view of the Manila Bay with
many ships and boats. It is a beautiful, swimmable beach with fine
sand, just like all the lovely beaches of Las Islas Filipinas. Tragically,
the Americans would fill it with boulders, stones, and sand to make
Dewey boulevard (now Roxas boulevard) during the early 1900s.
There is a succession of interesting vignettes on the beachfront.
From the left going right, we see a young, well–dressed principalia
couple of the ruling class on their horses; two men with sparring
roosters (cockfighting); a man on a carabao; the letter O formed by
a man inside a casco (raft) or a boat; a mother and child just finished
bathing in the sea; the letter F formed by a couple pounding
rice on a wooden mortar; a female vendor with a small tapayan/
earthenware water container on her head, a male vendor balancing
a pole hung with 2 baskets, a mature, well–dressed principalia
couple, and a female vendor selling rice cakes she is preparing on a
papag or bamboo daybed.

The first section of the bottom panel shows a view outside
Intramuros looking north to the Pasig river. From the left, we see
the Puente de Espana (Bridge of Spain) which has been there since
1630, the Pasig river, the Magellan monument, and the Maestranza
wall. The Maestranza is a long portion of the Intramuros walls
facing north to the Pasig river with many chambers built in the
early 1600s to accommodate soldiers as well as all sorts of goods
being traded downstream and upstream. There is a big woven rice
thresher in the middle of it all, likely for the processing of rice being
grown in the areas around Intramuros.
The letter M is formed by musicians with a harp and guitar with
chickens on top. The letter A is composed of a man amidst
bamboo.
The second/middle section of the bottom panel shows the Plaza
Mayor of Intramuros with the three major buildings flanking it:
We see the Manila Cathedral in the middle (south), the Palacio
del Gobernador on the right (west), and the Ayuntamiento/Casas
Consistoriales on the left (east). It is still about 20 years before the
great earthquake of 1863 which will level them all.
(It is after that devastation that the Governor–General will transfer
the seat of power to the far more modest riverside villa in the
nearby San Miguel district that is the Palacio de Malacanan. The
transfer of the Governor–General to San Miguel impels the rich
--- specially the Spanish peninsular and the Spanish mestizo rich
--- to construct grand villas with sprawling lush gardens in the area,
setting off the most European incarnations of the Filipino bahay–na–
bato. The idea of luxurious urban villas conceived in Calzada de San
Sebastian achieves perfection in nearby San Miguel. Calle General
Solano and Calle Aviles become the most fashionable addresses of
the Filipino rich towards the end of the Spanish regime in 1898.)
The letter N is formed by women with a horse. The letter I is
composed of a group of men with top hats and women. The letter
L is made up of a bahay kubo, a big woven rice thresher, a man with
sacks, and other men.
The third section of the bottom panel shows the Binondo church
with a frontage of greenery (unbelievable to contemporary eyes). It
looks like an orchard with rows of fruit trees.
The final letter A is formed by an old woman cooking with palayok
earthenware pots, and there is a Chinese vendor balancing a pole
from which hang a pair of tapayan vessels, probably filled with clean
water.

Jose Honorato Lozano was one of several painters in Manila
during the first half of the 1800s, along with the pioneering
Damian Domingo, Juan Arzeo, and the younger Antonio Malantic
and Justiniano Asuncion (“Capitan Ting”). In the tradition of
miniaturismo (highly detailed art) popular in those days, Lozano
specialized in the quaint art of letras y figuras, in which a full name
was exquisitely spelled out with letters formed by vignettes with all
kinds of subjects --- people, animals, plants, musical instruments,
conveyances, landscape views, etc. These incredibly detailed works
charmed the affluent locals who hung them in their reception
rooms as well as the expatriate Spaniards and other Europeans who
commissioned and brought them home as souvenirs of an exotic
Asian sojourn.
This utterly charming Views of Manila from the erudite Benito
J. Legarda , Jr. collection was likely commissioned by a British or
American client. The work in watercolor was signed por Jose
Honorato Lozano in elegant script on the lower right side. It is not
known how it made its way to Legarda’s collection; it could have
been acquired from a prominent Filipino family but it was most likely
purchased from leading rare maps and books dealers in the USA or
the UK (many of whom were his longtime friends), as were many of
Legarda’s Filipiniana collections. This Jose Honorato Lozano Views
of Manila stands on its own as a great Filipino work of art and an
important, unassailable pictorial document of Spanish Manila as it
was in the 1840s, almost two hundred years ago.
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P ROP E RT Y FROM T H E BE NIT O J. LE GARDA JR.
C OLLE C T ION

71
Fabian dela Rosa (1869 - 1937)
a) Male Nude I
signed and inscribed Paris, 1908
(lower right)
oil on canvas
28” x 18 1/2” (71 cm x 47 cm)

b) Male Nude II
oil on canvas
31” x 18 1/2” (79 cm x 47 cm)

P 2,200,000

Fabian Dela Rosa was one of the active master
artists who pushed for the incorporation of
the School of Fine Arts in the University of
the Philippines where he became its second
director, next to Don Rafael Enriquez. He taught
decorative painting in the university and made
highly remarkable portraits. In the same year
the School was established, 1908, De la Rosa
traveled as a private scholar to Europe. Even if
he already developed his distinct style at 39,
he was still ever-passionate in looking for novel
ways of rendering old subjects. From around
1908-1910, he studied the works of the old
masters in European museums which he could see
firsthand. He also learned about French portrait
painter Marcel-André Baschet’s techniques at the
Academie Julian. This second phase in De la Rosa’s
artistic career was described by art critic Aurelio
Alvero as a “transition from emphasis on design
to importance of atmosphere, clearly manifesting
the influence of the French modern school.”
Learning from academic art, De la Rosa stressed
the importance of life drawings as the foundation
to mastery of portraiture and human forms.
Evident in these particular nude pieces is the
master artist’s adeptness in figure drawing. The
technical precision in rendering the subject’s body
shows his artistic genius and the foreign academic
art techniques that impacted his craft. De la
Rosa’s realist-romanticist perspective in rendering
the human form is showcased. He unleashes
his technical draftsmanship and signature dark
tones which marked his works during this period.
One is also reminded of French realist painter
Gustave Courbet whose gift of imagination and
unconventional works at that time influenced De
la Rosa.
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72
Romulo Olazo (1934 - 2015)
Dia phanous B-CXLVII
signed and da ted 2010 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 72” (122 cm x 183 cm)

P 5,000,000
Literature:
Reyes, Cid. ROMULO OLAZO. Paseo Gallery, 2013.
page 131.

The iconic Diaphanous series by acclaimed abstractionist Romulo
Olazo is the result of decades of rigorous experimentation
and practice. An exploration of the possibilities of imagery
and technique, Olazo’s work seemingly exemplifies the artist’s
breathtaking creative vision. The term diaphanous is derived from
the Medieval Latin term diaphanus, which is itself derived from the
Greek term diaphenin which means to show. The term is now used
to describe a fineness of detail or texture akin to a delicate form
of translucency. Its hardly commonplace usage in contemporary
English aptly reflects the series’ originality given that critics often
found Olazo’s work containing an indescribable sense of beauty
and awe.
His uniquely groundbreaking technique showcases the relationship
between color, form, and texture. His central elements are defined
by an ethereal sense of transparency given that they are rendered
with a distinct delicacy of form. While his background elements are
imbued with complex color gradiations, perfectly complementing
his works’ natural sense of ebb and flow. While many artists
disguise the processes of their artmaking, Olazo highlights them
in a way that makes the experience of viewing and interpreting
his art a deeply personal experience, a meditative journey. The
work invites the viewer to mentally review the painting process
as he strips layer after layer, like thin veils of illusion until nothing
but the dark background remains, and then reverses the process
as the painting is once more recomposed and one appreciates the
total image in depth. Olazo has often modified the basic layering
process by crumpling and folding the fine diaphanous tissues, by
heightening tonal play in thin facets, and by superimposing the
gossamer sheets to stimulate overlapping surfaces. The total effect
is one of sumptuousness and total elegance.
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73
Rodel Tapaya (b. 1980)

Maria Makiling
2014
bronze mirror and fiberglass
27” x 30” x 19” (69 cm x 76 cm x 48 cm)

P 300,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by ARNDT
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Exhibited:
The Chocolare Ruins, ARNDT, Berlin, Germany, 2014.
Art Fair Philippines, Makati City, February 5 - 8,
2015.
Literature:
Elliot, David, Dy-Recidoro, Zeny, and Jocks, HeinzNorbert. Rodel Tapaya. Distanz, 2015, p. 147.
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Celebrated contemporary artist Rodel Tapaya was born in
Montalban, on the slopes of the mountains of Sierra Madre.
Here, he was drawn to Philippine folklore, as the small town
is known for being deeply rooted in these stories and mythical
characters and creatures. Described as a magical realist,
Tapaya paints interlinked images which mutually inform each
other. He said that reading folktales, myths, and other stories
makes his imagination “explode with images” as there is
liberty for the imagination to visualize the archetypes and
images assigned to them. Maria Makiling is an interesting
piece that shows Tapaya’s passion as a visual storyteller and his
limitless imagination, tapping into the collective consciousness
by presenting a fragment of a familiar tale and archetype.
By depicting a pictorial fragment, the viewer is led to an
imaginative folkloric world.
Tapaya studied painting and drawing at the University of the
Philippines, Parsons School of Design in New York City, and
University of Art and Design in Helsinki. Since 2004, he has
held many solo exhibits in the country and abroad. In 2011,
he won the Grand Prize of the APB Foundation Signature
Art Prize. Tapaya was also among the recipients of the CCP
Thirteen Artists Award in 2012.
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74
Florencio B. Concepcion (1933 - 2006)
Abstract
signed and da ted 2000 (lower left)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 700,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Makati City

This 2000 abstract piece by the revered abstractionist Florencio
Concepcion displays his signature soothing gradation of colors and
fine-tuned brushwork techniques. It is a product of the late artistacademic’s shift from his early works of impressionistic scenes to
his abstract expressionist pieces that emerged from the mid-sixties
onwards. Here, he achieves spatial depth as he skillfully utilizes the
texture of his chosen medium and the expressive qualities of color,
particularly of tonal contrasts—a quality that art critic Santiago A. Pilar
noted on the artist’s paintings.
Another critic, Cid Reyes, noted that Concepcion is among the artists
who recognize the imperative of silence. His serene works in which
viewers can find solace, Reyes wrote, are receiving “just measure of
appreciation. Concepcion, the first dean of the University of the East College of Fine Arts, influenced artists such as Augusto Albor, Romulo
Galicano, and Lao Lianben who are also known for their command
in color and spatial depth. A disciplined watercolorist and a master of
figure drawing who believes in the importance of constant practice,
he has won awards and exhibited abroad.
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VICENTE HOFILEÑA LOPEZ JR
(“TIKING”)
The Bon Vivant

by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III

V

icente “Tiking” was born on 10 February 1919, the
youngest son of Don Vicente Lopez y Villanueva and
Doña Elena Hofileña y Javelona of Jaro, Iloilo. His
elder siblings were Nelly (married to Salvador Zamora), Benito
(married to Leonor de la Rama), and Lilia (married to Francisco
Lopez Jison). When Tiking was 9 years old in 1928, his
family moved from their Calle Iznart residence to the newly–
constructed Nelly Gardens villa on four hectares just outside
Old Jaro. It was at the Nelly Gardens that Tiking spent his
adolescent years filled with sports, music, dance, parties, plants,
etc albeit with the strict supervision of his parents, who insisted
on good behavior and manners all the time.
Tiking spent his elementary school years at the Ermita Public
School, high school years at the Jose Rizal College (where he
played for the Basketball Junior Team and was nicknamed
“Tiking,” which stuck), pre–law studies at the Ateneo, and law
degree at the Silliman University.
“The Lopez String Quartet” featuring the four Lopez–Hofileña
siblings was formed in 1929–30 and was active on the concert
scene until 1940: Nelly on the piano, Lilia at the harp, Benito
with the violin, and Vicente at the cello.
Their father Don Vicente made sure that all his children
understood business, like all Lopez family members. Don
Vicente mentored Tiking on farm and real estate operations
as well as other family businesses. When Tiking reached
adulthood, he worked in the Lopez clan–owned Southern
Shipping Lines and FEATI Far East Air Transport Inc Airlines.
Tiking saw action during World War II. He was designated a
3rd Lieutenant in the USAFFE in Iloilo city. After the war, he
was assigned as a 2nd Lieutenant in Polo, Bulacan. In 1946, he
resigned as a Major in the Philippine Army. In the mid–1970s,
he received a citation for his services in the military.
Postwar, Tiking, like a true Lopez, focused on business. He
helmed the Lopez Enterprises Company, which included the
management of the prewar Elena Apartments in Ermita as well
as the various operations of VICMAR Agro–Industrial. He was
also President or Board Director of the San Carlos Planters’
Cooperative, Negros Navigation, and the Southern Lines
Shipping Company where he instituted many improvements in
management and operations.

Vicente “Tiking” Lopez Jr.

Tiking, in Vallehermoso, Negros Oriental, and he was happiest
there. He took good care of the farm workers, seeing to their
health needs and their children’s basic education. He financed
the everyday needs of his workers and freely dispensed advice
on managing their everyday affairs correctly. Nonoy Tiking
was a modern and benevolent farm owner, and the workers
respected and liked him in return.
After many years, Tiking finally returned to playing the cello in
the early 1970s. He organized the Elena String Ensemble with
members of the PPO Philippine Philharmonic Orchestra in 1977.
He called them his “Angels.”
At a concert of the Elena String Ensemble at the Club Filipino
in the mid–1980s, his nephew Oscar Moreno Lopez (son of
his first cousin twice over Eugenio Hofileña Lopez Sr known
to the family as “Ening” and wife Paz de Santos Moreno
“Nitang”) characterized him thus: “Tiking has the Lopez trait
of developing an idea and following them through to their
logical conclusion.”

He was honored for his consistent professional contributions
by the Sugar Industry Foundation Inc, the Public Service
Society of the Philippines, the DOLE Department of Labor and
Employment, and the Roman Catholic Church.

He was a patron and benefactor of not only performing
artists but of visual artists as well. He supported the
Saturday group of Vicente Manansala, H R Ocampo, Jose
Joya, and Cesar Legaspi and often invited them to his
penthouse at the Elena Apartments for good food and wine.
He was a father to the Kahalo group of Ibarra de la Rosa,
Antonio Austria, Justin Nuyda, Johnny Altamonte, Amor
Lamarroza, Sym Mendoza, Antonio Retta, Angelito David,
Francis Yap, and Angelito Antonio; he once took the 10
young unknowns on a painting spree through the Negros
Oriental towns of Kanlaon, Vallehermoso, La Libertad, and
Dumaguete. Their early works still hang in Il Paradiso, the
Vallehermoso farmhouse, to this day.

Among many interests, Tiking’s greatest passion was for the
farmland. He built his farmhouse, called the Balay ni Nonoy

DLSU De La Salle University conferred an honorary doctorate
honoris causa on Vicente Hofileña Lopez Jr in 1998.
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(L-R) : The Lopez “Angels” of music; Two views of the historic Elena Apartments, built by Vicente Lopez;
Vicente “Tiking” Lopez was an avid sportsman.

Tiking, with the assistance of his grandson Martin, hosted his
last musical soiree at the Elena Apartments three weeks before
he passed on August 2003.
Vicente Hofileña Lopez Jr. married Maria Rita Molina Zamora
in 1946 (of the Zamora and Paterno families of Old Manila
prominence; descendants of the famous Capitana Martina
Molo Agustin Paterno de Zamora). They had six children:
Maria Lourdes (married to Nicolas Olaguivel Katigbak), Maria
Elena (married to Robert Franklin), Maria Teresa, Maria Aurora,
Vicente III married to (Maria Teresa Cruz), and Jose Maria
(married to Ester Yuvienco).
Tiking admonished his six children: “Always be on time.” He
taught them how to dance, specially cha–cha and rumba at
which he excelled. He encouraged a love for adventure, not
only to new places but also for exotic food --- foie gras, cuisses

de grenouilles (frog’s legs), and smelly cheeses --- and new
life experiences. He had difficulty refusing his children and
simply referred them to his wife Mari: “Ask your Mom.” He
empathized with others and was open with his emotions: he
could laugh out loud, explode like a volcano, and shed tears.
“Be proud you are a Lopez.” “Never smear the Lopez name.”
“Get a college degree and stand on your own.” “Don’t get
into politics.” “Love the farm as I have.”
After a full life of business, sports, music, and art, Vicente H
Lopez Jr “Tiking” passed away on 28 August 2003 at 84 years.
Acknowledgments:
Martin Lopez
Rosanna Lopez
Maria Teresa Zamora Lopez
Elena Lopez Jison–Golez

VICENTE LOPEZ Y VILLANUEVA
Vicente Lopez y Villanueva was the tenth of 16 children and the
eighth son of the couple Don Eugenio Lopez y Jalandoni of Jaro
and Do�a Marcela Villanueva y Felipe of Molo, Iloilo.
Following in the heels of his second eldest brother Eusebio
Lopez y Villanueva, who was the third of the Lopez y Villanueva
siblings and the first of the brothers to make it big in the
burgeoning sugar industry of Iloilo, Vicente invested heavily in
sugar plantations (Hacienda Do�a Elena, and others) and sugar
centrals. He also invested in businesses with his Lopez siblings
like shipping and logistics, and even an airline. He also invested
in valuable Manila real estate, specially in the tony Ermita
district. Vicente Lopez became a very rich man.
Don Vicente Lopez y Villanueva married Do�a Elena Hofile�a
y Javelona of nearby Guimaras island. They had four children:
Nelly, Lilia, Benito, and Vicente Hofile�a Lopez. Elena Hofile�a
y Javelona was the elder sister of Presentacion Hofilena y
Javelona, who married Vicente Lopez’s younger brother Benito
Lopez y Villanueva. Benito Lopez and Presentacion Hofile�a
became the parents of the nationally famous Eugenio and
Fernando Hofile�a Lopez. Thus, the siblings Nelly, Lilia, Benito,
and Vicente and the siblings Eugenio and Fernando were first
cousins twice over.
Nelly Hofile�a Lopez married Salvador Zamora; Benito married
Leonor de la Rama; Lilia Hofile�a Lopez married Francisco
Lopez Jison; Vicente married Maria Rita Molina Zamora.
The couple Vicente Lopez and Elena Hofilena constructed the
famous Nelly Gardens villa which has become a Jaro, Iloilo
landmark, a reminder of the halcyon days of the sugar industry.
The property originally sprawled over four hectares. The large
house featured an interesting mélange of Beaux–Arts elements
favored by the couple and interpreted by their architect and
engineer. During the time of Vicente and Elena, it was the
setting for many elegant gatherings of the Iloilo sugar elite
as well as Manila’s crème de la crème, specially during the 02

February birthday
celebrations of
Vicente, when
long black
limousines conveyed
distinguished
gentlemen of great
sugar wealth and
their elegant ladies
clad in couture and
diamonds to the villa,
collectively defining
Iloilo’s Golden Age.
The Nelly Gardens villa devolved to their daughter Lilia Hofile�a
Lopez married to Francisco Lopez Jison. They in turn left it to
their children: Lourdes married to Arturo Javellana Ledesma,
Elena married to Francisco Golez, and Francisco Jr.
Eusebio Lopez y Villanueva, the second eldest male sibling
and the first of the Lopez brothers to become a sugar tycoon,
married Ana Ledesma y Villalobos and they had three children:
Victoria, Eduardo, and Cesar Ledesma Lopez. Victoria married
Salvador Zaragoza Araneta; Eduardo married Rosario Guzman
Soriano; Cesar married Cristina Aberasturri. The family was
active in the sugar industry (sugar plantations and centrals),
Manila real estate, and several pioneering ventures.
Acknowledgments:
Elena Lopez Jison–Golez
Lourdes Lopez Jison–Ledesma
Maria Teresa Zamora Lopez
Regina Lopez Araneta–Teodoro
Zafiro Ledesma
Pancho Uytiepo
Sandra Laguda Sotto
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Manila by Night
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75
Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 - 1978)
Side Show
signed and da ted 1946 (upper right)
oil on canvas
20” x 16 1/2” (51 cm x 42 cm)

P 5,000,000
Literature:
De Jesus, Angel. H.R. Ocampo: The Artist as Filipino. Heritage
Publishing, 1979, p. 115.

I

n 1945, artist-writer H.R. Ocampo was detained for
eight and a half months by the American CounterIntelligence Corps and was released in October.
Ocampo said that his imprisonment made him more
nationalistic and aware of the reasons behind the various
injustices experienced by Filipinos such as poverty. It was
also the same year when he lost his wife, Irene, while he
was still incarcerated.
This period in Ocampo’s life resulted in figurative painting.
People going through hard times in everyday life, dancers
in mysterious settings, and those doing dull work are some
of the figures he depicted in his early works. This 1946 oil
painting is one of Ocampo’s earliest representational and
figurative paintings with featureless faces.
The country’s foremost abstractionist and the Father of
Philippine Modern Abstraction, National Artist H.R. Ocampo
is celebrated as a master colorist with his utilization of
tropical colors. Best known for his distinct interlocking
shapes and eloquence in the language of color, it is of no
doubt that Ocampo is a highly influential artist, may it be
for his early figurative works or highly expressive nonobjective masterpieces of interacting shapes.
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Guillermo Tolentino (1890 - 1976)

Future Champion
signed and da ted 1954 (bottom)
orig inal plaster of paris figure
40 1/2” x 16” x 10” (103 cm x 41 cm x 25 cm)

P 200,000

Standing proud and unyielding, Future Champion by
National Artist Guillermo Tolentino is a masterful rendition
of a child’s human form. But this piece is made even
more poignant because the subject is the artist’s own
son. With a steady gaze and the look of victory, his tiny
arms, bent to show what little muscles he has, portends
a momentous event is this boy’s future. More importantly,
the single hand of the father holding the boy’s feet in one
hand, tells the story of an ever-supportive parent, strong
in physique and stronger in resolve. A champion to the
son as well. Guillermo Tolentino’s struggle to master the
human figure in the round during his school years abroad
is the stuff of legend. In 1919, Tolentino enrolled at the
Ecole de Beaux Arts for advanced courses in sculpture
with a substantial scholarship grant from Bernard
Baruch, a prominent American financier, stock investor,
philanthropist, and statesman of the era.
In his monumental book TOLENTINO, critic Rod ParasPerez wrote: “Tolentino now plunged into his studies with
a gusto tantamount to physical hunger: figures in clay—of
men and women—assumed forms with frenzied speed
under his tireless, kneading fingers . . . Figures in clay and
sheet after sheet of drawings sprang from his hands. [. . .]
Indeed for every series of drawings done around a model,
there was almost always a similar sculpture.”
While studying, he worked as messenger and assistant to
American sculptor Gutzon Borglum, earning $11 a week.
In 1921, he finished his course at the Ecole de Beaux Arts
with monetary, medal, and diploma awards. That same
year, he left for Europe. Tolentino stayed in London for a
week, visiting museums and art galleries. He went on to
Paris and stayed there for another week. Then, he moved
to Rome where he spent the next three and a half years.
There he entered the Regge Instituto Superiore di Belle
Arti di Roma.
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77
Macario Vitalis (1898 - 1990)
A Da y in the Market
signed and da ted 1939 (lower right)
oil on canvas
20” x 24” (51 cm x 61 cm)

P 240,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Paris

Macario Vitalis is an artist defined by the evolution and spontaneity of his art.
Having studied in Europe and later finding home in Brittany sometime in 1957,
Vitalis’ predilections were inevitably predisposed by European Post-Impressionist
masters. The dynamic color palette, among the notable things in Vitalis’
stylistic evolution, has set his works apart from that of his contemporaries.
Thus, his works often utilized the relationship between the core essentials
of the aesthetic form, which is to say color, shape, and form. In this piece
entitled Parisian Market, we see Vitalis at the cusp of evolving to his signature
Pointillism style that defined his latter career. Here, he manages to capture the
vivacity and liveliness of the scene with only the essentials; a feat attributed to
Macario Vitalis’ innate artistic sensibilities.
Vitalis had the opportunity to exhibit along with Nena Saguil and Ofelia
Gelvezon-Tequi were at the Six Artistes Contemporains Philippins en Europe at
the Academie Diplomatique Internationale in Paris. He was honored with the
medal of excellence from the Institut Academique de Paris and was chosen as
the subject of a retrospective at the CCP Main Gallery in 1986, where works
from as far back as 1936 were shown.
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An Early Iconic Linear
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L e e A gui na l do ( r i ght m o st ) . P ho t o b y W i g Ty sm a ns.

Lee Aguinaldo (1933 - 2007)
Linear Series # 13
ca. 1966
acr ylic (aqua tec) on panel
24” x 24” (61 cm x 61 cm)

P 1,400,000

T

roubled visionary Lee Aguinaldo was as cosmopolitan as his
background. Born in New York in 1933 to the logging tycoon Daniel R.
Aguinaldo and his Russian-American wife, Lee quickly became the ‘bad
boy’ of Philippine Art.
After an early flirtation with a style motivated by Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings,
Aguinaldo quickly struck out on his own, thanks to the tutelage of the likes
of Fernando Zobel who critiqued and guided his works, especially Lee’s most
famous series dubbed the Linears.
His being entirely self-taught did not deter him from having his first solo show at
the legendary Philippine Art Gallery (PAG) in 1956 at the ripe old age of 23. By
the start of the 1970s, he would have had eight other shows in the Philippines
according to the Duldulao tome Contemporary Art in the Philippines (published
by Vera-Reyes Inc. in 1972.)
More importantly, he would become familiar with the international
sophistication to be learned at various expositions and exhibitions in London,
Rome, and at the Seattle’s World Fair, the Tel Aviv International Fair, as well
as tours of Philippine art to Australia and Japan where his works would be
included.
This particular piece is among the earliest of his iconic Linear paintings and
indicates his particular attack to the problem of space posed by the polished
window-like square that was its signature. Lee used geometric divisions rather
than his more well-known use of color to bifurcate the planes. It is thus one of a
handful of Aguinaldo paintings that are in austere black, white and grey.
Covered with ravishingly subtle gradations, Linear No. 13 also features a unique
schemata. In the center is a crystal structure. Aguinaldo was an omnivorous
reader by all accounts and it would have been no surprise that the mysterious
form would represent a unit cell, the smallest unit of volume that permits
identical cells to be stacked together to fill all space. It is something that his
curiously disciplined mind would have found fascinating. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)

Ibalon
signed and da ted 1970 (lower right)
oil on board
32” x 24” (81 cm x 61 cm)

P 6,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by
Alexander John Joya Baldovino confirming
the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Luz Gallery
Private Collection, Australia

Critics, academics, and curators
alike have often claimed that Joya
spearheaded the birth, interest, and
development of abstract expressionism
in the Philippines. Though Abstract
Expressionism was not a novel concept
in the art world, most of the works
produced at the time were heavily
influenced by Western and European
schools of thought. Thus, Joya’s art
was critically lauded for its refreshing
take on the medium that synthesized
the core tenets of abstraction and
abstract expressionism, but revitalized
it with local and Asian styles and
techniques. His works are characterized
by calligraphic gestures and linear
forces that express a spontaneous vitality inherent in Oriental and Asian
sensibilities. Joya would also often incorporate various elements from his real
world surroundings, such as color, form, and shape, into his works, imbuing
them with a sense of harmony and ethereality. Though Joya produced a
number of countless abstract iterations of both foreign and international
landscapes, what makes this particular piece special is that it does not only
utilize a specific place as its referent, but a culture as well.
In this piece entitled Ibalon, Joya depicts both the color and culture of the
Bicol Region. The name Ibalon refers to the colonial moniker of the Bicol
region during the early Spanish period, as well as the pre-colonial epic of the
same name but is also referred to as Ibalong or Handiong. The epic’s style
and narrative is heavily based on the Indian epics such as the Ramayana and
Mahabharata, showcasing the Philippines’ South Asian roots especially when
it comes to language and forms of writing. The epic portrays a group of
warrior-heroes and their epic deeds as they guide the people of Bicolandia.
To this day, the spirit of the epic lives on through the annual Ibalong Festival.
The festival celebrates the heroic deeds of the epic’s protagonists through
colorful costumes, creative reenactments, and creative rituals.
In Joya’s Ibalon one can see how his palette aptly reflects the motifs and
designs of the Ibalon festival. His more subdued earthy tones depict the
armor worn by the epic’s heroes, while his more vibrant colors complement
his central figures by distilling the piece with a sense of place and narrative
setting. What Joya manages to capture in this work is not only the physical
properties of his subject matter, but the spirit and culture of it as well.
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AMBASSADOR JOSE VICENTE “JV” CRUZ
A Life-long Friendship with a Master Painter

T

he youngest appointed press secretary in Philippine
history, writer-diplomat Jose Vicente “J.V.” Cruz was
appointed to the Cabinet post during the President
Ramon Magsaysay administration at the age of 28. A bon
vivant and prolific intellectual, he was a resident ambassador
to Germany, Egypt, Netherlands, Iraq, and the United
Kingdom. Cruz, who wrote as a regular columnist in The
Manila Times, was also widely read in the sixties.
After his last diplomatic post in the UK, he returned to
column writing for various newspapers. Cruz is also best
known for his engaging political analyses on foreign
policy—he served as a top adviser and strategist to notable
presidential campaigns—and for his public affairs special
television show, J.V. Cruz Interviews. His column articles and
TV show won him various awards.
An avid art collector as well, Cruz is a close friend of National
Artist Vicente Manansala. The master artist would give Cruz
his artworks during their meet-ups, treasured by the writerdiplomat in his collection.

Ambassador JV Cruz and his wife, Lucy

PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E A M B A S S A D O R JV C R U Z C O L L E C TION
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Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Self-Portrait
signed and da ted 1960 (upper right)
stained glass and light box
25” x 29” x 11” (64 cm x 74 cm x 28 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the Artist
Literature:
Paras-Perez, Rodolfo. Manansala. PLC Publications,
Manila, 1980, p. 153.
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National Artist Vicente Manansala received a Smith-MundtSpecialist Grant from the United States in 1960 to study
stained-glass techniques in New York. During this period, he
would make a limited number of stained-glass pieces. For this
particularly rare piece in a light box, Self-Portrait, Manansala
recounted: “I had this vision while I was riding the cable-car
in L.A. At that time I was studying stained-glass at Greenland
Studio. I saw a stained glass on top of a table with lights under
it. The vibration and scintillating color fascinated me. Sabi
ko puwedeng gawin sa painting ito.” Here, evident are the
push and pull between forms and colors and the relationship
between the subject and setting characterized by striking
tonalities with hinted depth. The subject is situated in a wellremembered scene, depicted as a vision set free through the
power of memory.
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Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Cara bao
signed and da ted 1960 (upper right right)
stained glass and light box
18” x 12 1/2” x 11 1/2”
(46 cm x 32 cm x 29 cm)

P 400,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the Artist
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Scholarship and technical training abroad gave Manansala more
opportunities to hone his artistic skills and meet more influential,
progressive mentors and artists. Among the grants he received was
the Smith-Mundt-Specialist Grant which gave him the opportunity
to study stained-glass making in New York. He created a few series
of stained-glass works in which he skillfully achieved the leaded,
“cloison effect” as seen in this 1960 piece, Carabao. Manansala
depicted a time-honored subject, the carabao, which appears often
in his genre paintings. This is one of his works created in the artistic
phase characterized by a vibrancy of color and stronger assertiveness
of surface. Highly imaginative with a quality of enveloping aura,
the basic evocative lines and shapes define the face in Manansala’s
distinct Cubist flair.
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Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Sacred Heart of Jesus
signed and da ted 1960 (lower right)
stained glass and light box
24” x 34” x 6” (61 cm x 86 cm x 15 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the Artist

Vicente Manansala’s refined artistic skills in various media and
styles, particularly Transparent Cubism, were developed not just by
discipline and constant practice, but also through his pursuance of
further technical training abroad. Manansala received grants, such
as the funding from the UNESCO and French government to study
in Canada and France; he studied under Ferdinand Leger in Paris.
In 1960, he received another grant from the United States, which
enabled Manansala to study stained glass techniques in New York.
This 1960 stained-glass piece in a light box is highly rare, as he
created a limited number of works in stained glass. A factor to the
limited number is the difficulty and expense of having the necessary
materials locally, which prevented him from creating more works
of this medium. Engaging religious, local, and poetic images are
presented in Manansala’s distinct brand of transparent cubism and
evocative color selection which influenced countless artists.
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Solomon Saprid (1917 - 2003)

Tikbalang
signed (right)
ca. 19 86
bronze
18” x 8 1/2” x 5 1/2” (46 cm x 22 cm x 14 cm)

P 200,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the heirs of the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

A visionary sculptor, Solomon Saprid has produced sculptures out
of welding scraps of metal to create a jagged effect. His works are
marked by unconcealed welding points and rough-hewn surfaces.
Among the various themes Saprid took upon for his sculptures, his
Tikbalang series is considered the most iconic in his oeuvre. With an
approach far from the traditional sculpture techniques, Saprid is able
to render movement in the dynamic sculptural form of his favored
mythical character by demonstrating the concept of “frozen motion”
in which a certain piece, despite being a static object, enables the
viewer to detect movement. Alfredo Roces noted this as well. “A
Saprid sculpture has a kinetic quality to it . . . a sense of arrested
action. The effect is one towards which the artist strives,” said Roces.
This Tikbalang piece, for instance, shows a rough metallic texture
that veers away from the classical seamlessness of surface and purity
of form. Here, expression is unrestrained and Saprid’s mastery of
manipulating his chosen medium is showcased.
Saprid was an illustrator for scientific and textbooks before he ventured
into creating masterful metal sculptures with characteristic strips made
otherworldly in his stylized soldering. His distinct welding techniques
produced figurative intricacies and pronounced angles. Brass is also his
signature material, and he is best known for his portrayals of Philippine
folklore, genre, and religious characters.
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84
Be@rbrick x Jackson Pollock
Studio x Medicom
Jackson Pollock Be@rbrick - 1000% Limited
version 1 and 2, 2018
hard plastic (with box)
28 1/2” x 13 1/2” x 11”
(72 cm x 34 cm x 27 cm) each

P 100,000

A staple of contemporary pop art and streetwear culture, the iconic
collectible toy line Be@rbrick has been highly sought-after ever since
its introduction in the early 2000s. Designed and produced by the
Japanese company MediCom Toy Incorporated, Be@rbrick’s success
is often attributed to its unique and fun designs and collaborations
often sourced from other talented brands and designers. Be@rbick has
been remade and redesigned by brands such as Chanel, Hermes, Bape
and Comme Des Garçons as well as artists such as Kaws, Futura, and
Jackson Pollock Studio. These unique collectibles are sure to bring fun
and life to any collection.
This particular piece showcases the work of revered abstractionist
Jackson Pollock. In 1947, Jackson Pollock began dripping, painting,
splashing, and smearing as a means of painting and creating art. At
the time, many saw the practice as complete lunacy, void of any of the
qualities often found in a work of art, let alone a masterpiece. Despite
this, Pollock gained a small yet firm group of followers who saw his work
as not only a novelty but as a breath of fresh air, full of eclectic potential
that would soon take the art world by storm. Here we see Pollock’s
astute yet energetic use of layering in his chaotic drips, splatters, and
smears. But his works were planned erratically. As a precursor to his
artistic ritual, Pollock carefully studied the amount of material to be, the
kind of paint to be mixed, and the motion in which to apply them.
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Edwin Wilwayco (b.1952)

Heliconias (Birds of Paradise)
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 48” (91 cm x 122 cm)

P 300,000
Literature:
Reyes, Cid. Edwin Wilwayco. Fatima University Gallery
Foundation, Inc., 2017, p. 88.

Abstractionist Edwin Wilwayco’s Bird of Paradise series
was inspired by his wife planting flowers, particularly
the heliconia, on a Saturday. Also seeing the blooms
jutting near the window sill, he was attracted to the
plant’s aesthetic appeal, with its shapes and colors
of red, yellow, purple, and pink. Flowers are objects
with a decorative allure, but Wilwayco instead opts
for unleashing tension and a “pulsating element” in
his series of Bird of Paradise paintings. Structurally,
the sharp leaves in varied striking hues are masterfully
rendered to capture movement. In these works,
Wilwayco’s sensibilities as an abstract expressionist are
highly evident.
Critic Paul Zafaralla wrote on Wilwayco’s choice of
floral image: “Clearly, Wilwayco has lavishly served the
needs and standards of colorito, though the distinctive
form and shape of the heliconia, its disegno, in the
erect, sharply flaring bracts, like a cockscomb, or in the
pendent lobster-claws, drooping like a bunch of ripening
fruits, conjure up other natural forms from a vegetative
or sea world. For Wilwayco, this is form as fulcrum, with
which to stage identifiable inferences.”
This impressive 1991 piece features the celebrated
abstractionist’s favored plant that serves as a metaphor
for various moods and seasons and intimations of
mortality, as noted by critic Cid Reyes. The overall
composition of the flowers’ and leaves’ tips and edges,
made more striking by color tonalities akin to nature’s
hues, evoke a sculptural quality and a sense of mobility.
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Michael Cacnio (b. 1969)

Lovel y Rich Asian
signed and da ted 2018 (bottom)
wood and brass
57” x 14” x 12” (145 cm x 36 cm x 30 cm)

P 600,000

It is said that sculpture is more palpable than painting,
its images less elusive due to the physical space it
occupies; a feat that flat canvases cannot fully achieve.
Yet Cacnio’s sculptural practice lures us beyond the
simple facts of height and width. The brass in his
sculpture celebrates the richness of color like precious
material. Brass gave his sculptures a bright high note as
it draws attention to the exquisitely shaped form, not
so much decorative but elegant and graceful form. The
detail in this particular piece speaks volumes regarding
Cacnio’s technical and conceptual skill. The woman’s
face is poignantly rendered, giving her facial expressions
a palpable sense of depth and humanity. While the
unique motifs and patterns on her dress can be seen
as a testament to Cacnio’s creativity given that it
showcases both simplicity in form but complexity in skill.
There are times when sculpture seems to be so distant
from its audience. In the case of Michael Cacnio, the
opposite is true. His works are deeply personal and yet
are a three dimensional celebration of the everyday to
which the audience can easily connect to, which is why
his works are sought for by collectors.
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87
Mark Andy Garcia (b. 1984)
Submerge
signed and da ted 2017 (lower right)
oil on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 121 cm)

P 200,000

The works of Mark Andy Garcia are marked by a sense of wonder
and spirituality, a certain level of transcendence as the artist explores
innocence and memory, ways of seeing and personal modes of
creation. His brushwork and layers of spontaneous splatters of color are
consistent, and he unapologetically taps into personal recollections to
produce deeply informed pieces. Critic Alice Guillermo has noted that
among the contemporary artists in the local art scene, Garcia is the most
autobiographical, as his works are likened to glimpses of his journal
of personal experiences. Submerge is reminiscent of the artist’s 2017
solo show titled Wonder, in which the subjects are lingering, seemingly
nuancing the work as the focus is on the surroundings, specifically the
bearing of a geography’s breadth.
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A Meditation on Calmness

88
Lao Lianben (b. 1948)

In Silence
signed and da ted 1997 (lower left and verso)
acr ylic, pencil, modeling paste on canvas
60” x 36” (152 cm x 91 cm)

P 2,000,000
Provenance:
Denisa Reyes Collection

Lao Lianben

F

ilipino-Chinese abstractionist Lao Lianben’s painting career
spans over forty years. He took his art studies at the
University of the East, where was deeply influenced by his
mentor, the revered artist Florencio B. Concepcion. Since his early
years as an artist, he was already committed to pursuing abstraction,
winning awards and gaining local and international acclaim along
the way. In 1976, Lao became a recipient of the Thirteen Artists
Award of the Cultural Center of the Philippines. He also received the
1983 Mobil Art Awards for Earth and the Alumni Award from the
University of the East.
Lao continues in contributing immensely to Philippine contemporary
art, widely known for his use of indigenous materials for his works
and for his explorations on the properties of traditional painting
materials. He developed a distinct abstract style influenced by
the New Age movement often associated with the hippie culture
of the late 1960s. Also drawing inspiration from Chinese art,
his monochromatic oeuvre reflects its aesthetic, as well as East
Asian spiritual and philosophical themes. Often linked to the Zen
meditative brushwork of the Chinese and Buddhist images, his
works display delicate, minimalist imagery with an atmospheric
quality. His later works also evoke the principles of haiku poetry.
Thematic idioms and subject matters of familiar settings, even if
repeated from time to time, are still refreshing to the eye, through
Lao’s creative playfulness and sense of spontaneity.
This 1997 piece titled In Silence is among his works that are marked
by quietude, reflecting mindfulness instead of unfolding narratives.
Masterfully skilled in rendering visual subtlety and silence through
his controlled use of color and brushwork, he also achieves an
elegant, striking textural quality in his works as he applies the
pigment mildly onto canvases. Outcomes would be abstractions
of sparseness yet not devoid of meaningfulness, images of varying
depth and openness—Lao leaves the viewer in making their own
interpretations and valuations of his works as an act of personal
engagement.
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89
Napoleon V. Abueva (1930 - 2018)
Abstract Forms
signed and da ted 1973 (lower right)
steel
35” x 12” x 13” (88 cm x 30 cm x 33 cm)

P 340,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Maria
Amihan Abueva, daughter of the artist, confirming
the authenticity of this lot

The Father of Modern Sculpture and one of the
important figures in Philippine art history, Boholborn Napoleon Abueva is the youngest recipient to
become a National Artist, at the age of 46. Critic
Cid Reyes called him “the sole Filipino vanguard for
modern sculpture.” Mentored by National Artist
Guillermo Tolentino, his early works were in the
classical style. Later on, he went on to creating
modern sculptures using various materials such as
wood, stone, steel, brass, and marble.
This 1973 sculpture, Abstract Forms, showcases
Abueva’s versatility as a sculptor. Adept in
both representational and abstract styles, he
manipulates his chosen medium, steel, to combine
abstract shapes into an engaging composition. An
industrial medium is utilized with his sense of form,
playfulness, and inventiveness.
A dean of the UP College of Fine Arts, Abueva
paved the way for generations of artists in the local
sculpture scene with his fine-tuned techniques,
sense of material, and his own innovative approach
to the art form. Several of his sculptures at the
Diliman campus nuclide the Magdangal and Nine
Muses at the College of Arts and Letters, the UP
Gateway, and the crucifix and altar base at the
Church of the Risen Lord.
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90
Ferdinand Montemayor (b.1965)
Messa ge Sent
signed and da ted 2003 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
78” x 78” (198 cm x 198 cm)

P 400,000
Exhibited:
Artis Corpus Gallery, Looks Kill, December 6-29, 2010

Tarlac-born social realist Ferdinand Montemayor is one of the founders
of the Antipolo-based artist group Salingpusa. Being based in Antipolo
his entire life also influenced his works; his widely celebrated Bayan
series was inspired by the images of the city from the city’s vantage
point. The paintings belonging to this series showed the gradual
urbanization of key cities in the country during the 1990s. Damaging
effects of urbanization such as pollution and congestion are among the
features of his works. Montemayor painted with attention to details
from an aerial view, expressionist brushstroke, and strong hues—as
presented by this featured 2003 piece titled Message Sent—continuing
the series until the mid-2000s. Here, people are also depicted as
interacting in public and private spaces.
Montemayor, who graduated with a bachelor of fine arts degree from
the University of the Philippines in 1989, was part of the first group
show of the Salingpusa in 1987. He also participated in the interaction
murals created by its members for the Infanta Cathedral and Café Dada
of Brix Gallery. In 1994, he was chosen as one of recipients of the CCP
Thirteen Artist Awards.
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91
Jose Tence Ruiz (b. 1956)

Granduchess Sacco Di Pelle
signed and da ted 2009 (lower center)
oil on primed linen
70” x 60” (178 cm x 152 cm)

P 300,000

J

ose Tence Ruiz’ ironic and playful Kotillions are a series that he says represents
“more than two decades of wrestling with a particular visual problem.” It is
his answer to the question he posed to himself : “How does one encapsulate
or compress in a single icon the disparities of contemporary Philippine society?
Decadence and a feudal-dynastic surplus on the one hand and the desperate, grinding
poverty of the majority, on the other. I came upon one notion, that of Mother Filipinas
dressed in a gown of debris. Ostentatious, yet reflective of its disproportion.” For the
Kotillions, he would focus on various famous Filipina females, the better to depict “a
society propelled by celebrity status.”
The Kotillion that pushed the trope to international renown was at the Philippine
Pavilion of the Venice Biennale 2015. Entitled Memento Mora 1, Signora dei
Padiglione (Our Lady of the Pavilion) it is a reference to the Filipino exhibition’s location
at the Palazzo Mora, Strada Nuova in that city and alludes to his memories of this
culturally important time — the return of the Philippines to this world arena after an
absence of 51 years.
The Granducchessa Sacco Di Pelle (Grand Duchess of the Bag of Flesh/Skin) is “painted
with a nod to (CNN newscaster) Pinky Webb.” He describes her as clad in a tumble of
black leather designer handbags, standing in a mire of dogs, sheep, goats, rabbits. She
is holding a stop sign with an ampalaya (a Filipino vegetable known for its bitterness)
an illusion to what envy a designer accessory can cause. In the other hand, she
wields a scepter crowned by a talisman-like but comical katol spiral (an old-fashioned
mosquito-repellant.)

Te nce R ui z a t Ve ni ce B i e nnal e 2015

Tence Ruiz calls it, “a bit of a paean to vanity.” He notes wryly, however, that indeed,
“Handbags are a powerful weapon, in many ways.” (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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Powerful Permutations

92
Romulo Olazo (1934 - 2015)
Permuta tions Series # 12
signed and da ted 1989 (lower right)
mixed media on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 4,000,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the
present owner

Romulo Olazo

C

apturing illusions for posterity is an age old goal in art. Olazo’s
Permutations Series #12 depict a vast neutral field as an
expansive backdrop, from which brittle lines float from the
void. Olazo’s works never lose their filmy elegant quality. Permutations
Series II fill the viewer’s field of vision, blocks out the distractions of
the everyday world, and becomes the viewer’s environment. Olazo’s
intention was to evoke, through a visually satisfying organization of
pictorial elements, the magic of space and silence. It has been often
thought that Olazo’s Permutations were made using silk screen process
but they are actually hand drawn.
Olazo’s concerns with simplicity and directness, layered elements and
spatial development, as well as the meditative and contemplative,
continue to be central in all of his works. Clarity of form that is neither
entirely plastic nor pictorial, is seen in Olazo’s Permutation series. In
1972, he was awarded the coveted Thirteen Artists Award by the
Cultural Centre of the Philippines (CCP). In the 1970s he developed
his renowned Diaphanous series of paintings. He has held regular solo
exhibitions at pioneering galleries such as the Luz Gallery, and Finale Art
File and major institutions such as the CCP in the Philippines since 1974.
He was recently included in the book 13 Painters for the 21st Century.
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93
Jim Orencio (b. 1969)

Fern Pa th
2019
sa wdust and acr ylic on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 120,000
Provenance:
Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City
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One of the founders of the Salingpusa group, visual artist Jim Orencio is best known
for his landscape works, specifically those of his hometown, Antipolo. He skillfully
captures light in his celebrated gardenscapes as well; he would depict gardens
during outdoor painting sessions with the Antipolo Thursday Group of Artists. Fern
Path is a beautiful piece in which Orencio heightens the beauty of nature through his
handling of light, eye for detail, and masterful use of earth colors.
A graduate of the UP College of Fine Arts in 1990, Orencio was a finalist in the
Metrobank Foundation National Painting Competition in 1990 and 1993. In
2006, he was named Most Outstanding Visual Artist of Aklan; he spent his youth
in Romblon with his grandparents before moving to Papua New Guinea in the
seventies. Orencio is also an artist in residence at the Silangan Foundation for Arts,
Culture & Ecology, an environmental conservation area with Pinto Gallery (where he
serves as curator) in the estate founded by Dr. Joven Cuanang.

León Gallery
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94
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
The Letter
signed and da ted 1984 (lower right)
acr ylic on pa per
26” x 19 1/2” (66 cm x 50 cm)

P 1,400,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, HongKong

National Artist Benedicto “BenCab” Cabrera was noted to be fascinated with
the 19th century Belgian artist Félicien Rops and his explicit erotic works. But
what makes BenCab’s erotic works from Rops is his focus on exploring the
aspect of sexuality—and the various sexual stages of varying degrees, from
flirting and seduction to kissing and voyeuristic acts—of the Filipino subject.
There is also a greater emphasis on the technicalities in the art of drawing
and the rendition of the figure, all the more incorporating his distinct artistic
touches.
In this evocative piece, The Letter, a nude woman brushes her hair while
sitting down with a paper on hand. Here, BenCab renders her voluptuous,
realistic form without over-idealizing her figure. Through his intriguing way
of depicting the flesh, the master artist reimagines both the main subject and
the lovers in such a way sensuousness and sexual tension are elegantly and
subtly hinted. The signature grids, lines, and alluring colors such as muted
blue and red add to the overall experience of encountering the piece likened
to a cinematic composition.
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A Commentary on Cultural Mysticism

95
Kawayan de Guia (b. 1979)

Ethics of Mysticism 4/4 : Absence
signed and inscribed Ba guio, 2019 (lower right)
mixed media
80” x 67” x 4” (203 cm x 170 cm x 10 cm)

P 700,000
Provenance:
Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City

T

he artistic practice of visual artist Kawayan de Guia is
heavily informed by postmodern and contemporary
analyses of current Filipino society and traditional precolonial and colonial culture. His interest in the intersections
between modern, traditional, and indigenous cultures can be
traced to his own personal experiences, particularly with his family
members who are staunch advocates of the arts and culture scene
in their hometown of Baguio. Kawayan has since participated in
numerous arts advocacy projects such as the AX(iS) art project
that promotes art and artistic practices that do not conform to the
usual institutional norms.

A dominant aspect in de Guia’s works is his use of juxtaposition
and satire in order to posit contemporary critiques in the form
of a familiar and humorous visual language. He does this by
synthesizing both traditional and modern visual devices within
his works. This particular work is the concluding piece to de
Guia’s Ethics of Mysticism series. Ethics of Mysticism 4/4: Absence
features a series of subjects and images seemingly arranged in
an institutional setting. The images are diverse, ranging from an
expressive rendering of the famous Aphrodite of Knidos sculpture,
a familiar painting of a local rural scene, a set of bululs, a poignant
rendition of an indigenous woman from the Cordillera region, and
other items and subjects. The piece purportedly asks a multitude
of questions, such as what beauty and what art’s role is in a
globalized and westernized society. De Guia’s tableaux-like work is
both humorous and serious as it attempts to contribute to a variety
of essential questions that have probed the very core of human
expression since the beginning.

Kawayan de Guia
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96
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)

Etherfield
signed and da ted 1997 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 700,000
Literature:
Reyes, Cid. Immaterial. Art Informal Gallery, 2010. page 97.
Exhibited:
Ayala Museum. Territory: Gus Albor - Works from 1969 to
2018. Makati City. November 27, 2018 - February 10, 2019.
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Critic Cid Reyes noted that abstractionist Augusto Albor “regards
his paintings as emanations of his conviction and concepts.”
Situating Albor’s oeuvre with those of Rothkho and Zobel, Reyes
wrote that he is among the foremost abstract artists who believed
that painting is an instrument for conveying emotions and an
exposition of one’s existence. His works evoke profound quietude,
leading the viewer into an attentive and contemplative state. The
late CCP curator Raymundo Albano also described Albor during
his early artist phase as preoccupied with articulating a surface of
great attentiveness while directed towards the metaphysical.
In his 1997 work Etherfield, the subtleties of texture and light
are treated with his distinct concentration upon pursuance of
an imagined image as he visualizes elements that fill ethereal
regions of space. One is directed into an expression of transition,
impermanence, and spirituality. His signature horizontal lines
also sustain the time of concentration of the viewer, offering
contemplative stillness and spiritual solitude.

León Gallery
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97
Jayson Oliveria (b. 1973)

Ba b y
signed and da ted 2019 (lower right)
oil and dig ital print on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 140,000
Provenance:
Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City

Defining what art is has been the subject of numerous cultural, philosophical,
and artistic investigations. For Filipino contemporary artist Jayson Oliveria,
the topic up for discussion should not be what art is but what art can do.
Although Oliveria’s approach can be defined as an intersection of popular
20th-century styles such as primitivism, art brut, and arte povera, his pieces
are not a result of a conscious dogmatic methodology but a subconscious
desire to freely express oneself. His works tread the line between the
evocative and the profane, the tasteful and the kitschy, and the coherent and
the dissonant. By doing so, Oliveria presents us with a novel reimagining of
what art is and what art can be.
His paintings defy the conservative limitations of the medium by adopting
and lifting imagery and symbols from other artistic media such as sculpture,
graffiti, and even literary text. At first glance, this results in a chaotic diaspora
of elements. But closer investigation reveals a nuanced and informed whole
that reverberates within the human condition.
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98
Florencio B. Concepcion (1933 - 2006)
Composizione IX
signed and da ted 1964 (lower left)
oil on canvas
40” x 20” (102 cm x 51 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Florencio B. Concepcion was part of a new generation of painters that emerged in the
mid-sixties from the progressive post-war period. Concepcion finished his Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree at the University of the Philippines in 1953. In 1961, he became a scholar
of the Italian government and was sent to the Accademia di Belle Arte in Rome for his
postgraduate studies, wherein he finished his Master of Fine Arts (Licenziato di Pittura)
in 1964.Concepcion exhibited extensively locally and abroad, as well as won local and
international awards. From being an opera backdrop artist working under the direction
of Prof. Ireneo Miranda in 1951, Concepcion became Dean of the University of the East
College of Fine Arts until his retirement in 1994.. Reticent, he was nevertheless a respected
academic and art educator, influencing artists such as Augusto Albor, Romulo Galicano,
and Lao Lian Ben. This canvas, with its rich, sumptuous handling of paint, shares some
formal similarities with the school of Abstract Expressionism, a movement he encountered
through Arte Informal, the European equivalent of Abstract Expressionism. This particular
movement was characterised by their limited use of color and multifarious textures, with
artists such as Mario Sironi, Giorgio Morandi, and Ottone Rosai as representatives.
It is perhaps not too much to say that themes surrounding transcendence and reflection are
hallmarks of Concepcion’s work. Having adapted the Abstract Expressionist mode, Florencio
Concepcion’s art is one of evolution and transformation. From impressionistic scenes at
the onset of his career, he has made works that are a result of his feelings and creativity
— the energy that radiates from his boldly colored canvas is that of serenity, a reflection
of his contentment as an artist. This particular piece entitled Composixione IX captures
Concepcion’s artistic practice in the midst of transformation. His color palette is relatively
darker than his usual works, giving the piece a more serious tone and atmosphere. The
piece also exudes a semblance of form and shape that is reminiscent of his earlier works
that were heavily inspired by a much more figurative approach. Thus, what makes this
piece both exceptional and alluring is that it gives us a peek into Concepcion’s subconscious
creative state as he tries to consolidate his practice into a medium in which he can fully
express his ideals.
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99
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Planting Rice
signed and da ted 1960 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 34” (61 cm x 86 cm)

P 4,400,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, U.S.A.

In his widely celebrated Philippine landscape and genre
masterpieces, National Artist Fernando Amorsolo exhibits
his unwavering commitment to the classical notion of the
idealist approach on art-making—to an artistic truth grounded
on balance, beauty, and harmony. To this day, Amorsolo’s
masterpieces featuring life in the countryside are treasured
by various collectors, and the artist’s legacy is acknowledged
in the country and abroad. As he immortalized picturesque
scenes in the countryside, he also captured familiar activities
in rural communities and the charms of life far from the
city’s everyday scenes, from farmers planting rice to folks
resting under the mango tree. Amorsolo would also utilize his
signature backlighting or chiaroscuro technique to achieve a
characteristic glow on his local figures and countryside settings,
also heightening the visual impact of other details in each
painting.
Rice planting is not an easy task. However, in Planting Rice,
Amorsolo’s rural folks in the rice field show a level of joy and
lightness in contrast to signs of heavy toil and labor that rice
planting entails. The serene feel is evoked through the master
artist’s refined brushstrokes and choice of nature’s colors. The
signature farmer with his carabao, the local hats, also the
clothes of his subjects working under the tropical light are
masterfully rendered through his eye for detail and classical
approach. All in all, it is an elegant piece in which he engages
with the elements of provincialism embedded into the Filipino
consciousness.
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Lamberto Hechanova (b. 1933)

Homa ge to Julie
signed and da ted 1968 (verso)
brass, aluminum, plastic, and luminous ta pe
65” x 46 1/2” (165 cm x 118 cm)

P 300,000
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Lamberto Hechanova was a renowned modernist painter, printmaker, and
sculptor in the 1960s who won various awards for his works in the country
and abroad. His indoor sculpture, Allegory in Aluminum, won First Place
at the First Exhibition of the Philippine Sculptors in 1968. He settled in the
U.S., specifically in two states, Baltimore and New York, after representing
the country at the VI Biennale de Paris with his sculpture entries in 1969, as
he received a travel grant from the Art Association of the Philippines. Here,
Hechanova explored various art styles, materials, and aesthetics, which
informed his unique style of artworks exhibiting a combination of painting
and sculpture—his dimensional assemblages were distinct during his time.
The CCP chose him as one of the recipients of the Thirteen Artist Awards
in 1970.
Homage to Julie is a 1968 work that reveals Hechanova’s unconventional
style in art-making which cemented his name as one of the country’s
progressive artists. His signature “crossover style” displayed in this
particular work is also present in some of his award-winning works.

León Gallery
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101
Martin Honasan (b. 1976)

Untitled (Portrait)
signed and da ted 2013 (lower right)
mixed media
70” x 60” (177 cm x 152 cm)

P 600,000

Martin Honasan’s full-blown hyperrealist portraits have overlapping
abstract strokes and torn canvases. He also prefers creating
portraits as a way of exploring the expressive qualities of the
human face. Also, through the layers at work in his paintings, he
presents psychological concepts and complexities faced by the
human condition. This featured portrait is out of his expressionist
exercise, specifically of reconstructing canvases, handling texture
and folds, and rendering the face. Exposed to art from a very young
age, Honasan was then working towards becoming a successful
comic book illustrator. After graduating with a degree majoring in
psychology and communications, he worked in the advertising field
and had a graphic design business. But then he returned to painting,
his first love and calling, exhibiting his well-received pieces in various
shows.
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Benedicto Cabrera (b.1942)
Dance of Isadora
signed and da ted 2003 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
48” x 107” (122 cm x 272 cm)

P 20,000,000
Provenance:
Galleria Duemila, Makati City
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This particular piece presents Isadora Duncan in the midst of what appears to be a graceful
twirl, with the fabric of her costume gloriously in flight and in tune with her movement. A
groundbreaking artist in her own right, Duncan revolutionized the world of dance, synthesizing
traditional forms with modernist movements and rhythms. Because of her revolutionary
style, Duncan became one of BenCab’s favorite muses, utilizing photographs and sketches of
Duncan’s dances as a way to capture her form and movement.
Inasmuch as Isadora is the character in this work, the flouncing and dynamic fabric that enshrouds
the body of the acclaimed American dancer is also an important ally in emphasizing motion.
BenCab uses the permissive nature of cloth in rendering the intensity of the dancer’s energy and
movements. By all means, this is hardly the first time that we see the drama that emerges from
BenCab’s drapery. Through his celebrated Sabel series, we witness the culmination of the dialogue
between the body of a humble muse and her ragged, almost plastic clothing. While her sometimes
visible limbs would give us traces of her gestures, it was her clothing that magnified them. In this
painting of Isadora, we take on the role of an audience, bearing witness to more than just random
gestures, but to the dance transpiring before us. BenCab unleashes the drapery, and immediately
the work breathes life. The fabric floats, it itself in mid-dance as BenCab suspends these motions
for us. A work like this one is certainly a result of the artist’s mastery, BenCab is able to isolate the
grace that often melds with the dancer’s command of the technique. We are able to see the vitality
expressed, the form and beauty, all of which, principles of Isadora Duncan’s artistic language.

BenCab by Wig Tysmans
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103
Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)

Blue Dream
signed and da ted 1976 (lower right)
sponge-acr ylic on canvas
28” x 22” (71 cm x 55 cm)

P 4,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by
Josefa Joya Baldovino confirming the
authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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In this 1976 painting by National Artist Jose Joya, the master abstractionist’s
engaging gestural strokes and penchant for color are exhibited. His signature
shapes, a combination of calligraphic and spontaneous brushwork, and play of
vibrant colors and lines reveal a transcendence from form. A revered professor
and dean of the UP College of Fine Arts, Joya was a key member of its faculty
who revamped the program’s curriculum during the sixties. His redefinition of
the possibilities of artistic expression in his celebrated abstract masterpieces
influenced generations of younger artists, paving the way for succeeding
modernists in the country. Beyond Western influences in his craft, his local
aesthetics as a force in the Modernist movement in the country show through
his color palette and Filipino sensibilities.
In this particular abstract piece by Jose Joya, one can immediately sense
the vivacity and liveliness of the work through Joya’s use of color and form.
Here, Joya’s elements are relatively much more pronounced, letting us view
a seemingly unrepresented side of the master abstractionist’s creative mind
and process. Yet despite the work’s off-kilter treatment, Joya still maintains
his signature abstract style. His rotund shapes and forms are imbued with a
sense of transparency that not only gives the piece a sense of ethereality, but
also suffuses a feeling of movement that complements the piece’s sublime
coherency. The intangible and undulating elements of Joya’s work reflects his
timeless ideals that show the indescribable allure of abstraction as a medium.

León Gallery
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Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
Mga Byahero Sa Ba yan ng Cordova
signed and da ted 1983 (lower right)
oil on canvas
35” x 45” (89 cm x 114 cm)

P 500,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Galicano is a painter of tonal landscapes who is renowned especially
for his small, intimate views of nature. This sweetly melancholic
and ochre painting seems to occupy a borderline between everyday
observation and a visionary world all Galicano’s own. A sense of
liveliness is conveyed by the various tones of green, ochre and white
modulating in various intensities and with effects of transparency.
Galicano’s aim was to heighten and dramatize the effects of light and
shade, and to achieve a more exact pictorial approximation of nature’s
fleeting changes.
This marvelous piece by the Cebuano master perfectly captures
Galicano’s intimate and skillful mastery over his craft. The scene is
full of contrasting and complementary elements, allowing Galicano’s
intimate and succinct craftsmanship to be seen in full display.
Galicano’s scene is brimming with life, capturing a busy day at the
small seaside municipality of Cordova in Cebu. Here we can see
the hustle and bustle of life as traders, fishmongers, boatmen, and
ordinary citizens go about their daily activities. To put it simply, this
particular piece showcases what Galicano does best; creating nuanced
and intricate paintings that capture the essence of everyday life.
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IMAGO DEI (In the Image of God)
Selections from the BENITO J. LEGARDA JR.
Collection of Philippine Ecclesiastical Art
by Floy Quintos
PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E B E N I TO J. L E G A R D A JR .
COLLEC T ION

105
Bulto of Maria Magdalena
possib l y 17th centur y
hardwood with wear and erosion
36” x 21” x 14”
(91 cm x 53 cm x 36 cm)

P 200,000

A

“mystery” santo, massive and ancient, depicting a kneeling
woman, with long tresses and a covered urn. She holds one
hand to her heart, the other arm outstretched.

With no other iconographic clues to guide us, her identity is best left
to conjecture. The long hair (in this case, reaching almost to her knees)
and the covered urn point us to the biblical stories that have come to be
associated with Mary of Magdala. In the four canonical gospels, Mary is
a follower who travelled with Jesus as an apostle. She was the first one
to whom he appeared at his resurrection.
Bible scholars say that Mary of Magdala has often been confused with
two other biblical characters. The first was the adulteress Jesus saved
from being stoned to death. The second, the sinner who washed his
feet with her tears, dried them with her hair and anointed them with
perfume. Jesus thanked her for her faith, forgave her sins and asked her
to save the costly fragrance so that one day, she could use it to anoint
his corpse.
In popular imagination, these two other repentant sinners have been
combined in the persona of Mary Magdalene. In Catholic art, she is
often depicted with both the long tresses and the perfume bottle.
The santo from the Legarda collection has her face turning slightly facing away from the viewer. This feature, as well as the
kneeling position, leads to the possibility that the santo may have been a part of a bigger tableaux depicting the burial of Christ.
The key figures of such a tableaux would have been the Mater Dolorosa, the corpus of the dead Christ, Saint John, Joseph of
Arimathea and other mourners. The natural wear and erosion on the hardwood piece also leads us to imagine that the tableaux
may have been located in the outside of the church where it could be viewed by more people, an important instrument for
catechesis. The loss of collection notes deprives us of the chance to learn about the exact church of origin of this piece.
A further point of interest is that the santos’s nose has been, quite clearly, hacked off. Again, lore and conjecture lead us to the
romance of the Philippine Revolution, and the repudiation of the Katipuneros of all things Hispanic and aquiline.
Of all the treasures in the Legarda collection, this piece is the most enigmatic.
- by Floy Quintos
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P R O P ERT Y F R O M TH E BE NIT O J. LE GARDA JR.
C O L L EC TI O N

106
The Twelfth Station

A large relleve depicting the Twelfth Sta tion of
the Cross
Possibl y La guna school
18th centur y
hardwood in three panels
44” x 50” x 3 1/2”
(112 cm x 12 cm x 9 cm)

P 500,000

T

his very impressive relleve/bas relief may well have been the prize in the
Legarda collection of relleves. The large scale indicates the importance of
the church in which it would have hung together with thirteen other reliefs
depicting the Via Crucis. The complete set of fourteen relleves must have been an
impressive sight, judging from the great skill and depth of emotion evoked by this
lone piece.
The depiction here focuses on the chief mourners in their traditional places at
the foot of the cross. To the left, stands the Mater Dolorosa, attended by one of
the Marys (Maria Cleofas?). To the right is St. John the Beloved. Mary Magdalene
clutches at the foot of the cross, she alone among the three women is unveiled.
Two cherubs are seen flanking Christ. A rare detail is seen in the fully-formed
seraph who rushes with a chalice to catch the blood of Christ as it gushes from the
wound on his side.
The central figure depicts Christ , graceful and serene just moments after death.
The stoic acceptance of death seems to be the most dominant character trait in this
depiction. All the mourners display a controlled, dignified grief. The sculptor/s must
have been working with a canonically-approved print or engraving, depicting the
Crucifixion in the classical 17th century mode.
An interesting detail is the lush foliage next to the figure of St. John. More than
just a detail to fill in an empty space and balance the two Marys on the left, what is
depicted is the Tree of Adam, from which Original Sin was born, and from which the
dead Christ has just delivered all mankind.
- by Floy Quintos
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P ROP E RT Y FROM T H E BE NIT O J. LE GARDA JR.
C OLLE C T ION

107
Altar Frontal With The
Auspice Maria Monogram
la te 18th centur y
hardwood with vivid pol ychrom y
30” x 84” x 3”
(76 cm x 213 cm x 8 cm)

P 300,000
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W

hile silver altar frontals have been widely published, fully-carved wooden ones like
this are less-known. This impressive piece is carved from one full plank. The carving is
crisp and deep, with roses and other appliqued forms standing out in high relief. The
polychromy is especially vivid.
The central motif is the simplest of the known monograms of the Virgin . Other later monograms
depict the letters R (for Regina) and A ( for Angelorum) interlinked with the central M. This
monogram is known as the Auspice Maria (Under the auspices of Mary) , an intertwined A and M,
topped by the crown of the Queen of Heaven. Three cherubs are also seen, an allusion to another
popular Marian title.
The frontal would have possibly graced a side or transept altar dedicated to the Virgin.
The Legarda collection of ecclesiastical art also has many other details and fragments from altars and
churches. Among the collector’s many interests was Philippine Church architecture . He was known
to have written several essays on the subject. This frontal may well have been his prize among the
many altar details he collected. Unfortunately, no collection notes exist to point to the origin of this
spectacular frontal.
- by Floy Quintos
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PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E B E N I TO J. L E G A R D A JR .
COLLEC T ION

108
A relleve depicting the
Virgin as the Sedes
Sapientiae / The Throne
of Wisdom
La guna school
la te 18th centur y
Medium hard wood in three panels,
set in a la ter frame.
29 1/2” x 23 1/2” x 1 1/2”
(75 cm x 60 cm x 4 cm)

P 200,000

S

edes Sapientiae/ Throne of Wisdom” is one of the devotional titles in the
Litany of Mary, the Mother of God. The Roman Catholic tradition depicts
Mary, with the Christ child on her lap, seated on a throne.

Despite the fact that this relleve is carved in three panels (dovetailed and with
support at the back), it is executed with a skill that can be attributed to the
Laguna school of the mid -18th century. The treatment of the face of both the
Virgin and child, especially the hair and the drapery, bear marked similarities
to the most-prized Theo Tokos / Mary The Mother of God sculptures from this
school and period.
Many of the great Romanesque and Medieval European depictions of the
seated virgin show her in a rigid pose, in full frontal view. In this work, the
Virgin turns her gaze to the child with great tenderness . Her high-backed
throne is flanked by two amphorae bearing flowers (lilies?). An interesting
detail: the finials on the throne’s arm rests are in the distinctively Filipino
pineapple/ motif. Two pilgrims, dressed in European-style travelling clothes
with walking staffs, kneel at either side of her throne. Their offering of roses
are seen at the virgin’s feet.
- by Floy Quintos
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P ROP E RT Y FROM T H E BE NIT O J. LE GARDA JR.
C OLLE C T ION

109
Bulto of Saint Jerome
as a Hermit

Possibl y La guna school
Hardwood with traces of pol ychrom y
40” x 12” x 10”
(102 cm x 30 cm x 25 cm)

P 240,000

A

masterfully rendered depiction of Saint Jerome /
San Geronimo. The saint is known as one of the
earliest Doctors of the Catholic Church, a biblical
translator and monastic leader whose works profoundly
affected the growth of the church in the Middle Ages.
He was widely credited for translating the Bible from
Aramaic into Latin.

More popular depictions show Jerome fully dressed, as an
abbot attended to by a lion (from whose paw he drew a
thorn, thereby gaining the animal’s life-long loyalty). Here
is a rare depiction of the saint as a hermit in the desert ,
gaunt and naked except for a loincloth, the excess folds
drawn about his shoulders. He holds a stone, with which
he beat his breast in penance, and a book, symbolizing
his wisdom and intellectual contributions to the church.
Though much of the polychromy has faded, the perfect
condition of the sculpture and the sensitive carving imbue
this santo with an intense spiritual emotion. Here indeed,
is a portrait of a Mystic.
In Luzon, the most notable edifice dedicated to Saint
Jerome is the 17th -18th century church in Morong, Rizal.
A similar santo, possibly by the same hand, is found in
one of the lateral altars.
- by Floy Quintos
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P R OP E RT Y FR OM T H E B EN I TO J. L E G A R D A JR .
C OLLE CT ION

110
The Tenth Station

Jesus is stripp ed of his garments
Bicol School
Earl y 18th cen tur y
a large relleve/bas relief
hardwood panel with traces of pol ychrom y
43” x 28” x 2 1/2”
(109 cm x 71 cm x 6 cm)

P300,000

T

he relleve is from a set of bas-relief panels depicting the 14 Stations of the
Cross . Such a set was a must for every major church both in Colonial as
well as present-day Philippines, both as a means of catechetical instruction
as well for the celebration of the Holy Week. The impressive size of this individual
panel is an indication of the size of the church of its origin, as well as the extent of
its parish. Unfortunately, no collection notes exist which could point the exact origin
of this relleve. Stylistically, it seems related to two large relleves in the Laya and Bravo
collections, which are said to be from Catanduanes.
The scene depicts Jesus upon his arrival at Golgotha. He has borne the cross and is
now being readied for crucifixion. It is a tense moment in the crucifixion narrative,
and certainly a humiliating one. The sculptor emphasizes this by balancing the calm
stillness of Jesus with the frenzied action that surrounds him.
Two tormentors strip him of the seamless garment for which they will later throw dice.
Two more centurions are depicted in gestures both humane and cruel. One offers him
a drink from a pitcher, while the other brandishes a scourge. A fifth centurion looks
away from the frame, as if inviting the crowd of onlookers to jeer.
The entire composition is grounded on the cross, as it lies in wait at the bottom of
the composition. The sculptor has placed Jesus amidst all the opposing gestures and
actions, placidly facing the viewer, inviting a contemplation of his suffering. And an
acceptance of all earthly pain.
- by Floy Quintos
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The Statement Piece Aparador
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III

111
Manila Aparador

Second quarter of the 19th centur y
Narra, Kama gong, and Lanite wood
74” x 52” x 21”
(188 cm x 132 cm x 53 cm)

P 2,200,000
Provenance:
An old family from Tondo and Tambobong

T

he crest of this breathtaking split–timber/bookmatched
Manila aparador in the late neoclassical style is the
traditional marquetry of garlands with interspersed
flowers and leaves interpreted in lanite wood set on narra
wood panels topped with kamagong wood moldings, with
small urns also in kamagong accentuating the two rounded
corners in front. The bottom sections of the narra panels are
decorated with a succession of lozenges enclosed at the top
and bottom by line inlay, all of lanite. In this rare example of
the Filipino cabinetmaker’s art, there is the notable inclusion of
the Imperial Hapsburg Double–Eagle emerging from a flower
at the center of the garlands.
From the crest, on both sides of the cabinet, descend a pair
of finely articulated columns in dark kamagong wood with
stylized acanthus leaf capitals on truncated balusters, a reeded
middle section, all of which terminate with similar shortened
balusters on top of lotiform feet inlaid with lanite wood.
The top of the main section of the cabinet is a concave
molding of kamagong wood with its plain upper section
decorated by a succession of lozenges enclosed at the top and
bottom by line inlay, all of lanite wood. Below the moldings
are the two spectacular split–timber/bookmatched narra wood
doors --- the grain of the left door artfully meeting the grain
of the right door in a triangular arrangement --- all framed by
molded kamagong. The narra panels are further enhanced
with raised vertical neoclassical panels with inverse C–scroll
corners accentuated by precise line inlay of lanite. There is a
cartouche of solid silver (80%) for the keyhole on the right
door. Inside, there are four alternating levels of shelves and
two drawers with wooden pulls all in narra, atypical from
the usual arrangement of two shelves with a center level of
two drawers in the interior common to most Filipino cabinets
produced from 1825–1850.
Both sides of the cabinet casing also have spectacular split–
timber/bookmatched narra wood panels, artfully installed.
The left side has its grain rising to the right, and the right side
has its grain inversely rising to the left. Four vertical panels of
narra form the back of the cabinet.
Below the doors is an inverted triangular apron in kamagong
wood framed by line inlay of lanite wood decorated in the
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center with marquetry of an urn with unfurling flowers and
leaves, all in lanite. The cabinet is supported by four lotiform
feet of kamagong inlaid with stylized lotus forms in lanite.
True to the late neoclassical style, the cabinet possesses the
attributes of order, balance, and restraint.
This singular Manila aparador in the late neoclassical style with
spectacular split–timber/bookmatched narra doors and casing
is the only one known to exist. There is another split–timber/
bookmatched aparador in an important Manila collection, but
it is resolutely Victorian and completely different in style.
The only other Manila aparador with the Imperial Hapsburg
Double–Headed Eagle motif in marquetry known to exist,
aside from this, was a splendid example from a prominent
Spanish mestizo family sold at The Gilded Age Exhibition of
the Leon Gallery in July 2016.
This type of late neoclassical cabinet was termed “Manila” in
origin by Filipiniana authority Ramon N Villegas and by leading
antique dealer and Manila’s “romancer of wood” Osmundo
Esguerra because it was usually found within the confines of
the metropolis, although interestingly, many examples were
also found in the Ilocos region (perhaps they were widely sold
there through the river trade or there were Manila–trained
craftsmen in Ilocos workshops). The style was derived mainly
from American Federal furniture with elements from English
Regency and German Biedermeier. From the mid–1800s
to the prewar, this type of cabinet was usually found in the
holdings of early prominent families like the Tuason–Legarda–
Prieto–Valdes, the Roxas–de Ayala–Zobel–Soriano, and the
Roxas–Zaragoza–Araneta–Infante–Preysler clans.
This cabinet comes from an interesting, old Filipino family
from Tondo and Tambobong. It is a family that has bred
hacenderos, revolutionary heroes of 1896, government
officials, technocrats, entrepreneurs, as well as, improbably
enough, World War II guerrillas, Hukbalahap rebels, university
activists, labor leaders, revolutionaries, Socialists, and Marxists/
Communists.
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A Venerable Mesa Altar
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III

112
A Three-drawer Mesa Altar

second quarter of the 19th centur y (1825–50)
Ba tangas province
golden narra wood (stained dark)
35 1/2” x 25” x 56”
(90 cm x 64 cm x 142 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
A Batangueño family in Makati City

T

his interesting mesa altar (altar table) from Batangas is a successful mélange of
nineteenth and eighteenth century design elements. The tabletop is one solid
piece of golden narra with receding moldings on the sides. It is supported by
the four legs of the casing, with additional support provided by the four Chinese–style
brackets attached to the top outer sections of the legs which run through the height of
the piece. The front of the case features three sections: the smaller middle drawer is
elevated and flanked by the bigger two; the middle drawer is a cutwork arch. Inverted
spherical finials embellish the lower ends of the two middle divisions. Underneath the
two drawers are aprons, almost like brackets, with undulating C–scroll cutwork. The
sides of the casing are solid pieces of narra under which are aprons with the same
undulating C–scroll cutwork; the back of the casing is also a solid piece of narra, under
which are two shorter aprons with the same cutwork, almost like brackets, connected to
the legs. Supporting the four sides of the case are elegant cabriole legs terminating in
ogee feet (stylized ball–and–claw feet in this example) atop truncated balusters. Oddly
enough for a mesa altar (altar table) of this general (archaic) style, there are no stretchers
which connect all four legs, an indication that it is transitional in style and a later piece at
that, dating to the second quarter of the nineteenth century (1825– 1850) instead of the
last quarter of the eighteenth (1775–1800).
Antique Batangas furniture are characterized by a deliberate Oriental geometry of
scale and proportion, fine mature hardwoods, precise Chinese–style construction
with classical mortise–and–dowel techniques, age–old durability and are sought after
by serious collectors. In the early 1980s, it was the duo of Filipiniana scholar/jeweler/
antique dealer Ramon Villegas and antique dealer/wood expert Osmundo Esguerra who
exposed collectors and scholars to the timeless beauty and discreet refinement of antique
Batangas furniture and thus created a justifiable demand that has lasted decades.
The most extensive and impressive collection of antique Batangas furniture, classic and
primitive, is in the Paulino and Hetty Que collection.

Acknowledgments:
Ramon N Villegas
Osmundo Esguerra
Terry Baylosis
Antonio Martino
Maria Cristina C Ongpin–Roxas
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The Classic Clean Lines of A Kapiya
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III

113
Kapiya (Long Bench)
Ba tangas province
1750 - 1850
Tindalo Wood (Bala yong)
33 1/2” x 129” x 22”
(85 cm x 328 cm x 56 m)

P 360,000
Provenance:
A Batangueño family in Makati City

T

he kapiya (long bench) was typically found in the
bahay–na–bato, churches, convents, and offices. The
majority were plain, utilitarian pieces, but some were
deliberately artistic productions like this elegant example from
Batangas province made of deep red tindalo hardwood of
exceptional lustre.
This kapiya (long bench) of simple, forthright Beijing style
construction stretches to a total length of 328 centimeters /
129 inches. The back is composed of two long horizontal bars
connected by multiple vertical splats topped by plain square
finials atop truncated balusters on both sides, supported by
the three full–height straight rear legs on the sides and in the
center. Attached to the long back on both sides with visible
dowels are wide 1” inch–thick arms of cutwork horizontal C–
scroll design. Both arms are supported by plain bars connected
to the seat with Chinese–style brackets attached on the outer
sides ostensibly for added support to the arms. The seat alone
is a spectacular 3.175 centimeters/1.25” inches thick and
almost 300 centimeters/118.11” inches long plank of lustrous,
deep red tindalo hardwood. The seat is lengthened in front by
a seemingly decorative molding 2” inches in width, certainly
attached with dowels, but which actually adds depth and
comfort to the seating. Underneath the seat on both sides
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and in the center are short bars to which the six legs --- the
three short ones in front and the three long ones at the rear
--- are joined. The three straight front legs are reinforced by
simplified Chinese–style brackets which date stylistically to the
second half of the eighteenth century. The front legs on both
sides are connected to the rear legs by stretchers for added
strength. Perhaps as an afterthought (or even as the maker’s
identification?), four small brass nails (antique) were hammered
on to the center rear leg ostensibly for added support of the
long seat.
During his lifetime, Osmundo Esguerra (“Omeng”) only had to
look at and feel a piece of wood in order to know its species
and approximate age. In the case of Batangas mesa altar
(altar tables) and kapiya (long benches) crafted from deep red
tindalo hardwood, Omeng often took the patina/maturity,
density, thickness, and the large dimensions of the wood
(apart from construction, of course) as indicators of great age
and authenticity. Omeng Esguerra and Ramon “Boy” Villegas
knew from economic history that by the turn of the twentieth
century 1890–1910, large, mature pieces of narra, tindalo,
balayong, molave, and kamagong woods were no longer
readily available in Manila and even in the major provincial
capitals for furniture production, and that the dimensions of

León Gallery
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what were available had become short and narrow. The great
period of classical Filipino furniture production 1700–1900 had
come to an end.
The most extensive and impressive collection of antique
Batangas furniture, classical and primitive, is in the Paulino and
Hetty Que collection.
Acknowledgments:
Ramon N. Villegas
Osmundo Esguerra
Terry Baylosis
Antonio Martino
Maria Cristina C. Ongpin–Roxas
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The Miguel Malvar Ah Tay Bed
114
The Miguel Malvar Ah Tay Bed
first quarter of the 19th centur y
golden narra, stained dark
98” x 53” x 87” (248 cm x 134 cm x 220 cm)

P 700,000
Provenance:
From the collection of Don Bibiano Meer and his wife
Crispina Malvar and thence to his son, Atty. Antonio
“Tony” Malvar Meer.

D

uring the last quarter of the 19th century, the
foremost furniture maker in the colony was Ah Tay.
His workshop in Binondo turned out elaborate narra
furniture of the highest quality and workmanship, with
exceptional carving and attention to detail. The best selling
item he made was the so-called Ah Tay Four-Poster Bed aka
Calabasa (squash) Bed, because of the shape of its bedpost.
This was the most popular bed in upper-class homes and can
be found literally from the Ilocos to the Visayas.
This Ah Tay bed stands on four turned and tapering bed
posts with a top carved in the shape of a squash-shaped
dome, hence the calabasa moniker. Each leg has two reels
below the mattress support and terminates in bun feet.
Pierced and carved bed supports on the four sides join the
legs together. These are carved with C-scrolls at each end are
connected by parallel grooved moldings ending in volutes
that rest above and below a disk carved with a flower with
eight petals.
The bed supports of the long sides are appliqued with an
oblong lozenge with a grooved molding around it and
rounded ends with a bead attached to the middle of each.
The tester supports are carved in the shape of thin and
attenuated lyres joined end to end with a grooved circle,
pierced and carved with a flower with four large petals and
four smaller ones in between. The lower lyre shape is pierced
and symmetrically carved with grooved C-scrolls with a
stemmed fruit with two leaves within the volutes.
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Crest

Headboard

The headboard, as is typically found in Ah Tay’s work, is
intricately carved on both sides from a single panel. Shaped
like a cusped ogee-arched frame pierced surmounted by a
turned and pointed finial, it is carved with a central escutcheon
supported and topped by acanthus leaves and flanked by
symmetrical foliate scrolls. Above the escutcheon is a shell
bordered by similar scrolls. Large vertical foliate C-scrolls
enclosing a honeysuckle are symmetrically carved on either side
of the central escutcheon.
The tester has yoke-shaped sides connected to stylized
pineapples topped by a beaded ring with turned and carved
finials. The yokes, topped with a turned and pointed finial are
pierced and carved beneath with a stylized shell flanked and
topped by acanthus leaves and a rose dangling beneath.
- From the Archives of Martin I. Tinio Jr.
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GENERAL MIGUEL MALVAR
by: Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III

M

iguel Malvar was born on 27 September 1865 to Capitan
Maximo Malvar and Dona Tiburcia Carpio, a rich and
prominent couple of Santo Tomas, Batangas.

Malvar’s primary education began in the “escuela municipal” of
Santo Tomas, continued in Tanauan under Padre Valerio Malabanan,
a famous teacher, and proceeded further in the “escuela” of Bauan.
Unlike many sons of rich Manila and provincial families, Malvar did not
pursue the fashionable path of higher education in Manila institutions
and European universities to become an “ilustrado”; he chose to work
in the family lands. However, his younger brother Potenciano took up
medicine in Madrid, Spain.
Malvar joined the Katipunan even before the Philippine Revolution
started on 25–31 August 1896. He became the military commander of
Batangas the way Emilio Aguinaldo was to Cavite and Paciano Rizal to
Laguna. He fought in the Battle of Zapote Bridge.

Malvar was appointed second–in–command to General Mariano Trias,
commander of the Filipino forces in southern Luzon, on 07 February
1899.
His top officers having deserted him and wishing to end the ordeals
of his countrymen specially his fellow Batanguenos, the brave General
Miguel Malvar and his remaining soldiers finally surrendered to General
J Franklin Bell on 13 April 1902 in Rosario, Batangas.
After the Philippine–American War ended on 04 July 1902, Malvar --- a
former formidable enemy who was consequently regarded as a strong
leader by the Americans --- was offered several government positions
which he refused outright. Malvar’s last decade was spent peacefully
in a return to his agricultural roots, farming and trading to support his
large family; he was able to accumulate substantial capital for them.
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115
Sagrada Familia

ivor y, silver, silverthread embroider y, human hair, ba ticuling, and glass
first half of the 19th centur y
Maria: H: 12” x W: 5” x L: 2 1/2” (30 cm x 13 cm x 6 cm)
Ba b y Jesus: H: 6 1/2” x W: 4” x L: 1 1/2” (17 cm x 10 cm x 4 cm)
Joseph : H: 12 x W: 5” x L: 2” (30 cm x 13 cm x 5 cm)
virina: H: 21 x W: 10” x L: 16” (53 cm x 25 cm x 41 cm)
ba se: 10 1/2” x 20” x 17” (27 cm x 51 cm x 43 cm)
28” x 20” x 14” (71 cm x 51 cm x 36 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

After the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, glass domes containing
flower bouquets in porcelain vases were imported from France. The
glass domes, locally called virinas, were soon used to encase santos,
especially ivory ones or those dressed in gold- or silver-embroidered
vestments. The hermetically sealed domes prevented the air from
tarnishing the gold embroidery and the gilding of the bases.
In this particular example, a virina was used to encase The Holy Family
or Sagrada Familia. The images of the Child Jesus, the Blessed Virgin
Mary, and St. Joseph with ivory faces and hands on a wooden body
and are clothed with silver-embroidered robes are standing on the base.
The ivory faces, particularly that of the Niño, are somewhat chubby and
have wigs fashioned from human hair. The Child Jesus is also standing
on a carved base or peana, as if it was a statue. Its purpose was to give
height to the figure, which would hardly have been noticed, if it was
standing on the ground.
The Virgin has a rostrillo around its face, an unusual feature, because
such was usually used only on images of the Dolorosa or Sorrowful
Mother. St. Joseph carries the usual rod topped with leaves and flowers,
signifying his purity. He has an umbrella-like halo attached to his back,
while the Niño has the usual three silver potencias attached to his pate.
Above the Niño is a plaque embossed and chased with a triangle with
a dove hovering above it with wings outstretched. The former signifies
God the Father, while the latter represents the Holy Spirit. Embossed
and chased rays surround the triangle and dove. The base of the virina
is carved with a decorative pattern featuring native fruits and flowers
with the sampaguita and cacao easily discernible.
- With notes from the Archives of Martin I. Tinio Jr.
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116
Francois-Nicolas Martinet (1731 - 1800)
Buf f on-Histoire Na turelle Des Oiseaux: Illustree Par
1008 Gra vures de Francois-Nicolas Martinet (Buf f onA Na tural Histor y of Birds Illustra ted with 1008
eng ra vings b y Francois-Nicolas Martinet)
31-pcs. hand-colored lithog ra phs
ca. 1795
a) 10” x 14” (25 cm x 36 cm)
b) 1 0” x 9” (25 cm x 23 cm) each
P 300,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Paris

These hand-colored images come from the famous set of
volumes Buffon-Histoire Naturelle Des Oiseaux edited by
Georges Louis Leclerc and Comte de Buffon, an Intendant du
Jardin des Plantes du Roi (head of the royal botanical gardens)
under Louis XV. This was initially planned to be part of Buffon’s
extensive natural history of the world, the Histoire Naturelle,
Générale et Particulière, which began in 1749. It then became
an independent set published from 1771-86, with handcolored plates engraved by François-Nicolas Martinet, a French
engineer, draftsman, and naturalist best remembered as an
engraver, particularly specializing in engraving birds profiled in
its respective habitats.
The featured 30 extraordinary hand-colored pieces of
Philippine birds are marked by yellow borders and a closeup perspective. Each bears a title under each bird, either
saying after the name of the bird “des (from) Philippines” or
mentioning the Philippine island where the bird was identified.
The thick, creamy chain-lined handmade paper has strong
plate marks and crown watermarks within.
Martinet has engraved the plates for various important works
on natural history, especially ornithology. He illustrated many
of the plays and operas by the luminaries of the day such as
Voltaire, also drawing and engraving landscapes, portraits
of notables and scenes of Versailles. Buffon, one of the
preeminent scientists and mathematicians of the late 18th
century, was noted by Charles Darwin as “the first author who
in modern times has treated it [evolution] in a scientific spirit.”

a)
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117
Jodocus Hondius (1563 - 1612)

Insulae Indiae Orientalis (East Indies Islands)
1613
Amsterdam
hand-colored
ver y good condition
13 1/2” x 18 1/2” (34 cm x 47 cm)

P 200,000
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A Fine Decorative Map of the East Indies from the Mercator-Hondius
Atlas.
The 1613 Mercator-Hondius map puts the Philippines at the very center
of Asia. It showcases European knowledge of the East Indies, an area
of increasing importance to Europe from the early sixteenth century
onwards. The focus is on the lucrative Spice Islands, a region of great
importance, but one about which little is known at the time. The map
was the most detailed rendering of the East Indies at the time.
The map’s coverage extends from the Philippines to Timor and from
Sumatra to New Guinea. The title cartouche in the upper left corner
covers part of China. A quarter compass rose is tucked into the lower
left corner, which is connected with rhumb lines to a complete compass
rose in the eastern portion of the map. A lively battle is being carried
on in the upper right corner. It shows two ships--Spanish and Dutch-firing at each other. It proclaims Spain’s naval might, manifested in the
sea battle off Manila Bay between Admiral Olivier and Dr. Antonio de
Morga in 1600.
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118
Sebastian Munster (1488 – 1552)

With Marco’s Polo’s view of the Philippine Islands

(Ta bula orientalis reg ionis, Asiae scilicet
extremas complectens terras et regna)
1550
ha nd-colored
12 1/2” x 16” (31 cm x 40 cm)

Sebastian Munster (1488 – 1552) was a German cartographer and
cosmographer who’s work, Cosmographia, would be the most
extensive mapping of the Asian continent from the Caspian Sea to the
Pacific Ocean and from the Arctic Ocean to the Indian Ocean.

P 70,000

Munster relied significantly on Portuguese maps and their recent
discoveries including Vasco de Gama to map out India with the
outposts Calicut and Goa, Sri Lanka and all the way east to Malacca.
The Moluccas and Java.
The first edition of Cosmographia in 1540 did not have a more detailed
rendering of the islands north of the Moluccas except one island named
Puloan which could be Palawan. The rest are scattered islands about
and Munster uses Marco Polo’s assertion that there are 7448 islands in
an archipelago. That would be confirmed 14 years later with Giovanni
Battista Ramusio’s map of Southeast Asia, with one island named,
Filipina, for the first time, after Prince Philip of Spain.
Cosmographia with its numerical description of the islands would
be the first to herald the presence of the Philippines as well as that
of Formosa, Japan, and the many more islands that dotted the
“undiscovered” Pacific Ocean.
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119
De Jode, Gerard &
Cornelius/ Gastaldi, G.
Tertiae Partis Asiae
(China/ India/ Southeast Asia)
1593
Antwerp
Hand Colored
Ver y Good Condition
17” x 21” (43 cm x 53 cm)

P 200,000

A superb example of an early map of Eastern Asia that includes all of India,
most of China, Indochina, the Philippines, and the Malay Peninsula including
Singapore, which is here called “Cingatola.” De Jode in this map relied on
Portuguese missionaries, as transmitted by the Italian mapmaker, Giacomo
Gastaldi, in his five-sheet map of Asia of 1561.
The De Jode family (Gerardus, the father, and Cornelis, the son) had the
misfortune of entering the atlas market at the same time as the formidable and
well-connected Abraham Ortelius. Although the De Jodes were arguably the
equals of their rival as mapmakers, they were no commercial match for Ortelius.
They published a mere two editions of their atlas as opposed to approximately
forty by Ortelius. Hence, the considerable rarity of De Jode maps in today’s
market.
First issued in De Jode’s Speculum Orbis Terrarum in 1578, the map is among
the most influential maps of Eastern Asia published in the 16th century.
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120
Sayer & Bennett

Plan of the Ba y and City of Manilla (sic),
Ca pital of the Phillipine (sic) Islands
situa ted on the Island of Luçonia (sic)
1778
London
Uncolored
Ver y Good Condition
19” x 13” (48 cm x 33 cm)

P 280,000

Very rare engraved chart of the Bay of Manila and surrounding areas, published by
Sayer and Bennett in London in 1778.
The chart depicts Manila, as well as nearby villages and forts of Cavite, “el Paxian”
(Parian), Macati (Makati), Polvorista, Paravaque (Parańaque), Sta Crux (Sta. Cruz).
Binondo, Jacubo, and Tondo.
The map extends north of “Subec”. Corregidor is called “Mariveles or Mirabella
Island”.
Rarity:
The chart is exceptionally rare. The last time this chart was on the market was in
1986.
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121
Abraham Ortelius (1527 - 1598)
Indiae Orientalis
(China/ India/ Southeast Asia)
1598
Antwerp
Hand Colored
Ver y Good Condition
17” x 21” (43 cm x 53 cm)

P 220,000

“This map represents a synthesis of the best readily available
information on Southeast Asia and the East Indian Islands from
Italian, Portuguese and Spanish sources. The emergent shape of
the Philippines is apparent as well as the general configuration of
the East Indian archipelago.
The map ‘Indiae Orientalis Insularumque Adiacentium Typus’ by
Ortelius is a ‘milestone’ map in the cartography of Southeast
Asia and the East Indian Islands. It represents the synthesis of
cartographic knowledge of the region for the first seventy years
of the sixteenth century and, most importantly, brought that
knowledge to a very wide audience through the numerous editions
of the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (Theatre of the World). The map
must be considered one of the gems of any private collection of
maps of the region and, somewhat surprisingly, is still available for
collectors at a reasonable price.”
David F.Parry, The Cartography of the East Indian Islands. Insulae
Indiae Orientalis (London: Countrywide Editions, 2005), pp.76-77.
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Beauty and Mystery

122
Lao Lianben (b. 1948)

Prediction 12
signed and da ted 1980 (lower left)
mixed media
75” x 70” (190 cm x 178 cm)

P 6,000,000
Exhibited:
Leon Gallery, The Kingly Treasures Auction
2017, Lot 144.

U

nquestionably one of the preeminent artists today, Lao finds
himself translating themes onto canvas by transforming
abstract concepts or ideas into his visual interpretations.
From these inspirations come many of the artist’s pieces. Although
there is no conscious effort on the part of Lao to create a particular
series out of certain words, he does find himself repeating some on
occasion as he finds new interpretations or physical manifestations
for various words and meanings.
There is so much more to Lao’s artwork than meets the eye, that a
complete understanding of the painting’s concept almost necessitates
a knowledge of the title. Sometimes it is a mere description.
Sometimes it is an interpretation such as in the title of this work:
Prediction 12.
Lao’s paintings are generally received as Zen-like, awakening a gentle
and meditative response from viewers and collectors. Lao’s artistic
sensibility is clear in his choices. They are compositions with a sense
of inner settling.
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123
Francesca Enriquez (b.1962)
Untitled
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 200,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Archivo 1984
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Francesca “Keka” Enriquez is considered one of the foremost artists
of her generation. As a student of Roberto Chabet in the University of
the Philippines’ College of Fine Arts in the 80s, she was considered as
one of the “brash kids, barely in their 20s, producing large canvases,
and painting with excess and abandon, working with unprecedented
bravado and scale.”
She finds inspiration for her work by “looking at photographs ,
reading magazines, visiting galleries rounds, painting continuously,
and discovering processes.” She is influenced early in her career “ by
neo-expressionist painters Francesco Clemente, Georg Baselitz and
Longo; and in recent years by Austrian artist Luc Tuymans, and German
artists Sigmar Polke, Gerhard Richter and Kippenberger.“ As an intuitive
painter, her emotions are affected by color. She is partial to red because
of its warmth.
Enriquez is a 1994 Thirteen Artists Awardee of the Cultural Center of
the Philippines. She has a graduate degree in Fine Arts from Norwich
University in California under a UNESCO grant. She has exhibited
internationally in the United States, Canada, Australia and Malaysia.
(Jerome Gomez)
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124
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Untitled (Still Life)
signed (lower right)
ca. 1970
oil on canvas
24” x 36” (61 cm x 91 cm)

P 700,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by
Fundacion Sansó confirming the authenticity
of this lot

The still life and landscape works of the revered visual artist Juvenal Sansó are
undoubtedly in a league of their own. His personal inclinations towards a much
more figurative form of expression lead him to create his own brand of surrealism
that blends together aspects of realism and lyricism. Thus like the abstract
impressionism of his earlier experimentations during his aesthetic formation in the
mid 1950s, Sansó painted from the unconscious, but unlike abstract expressionism,
the physical presence which he painted transcended to the sublime. Sansó’s art
has been described as belonging to a style of “poetic surrealism.” This is due to
the artist’s predilection for solitary landscapes and a peculiar kind of vegetation,
botanically speaking. Sansó, though he painted with a painstaking exactness, his
surreal take on nature nevertheless used his surreal idioms as visual elements to a
wider conception of nature, the nature of poetry and of imaginative inspiration.
This particular piece features an unusual subject matter for the veteran auteur;
bamboo. Though his treatment is fairly faithful to the real-life aspects of the plant,
Sansó’s poetic inflections can be seen throughout his subject’s details. From its
peculiar arrangement of leaves, to the odd way the bamboo’s shape is portrayed,
Sansó’s creative spirit is undoubtedly present even in his most mundane outings.
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P RO P E RT Y FR O M T H E COLLECTI ON OF A VERY
DIS TIN G UI S H E D D O CTOR

125
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Vinta
signed and da ted 1958 (lower right)
oil on canvas
18” x 25” (45 cm x 63 cm)

P 2,600,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner

National Artist Fernando Amorsolo’s ability to showcase
beauty gave life to various facets of the Philippines. Amorsolo
championed producing idealized representations of the
country’s land and seascapes, also romanticized scenes and
the common folk, driven by his love for the country and the
everyday beauty that surrounds him and is present even in
the mundane. He also held himself to the highest technical
standards. His canvases are filled with rich colors and textures
of significant representations of everyday Filipino life in the
illuminated idyllic country scenes. His use of tropical light
to evoke a characteristic glow is also his major technique
contribution to Philippine painting. Here, fishermen in a
vinta are depicted catching fish in the middle of the sea, and
the waves that reflect the shimmering light are meticulously
rendered in colors and textures to capture the effects of the
winds to the body of water.
Philippine sunlight becomes a highlight, a constant feature in
the master painter’s masterpieces, also dawn as a background
with uniquely rendered clouds with a color palette that adds
more drama and life to the sky. His signature chiaroscuro
technique is at work in this painting. The universal beauty of
the sea and sky shine through this detailed painterly technique.
It is indisputably true that throughout his life, Amorsolo has
made a form of art and accurate representations that people
from all walks of life can appreciate and relate to.
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126
Roberto Chabet (1937 - 2013)
Blind Window
signed and da ted 1964 (verso)
oil on canvas
36” x 48” (92 cm x 122 cm)

P 8,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by King Kong
Art Projects Unlimited confirming the authenticity of
this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Madrid, Spain
Leon Gallery, The Spectacular Mid-Year Auction,
Makati City, 2018. Lot 51.
Exhibited:
Luz Gallery, Chabet 2nd Solo Exhibition, Manila, 1964.

As the father of Philippine Conceptual Art, Roberto Chabet
exemplified the radical shifts and movements that defined the
Filipino art scene in the 70s, 80s, and 90s. Chabet sought to
find alternatives to formalism and genre-based art, two of the
most popular styles at the time. Instead, he opted to tackle
more complex and avant-garde themes through groundbreaking
artistic experimentations and practices. Thus his works often
challenged the boundaries of traditional and institutional works
by thinking outside the box and working beyond the canvas.
He produced innovative pieces through unconventional means
such as installation and found object works that utilize a myriad
of materials such as perishable organic materials, magazine
clippings, esoteric ephemera, and other cultural debris. Chabet’s
creative spirit also helped foster the next generation of artistic
voices to pursue the arts through an avant-garde lens.
This particular piece titled Blind Window is one of the few oil on
canvas paintings Roberto Chabet produced during his illustrious
career. This work is part of a series of paintings and drawings
Chabet made between the years 1963 to 1966 that used the
window as a subject, compositional device, and as metaphor.
The particular shape of the image in the painting is based on
the window of the Texas School Book Depository Building in
Dallas, Texas, USA, from where Lee Harvey Oswald, shot and
killed John F. Kennedy on November 22, 1963.
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PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E R O D O L F O PA R A S -P ER EZ
COLLEC T ION

127
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Still Life
stamped (lower right)
gouache and wa tercolor on pa per
27” x 52” (69 cm x 132 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
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In the late 1950s, Vicente Manansala became fascinated in Oriental
art-making techniques. He learned Chinese brush painting both
by practicing on his own and taking lessons with experts like
the Manila-based Chinese artist I-Hsiung Ju, also participating in
sessions supervised by visiting Hong Kong artists. Manansala would
depict familiar subjects—bamboo, shrimps, and everyday objects—
as he studied calligraphy. As he tried his hand with the Chinese
traditions of painting, he was able to yield works such as this still
life in which domestic objects are masterfully arranged across the
surface of the paper, evoking a seemingly “floating” quality of
presence with a few essential brushstrokes. This painting style was
not one he often used, hence the rarity of this Still Life piece.
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128
Emmanuel Garibay (b. 1962)
Karama y
signed and da ted 2005 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 700,000

The word ‘companion’ appears to be an inadequate word for the
comforting embrace of this mother to her husband. She cradles his
face bowed in grief and gives strength to his shoulder burdened by
an unspoken sadness. The man holds her in a tired embrace.
Emmanuel Garibay is known for his larger than life themes and even
greater symbolisms of courage and wisdom, of the blindness of men
and the weakness of society. Karamay is an expression of sympathy
to one’s family, friends, and fellow Filipinos.
That is not to say that this social realist is not also a master at the
microcosm of human emotion. This moving portrait of a sheltering
courage says it all. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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A Rare Mandala

PR OP E RT Y FOR ME R LY I N T H E JA F F I N C O L L EC TI O N

129
Lee Aguinaldo (1933 - 2007)
Mandala in Green
signed and da ted 1963 (verso)
oil on fiberboard
34” x 36” (86 cm x 91 cm)

P 1,200,000
Provenance:
This inherited 1963 painting by Lee Aguinaldo was gifted to
the present owner’s parents, Martin and Lillian Conrad, by
her father’s law partner, prominent philanthropist and art
benefactor George M. Jaffin in the sixties. The Manhattan
law firm at that time was formerly called Jaffin, Schneider,
Conrad, and Rubin. Later on, it was called Jaffin, Conrad,
and Finkelstein. The piece remained in the home of the
Conrad family in New York for five decades and was part of
Lillian Conrad’s estate upon her death in 2002.
Mr. Jaffin had a long association with the Israeli artist
Yaacov Agam, also with Jacques Lipshitz, Victor Pasmore,
and other international artists. As a benefactor of many
artists worldwide—as he developed friendships with several
prominent artists, in part through his work representing
them as a lawyer—Jaffin may have bought this piece
directly from Aguinaldo. Jaffin’s philanthropy extended to
museums and galleries worldwide, including the National
Gallery of Art, The Smithsonian, The Whitney, MoMA, and
The Israel Museum, among others.

“Lee Aguinaldo, on-and-off abstract, on-and-off pure design, but
always color-sensuous, is perhaps the best color painter.”
This note is part of the artist statement in Lee Aguinaldo’s
1972 exhibit in which the featured works are bordering on
performance—a remark that also rings true or was already
precipitated by his early action paintings, like his Flick series
during the early 1960s. His creative process in these earlier works
invites the viewer to imagine an event or performance upon
encounter. A foremost abstractionist and pop artist, Aguinaldo
was known as a progressive modernist who challenged notions
of art by using different materials and methods and blurring the
boundaries of different disciplines in his oeuvre. Concerned with
material and process, the developments of Aguinaldo’s eclectic
modernist styles were influenced by foreign art movements such
as the rise of performance art in the West during the sixties and
seventies. As what American writer, educator, philosopher and
art critic Harold Rosenberg said in 1952, the canvas is “an arena
in which to act. [. . .] What was to go on the canvas was not a
picture but an event . . .”
Mandala in Green, Aguinaldo’s captivating 1963 piece, is among
his earlier abstract expressionist paintings in which the avantgarde artist suggests a modern element of performativity. He
unleashes the expressive qualities of color through an intuitive
creative approach rather than the meticulously orchestrated
colors and rigid, methodical approach displayed in his acclaimed
Linear series later on.

Literature:
Herrera, Ma. Victoria, et al. The Life and Art of Lee
Aguinaldo. Vibal Foundation, 2011, p. 192.
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130
Mark Andy Garcia (b. 1984)
Untitled
signed and da ted 2010 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 36” (121 cm x 91 cm)

P 120,000
The works of Mark Andy Garcia perfectly exemplifies the radical
shift of the art world from the seemingly formalist inclinations of the
previous modernist style to the more personal and inwards approach
of the contemporary era. Affected by the continuous onslaught of
a fast-paced and consumerist landscape, Mark Andy Garcia draws
upon his own personal experience to create meaningfully unique
and moving masterpieces. Inspired by his personal meanings and
recollections, Garcia creates idyllic and lush landscapes and still-lifes
that combine real-world elements with the moving inner-machinations
of his mind and soul. Though Garcia is less concerned with technique
and more concerned with his works’ context and message, his mastery
over his craft is undeniable. Each element of this piece is meticulously
arranged and executed in such a way that the emotions and meanings
hidden within hint at themselves upon merely a cursory glance. This
piece shows his attention to the process of coming to terms with one’s
feelings and thoughts about change, an inevitable part of life that
must be accepted in the long run. It is a cathartic creative endeavor,
nostalgic in its visual impact.

P ROP E RT Y FROM T H E BE NIT O J. LE GARDA JR.
C OLLE C T ION

131
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Brittan y Series
signed (lower right)
ca. 1970
acr ylic on pa per
23” x 33” (58 cm x 84 cm)

P 220,000
Accomanpied by a certificate issued by Fundación
Sansó confirming the authenticity of this lot.

Brittany, a charming place that Juvenal Sansó captured in
his Brittany series, has a wild, rocky coast jutting out of the
Atlantic, stretching down to Biscay and Bordeaux. During low
tide, sandy shores with deserted boats are exposed. Various
rock formations also add to Brittany’s beauty. The artist’s
Brittany series presents a sense of place from a contemplative
perspective. Critic Rod Paras-Perez noted that Sansó’s palette
is austere but rich in its modulation. “Moreover, his handling
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of lines—of calligraphic gestures—is of such density and
intensity, so pervasively part of the visual structure that it could
be generated only by sustained passion,” wrote Paras-Perez.
This evocative piece from the said series leads the viewer to a
moment of introspection; the profound beauty and brooding
atmosphere of nature takes centerstage, leading to stillness
and quietude. Showcased is his signature poetic surrealism and
masterful handling of the brush.
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132
Edwin Wilwayco (b. 1952)
Absrtract
signed and da ted 1976 (lower left)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Since his fine arts student days at the University of the Philippines, Edwin Wilwayco
was in awe of his mentor, Jose Joya. His studies in UP was supported by his
grandparents, and in his second year, he received the Celia Diaz Laurel scholarship
that covered his tuition fees as he maintained a certain grade. Joya, Wilwayco
recalled, would emphasize the importance of classical drawing. His mentor’s
abstractions, moreover, made an impact on the young Wilwayco’s early abstract
techniques. When Joya was commissioned to do a mural-size painting for the
Philippine International Convention Center lobby in 1976, Wilwayco was among
his students that the master artist tapped.
It was also in 1976 when Wilwayco held his first solo show titled Images of
Exuberance at the Hidalgo Gallery, Makati. Here, he exhibited his early abstract
works influenced by Joya’s color tonalities and approaches to abstraction. This
particular 1976 abstract piece is reminiscent of the early abstractions on the said
show, displaying Wilwayco’s use of squares, rectangles, and circles as well as daring
variations of curves and lines in his expressive compositions. Geometric shapes and
engaging colors bring out a sense of memory and nostalgia in an intimate space,
scene, and season.
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Legaspi’s Forceful Narratives

133
Cesar Legaspi (1917 - 1994)
Ha ba ga t (The Southwest Wind)
signed and da ted 1978 (lower right)
oil on panel
36” x 48” (91 cm x 122 cm)

P 2,200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

C

esar Legaspi once admitted: “I think that even if I were
to paint a completely abstract painting, I shall always be
abstracting the human figure. I can never get away from
the figure.” Throughout his artistic career and stylistic evolutions,
Legaspi’s abstract renderings of the human body, particularly the
human torso, have evolved as he utilized expressionist distortion
and cubist, fragmented techniques. Set in an engaging almostabstract field, the arms, shoulders, and spines of his subjects
are prominent. In this 1978 piece, Habagat, Legaspi depicts
men doing laborious work in the middle of the sea, exhibiting
elegant Cubist folds. The engaging gradient hues of various tonal
subtleties and intensities he utilized remind one of H.R. Ocampo’s
influence in his techniques and color sensibility; it was Ocampo
who introduced the concept of color symphony and the color
wheel to Legaspi back in the day.
Legaspi was one of the pioneer Neo-Realists who diligently
pursued Cubism in their oeuvre, in the process of exploring
concerns in composition and technique. Like the works of
fellow National Artists Vicente Manansala and Ocampo, his
contemporaries, Legaspi’s works display a highly prismatic and
chromatic Cubist style, but what sets his pieces apart from them
is his focus on the transformations of the human body as well as
bringing out the facets of objects through planar surfaces and
shapes in various hues.
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134
Eduardo Castrillo (1942 - 2016)
Untitled
signed and da ted 2000 (bottom)
brass
39” x 19” x 15” (99 cm x 48 cm x 38 cm)

P 300,000
Accompanied by a certificate signed by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
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Filipino master sculptor Eduardo Castrillo is said to be ahead of his time
with the unparalleled sculptural dramatics in his masterpieces. Next to
fellow National Artist Napoleon Abueva, he revitalized sculpture in the
Philippine art scene. Also a revered jewelry artist and designer, Castrillo
was the one behind iconic monuments around the country, from the
People Power Monument in EDSA to the Cebu Heritage monument
in Cebu and the monument to press freedom at the Misamis Oriental
provincial capitol grounds.
Castrillo also did sit-ins in chemistry and engineering classes in UST to
learn about metals and alloys he can use as media for his sculptures.
Some of the wide variety of media he used include stainless steel,
chrome, plexiglass, and scrap metal. His sculptures that are smaller in
scale are usually made in embossed copper and welded brass, mostly
abstract. This piece reveals Castrillo’s refined skills in producing abstract
forms with organic outlines and focus on volume and space as well as
his mastery in handling brass.
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135
Isabel Diaz (b. 1943)

Still Life
signed (lower right)
oil on canvas
46” x 59 1/2” (117 cm x 151 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Distancing herself from the new and avant-garde in art, Isabel
Diaz dwelled in a visual world of flowers and the high life with its
accoutrements and conviviality. With her expressive renderings of dynamic
three-dimensional forms, Diaz transforms a simple still-life sceneinto a
poignant, enigmatic narrative. She never overworks her paintings yet
the eternally delicate collision of drawing and color is always balanced
in her works. The subject is rendered in bright neutral colors, and with
the absence of fine details, as though seen through a translucent filter.
It is figurative, but it is not quite Realism. The elegant milieu Isabel Diaz
portrayed is the one in which she lived. She stayed true to a time-proven
approach to the art and craft of painting, as well as elegant, oldfashioned notions of the life of people of leisure. Her works emanate a
soft and effortless allure that stems from her ardent passion for her craft.
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Ricarte Puruganan (1912 - 1998)
Bislak
signed and da ted 1996 (lower left)
oil on canvas
66” x 94” (168 cm x 239 cm)

P 400,000
Literature:
Puruganan, Ricarte. Folk Art: The Thread to National Art.
Heritage Art Center, 1983, p. 107.

Ricarte Puruganan, part of the Thirteen
Moderns, fused Filipino folk art and Western
modernist techniques in his pieces. His early
works are marked by bold strokes and dynamic
compositions, specifically movement through his
folk subjects. Later on, specifically since the 1960s,
he developed a style of synthesizing indigenous
designs with contemporary subject matters. The
artist is also known for his appreciation of the
folk dance which is translated in his folk art. This
work titled Bislak, featuring native people in folk
dance, showcases this synthesis. In his book titled
Folk Art: The Thread to National Art, Puruganan
wrote that this is among the paintings inspired by
his experience at the Cow Palace in San Francisco,
California, where the Bayanihan Dance Company
performed a traditional dance, produced as “a
token of [his] homage to an inspiration.”
The Ilocos Norte-born artist utilized an expressive
color palette in his vibrant works and, beyond
painting, for sculpture, architecture work,
and landscaping in the Ilocos region. Along
with Botong Francisco and Galo Ocampo,
among others, Puruganan also helped in the
establishment of the fine arts program in the
University of Sto. Tomas.
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137
Don Salubayba (1978 - 2014)
Big Bang Bamboo
signed and da ted 2010 (lower left)
mixed media on canvas
80” x 72” (203 cm x 182 cm)

P 300,000
Exhibited:
Alamat, Solo Exhibition, Tin-Aw Gallery, Makati City,
September 24 to October 9, 2010.
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In his 2010 one-man show at Tin-Aw Art Gallery, Alamat, Don Salubayba
reimagines episodes in Alamat ng Pilipinas and translates it into threedimensional pieces he called palitaws. This exhibit was set before he
took off for Taipei for a two-month residency grant at the Taipei Artists
Village. Big Bang Bamboo is one of the large-scale pieces featured in
the said show in which the contemporary artist displayed his animator
inclinations and paper engineering techniques. His animator skills
were also further developed through his involvement with the Anino
Shadowplay Collective, as seen in this attempt in bringing to life a
legend on the origin of the Philippines.
The internationally renowned late visual artist believed that history is
ever-present, not a thing of the past—his art shows his concern in the
repetition of history, a practice in redundancy. He also incorporated
aesthetic elements that marked the boom of the print industry and the
advent of film in his works. A graduate of batch Avellana-Brocka from
the Philippine High School for the Arts and a Fine Arts graduate of the
University of the Philippines Diliman, Salubayba was the recipient of
the Thirteen Artists Award from the Cultural Center of the Philippines
in 2009. Prolific and multi-awarded, his artistic preoccupations include
painting, shadowplay theater, and installation art.
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Marc Aran Reyes (b. 1996)
Dissolve and Mute
signed and da ted 2016 (lower left)
oil on canvas
36” x 48” (91 cm x 121 cm)

P 700,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

The works of visual artist Marc Aran Reyes contain within them an inherent
juxtaposition. On one hand, there is the predominant use of a minimalist
palette consisting of various shades of white, grey, and black, and the
predisposition towards classical techniques such as layering and chiaroscuro
points toward a sense of artistic purity governed by an insistence of pure
and perfect forms. This aspect of his work expresses a seemingly universal
and objective goal that art expression must achieve in order to reach its full
potential. Yet on the other hand, the striking image of a human figure in the
center of the piece alludes to another story. Its strained form and recognizable
gesture do not stem from an objective world of pure forms, but a subjective
one that is rooted in the nuances of human experience and emotion. He
tempers it through the forges of emotion, experience, and practicality, making
sure the work correctly and succinctly captures the breadth of the human
condition. Through his creation, Reyes shows us the purity and universality of
space and silence by depicting it through its opposite characteristics: that of
size and monumentality. His works howl into the abyss through a discrete yet
directed whisper. His stalwart commitment to his impeccable and unflinching
aesthetic has solidified him as one of the seminal voices in the contemporary
Filipino art scene.
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139
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)

Untitled (Ether Series)
signed and da ted 2014 (lower left)
mixed media
72” x 108” (183 cm x 274 cm)

P 1,300,000
The paring down process, economy of form, and
luminous light were championed by the country’s
foremost abstractionists Fernando Zobel, Arturo
Luz, and Leandro Locsin. The younger generation
of abstract artists such as Augusto Albor continue
to adhere to minimalist aesthetics, zen-like stillness,
and clean illusionary space. Albor is among the
accomplished abstractionists during the eighties—
like Lao Lianben, Norberto Carating, and Edwin
Wilwayco—who was regularly invited to participate in
group exhibitions abroad.
Through his abstract works, Albor shows universal
themes or his “liberating forces”: time and place,
emotion and memory, and transition and permanence.
His Ether series, for instance, is created out of his
explorations on the expressive qualities of muted colors
(predominantly gray), line, space, and texture.
Critic Cid Reyes wrote in the book on the artist and
his works, Immaterial: “Albor retains a disdain for
hedonism—in color, in the showy bravura of surface
manipulation, in the deliberate grabbing for attention.
Rather, the artist prefers for his art to distance itself
from the viewer, so that from a certain physical
perspective and illusionistic ambiguity, the artist may
lead the viewer into the light and labyrinths of his art.
For Albor, the primary of his vision lies in the courtship
between material and image, matter and spirit, nature
and technology.”
This contemplative piece is part of his Ether Series
in which he renders horizontal lines and uses muted
colors with an adherence to minimalist sensibilities.
Blanketing the pictorial field is a predominance of gray
that evokes luminance and invites the viewer to look
inward, into a state of sustained meditation.
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140
Charlie Co (b. 1960)

Competition
signed and da ted 1997 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 140,000
Contemporary visual artist Charlie Co utilizes the power
of Surrealism in his exciting allegorical paintings. His
subjects, often in colorful garb and surreal environments,
are unconventional and not based on art market trends.
This whimsical 1997 work belongs to his series of circus
performers that shows a vibrant visualization of human
competition. The subjects, seemingly competing against
each other in a balancing act, have mysterious theatrical
features. Here, Co’s playfulness, eye for composition, and
purposeful use of color are showcased. Known as a visual
chronicler, the Bacolod-based artist produces works with
striking socio-realist themes rendered in expressionist and
surrealist modes. A recipient of the Thirteen Artists Award
from the Cultural Center of the Philippines in 1990, Co
also founded Gallery Orange in 2005 which serves as an
avenue for young contemporary artists and curators.

141
Yeo Kaa (b. 1989)

Sa tan is Ka waii God Luvs ü
signed and da ted 2016 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 60” (122 cm x 152 cm)

P 140,000

The glitter and gruesome go hand-in-hand in this sizable work by
contemporary artist Yeo Kaa. Currently lauded as one of the most
exciting contemporary artists working today, Yeo Kaa masterfully
blends her technicolor and vibrant palette with seemingly taboo
and macabre images. As an artist, Yeo Kaa is concerned with
expressing her own personal experiences through the medium
of her art. While her candy-colored aesthetic exemplifies the
two-fold temperament of her generation; one that sees the
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value of a clear and concise aesthetic, but also understands
its ironic and even memetic potential in the real world.
Hence, Yeo Kaa’s works can be seen as a parody of the
human condition, especially when it comes to mental
health. In this piece entitled Satan is Kawaii, God Luvs ü,
Yeo Kaa synthesizes various opposing elements in order to
convey the nuances and complexities of the human and
psychological condition.
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Ronson Culibrina (b.1991)
Dala ga
signed and da ted 2012 (lower right)
oil on canvas
70” x 48” (178 cm x 122 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

The lauded visual artist Ronson Culibrina is known for his unique
and playful, yet deeply profound reimaginings of culture and history
in the context of contemporary society. In this piece entitled Dalaga,
Culibrina synthesizes an iconic sepia-toned portrait attributed to our
colonial past, with a relatively brighter and more contemporary palette
featuring an isometric pattern to achieve a three-dimensional effect.
This piece aptly exhibits a common theme throughout Culibrina’s
artistic practice; one that is concerned with the intersection of tradition
and modernity. This particular artistic trajectory of his is inspired by
his personal experiences and observations as both a citizen and an
onlooker observing the convergence of globalization and tradition in
a developing country. Culibrina’s disposition is one of acceptance and
understanding. He holds no specific bias nor favors a particular set of
ideas. Instead, Culibrina welcomes the culture’s inherent characteristic
to shift and change with the times.
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THE AGUINALDO LETTERBOOK
Secrets of the HongKong Junta
by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

143
An Extremely Important
Collection of Letters from
Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo,
Written after the Historic
Pact of Biak-na-Bato to His
Ensuing HongKong exile
Consisting of:
In the form of a letterpress copybook
containing 500 pages of very fine rice paper,
numbered by hand. Of these, only the first 55
pages are filled, corresponding to 40 letters,
each of them signed by Emilio Aguinaldo.
They are addressed to his closest associates,
including his cousin Baldomero Aguinaldo,
chief adviser Pedro Paterno and his ‘Nanay’
(mother), Trinidad Famy, who was also his
important counsel in all matters. These are
all written in HongKong and are dated from
January 24 to April 29, 1898, in Tagalog or
Spanish.
Includes an extraordinary letter written to the
Spanish governor-general Fernando Primo
de Rivera, dated January 25, 1898, which
appears to be the first communication to
the Spanish after the Pact of Biak-na-Bato;
as well as Aguinaldo’s historic call to arms
directed at his officers on April 29, 1898.

P 1,600,000
Provenance :
From the Collection of U. S. Brigadier General George
Allan Dodd (July 26, 1852 – June 28, 1925). Dodd was
a veteran of the Indian Wars as well as the SpanishAmerican War where he fought alongside Theodore
Roosevelt (later, the 26th American President) and his
Rough Riders, most notably at the Battle of San Juan Hill
where he distinguished himself. In 1899, he would sail for
Manila at the start of the Philippine-American War as part
of the 3rd Cavalry and would serve in the Philippines until
1902. Aguinaldo would be captured on March 23, 1901.
This would almost certainly be a trophy of war set aside
for one of the ranking American commanding officers.

J

ust eight months after Andres Bonifacio’s execution, his worst
fears would materialize. On December 15, 1897, Emilio Aguinaldo
would sign a peace treaty with the Spanish called the Pact of Biakna-Bato. In it, he and his revolutionary council of officers and advisers
would put an end to all hostilities and agree to leave the Philippines for
exile in HongKong. As indemnity, the Spanish crown also agreed to pay
800,000 Mexican Pesos, half to be paid as soon as they surrendered
their weapons and left the Bulacan town.
Aguinaldo and his entourage would arrive in Hongkong on December
27. On the first banking day after New Year’s, or on January 2, 1898,
he would deposit the first tranche of 400,000 Mexican Pesos in a bank
under the name of ‘Aguinaldo and Company.’
The first letter in this lot, although not included in the Letterbook, is
dated January 5, 1898 and is addressed to the Spanish governor-general
Fernando Primo de Rivera. Primo de Rivera’s aide-de-camp and nephew
Miguel had accompanied Aguinaldo to HongKong, a ‘hostage’ until
full payment of the indemnity was made. (He is to be found in a wellknown photograph at the center of the junta, seated beside Aguinaldo;
Pedro Paterno stands behind him.)
Aguinaldo writes with a certain degree of cordiality to Primo de Rivera,
even praising the Philippines in comparison to HongKong and thus
the merits of Spanish rule against that of the British. He is apologetic
that it is his first communication since the Pact had been signed. He is
apparently on friendly enough terms to make an ‘ask’ for the official’s
intervention in a court case involving one Maximiano Rosales, “whose
wife was a witness” at his wedding.
The next missives are to be found in the Aguinaldo Letterbook.
It contains what could be called almost photographic copies of
Aguinaldo’s correspondence from January 24 to April 28, 1898, by the
method popular at the time called the letterpress copybook. (See sidebar
story on the History of LetterPress Copybooks on page x.)
The pages reveal Aguinaldo’s innermost thoughts, his fears and strategies
to cope with his new-found status as an exile as he grappled with keeping
the junta members in line. It is a revealing behind-the-scenes look at
a little-appreciated period of our Revolutionary history, immediately
preceding the historic declaration of independence on June 12, 1898.
From the collector’s notes : “In that crucial period, in which Aguinaldo
was conducting the political and military affairs from abroad, these
letters to the Philippines show how worried he was by many concerns,
which at times appear somehow contradictory. He was intent on
honoring the terms of the treaty with the Spaniards but wanted to
ascertain that they fulfilled their own. He was concerned about reaffirming his preeminence over the other militants at a time when
his departure to Hong-Kong had favored new rivalries, divisions, and
suspicions within the movement.
“This difficult climate seems to largely explain why so much of this
corpus of these Hong-Kong letters are addressed to his mother and
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Emilio Aguinaldo in exile with his junta. To the left is Miguel Primo de Rivera,
nephew of the Governor-General who was with them as hostage. Standing
behind him is Pedro Paterno.
The historic call to arms of Emilio Aguinaldo addressed to
his commanding officers in the Philippines

other family members, the people he trusted most for passing
on his messages and controlling the situation on the ground. In
particular, he sought reassurances as to his own handling of the
finances of the revolution.
“Indeed, one of the main issues he needed to deal with during
his exile was the complex money matters of the movement.
At the time, the Spanish authorities had paid only the first
chunk of money stipulated by the peace treaty, the second
installment was delayed, and he was not as yet aware that the
last payment would ever be forthcoming. Many of the letters,
mostly addressed to close family members, i.e. his mother,
his sister-in-law, his cousin Baldomero Aguinaldo and a few
trusted friends, dealt with claims from various fighters who
wanted their shares or seemed to argue about his legitimacy
to handle the funds. Therefore his messages insist repeatedly
on the importance for his entourage to obtain a signed receipt
for each and every payment made to various persons. One
message to Baldomero makes it clear that he should be the
only one who decides who gets what.
“Apart being worried about these claims and those that
opposed his management of the funds, he also complains
about the infiltration of various elements in Hong Kong whom
he accuses of spending the money of the insurrection on
superfluous expenses such as expensive rentals. One letter (no.
17) to Ysabelo Artacho blames the latter for having permitted
too many people join him in Hong Kong. (Artacho would
eventually be cast out of the hierarchy.)

The last letter, dated April 29, 1898, is the most historic and
famous of the lot, the famous “Sa Lahat ng Mga Pinuno ng
Insurectos Filipinos.” The original is to be found in Volume
I, John R. M. Taylor, Philippine Insurrection Records. In it,
Aguinaldo calls for all his officers to be at the ready. He says
it is the time to strike once more in the cause of liberty and
without doubt, he will be among them soon.
A transcription provided by Mr. Jim Richardson, KKK scholar,
is as follows :
Sa lahat ng pinuno ng insurrektos Filipinos
Mga Kd*: oras ng pag tangap ninyo nitong kautusan, ay
mag-biglaang mag-handa sa pakikidigma sa dating kalaban,
gauin agad ang boong medios ma-kopo ang mga kalaban,
na ngayo’y talagang mabuting panahon ng pag-usig ng
kalayaan ng bayan, huag ng mag-lalagay [?] ng ano pa mang
duda, at sa madaling panahon ay mag-kikita tayo agad na
walang sala.
Ipag-hatid-hatiran yaring kautusan ni [?] iniuutos [?] huag
atrasuhin.
Ingatan kayo ni Bathala ng mahabang panahong tuloy sapitin
ang dakilang ninanasa.
Hong-kong 29 Abril 1898
(in code) Magdalo Emilio Aguinaldo

“In other letters, he also expresses concern over “four bearded
men” who are in exile with him and who he suspects may be
plotting against him.
“In yet another letter to Baldomero Aguinaldo, he instructs
him to have the minister of interior of the Katipunan replaced,
indicating that he is intent in demonstrating that he is still firmly
at the helm.”

In truth, Aguinaldo would be in negotiation with the
American government. After the Battle of Manila Bay on May
1st, Aguinaldo would return to the Philippines hurriedly and
land on May 19th 1898.
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The Lighter Side of Emilio Aguinaldo
Every schoolboy knows Emilio Aguinaldo as revolutionary
general, president of the First Philippine Republic, arch-enemy
of Andres Bonifacio and later, the envious commander of Hen.
Antonio Luna.
The Aguinaldo Letterbook, however, reveals a more personal
side, outlined in such details as plaintive requests for coffee,
chocolate, fruits and panucha to be sent to HongKong from
Baldomero Aguinaldo’s wedding.
Here is a list of eight notes compiled by scholar Jim Richardson
gleaned from the letters :
1. Aguinaldo has a high regard for the Spanish Governor
General Primo de Rivera. He seems to trust his word; calls
him “refined”; and asks him to intervene in a court case
on behalf of a personal friend (Maximiniano Rosales).
2. Aguinaldo hopes both sides will comply with the terms of
the Biak-na-Bato agreement.
3. He complains that nobody writes to him. Not even
Cousin Baldomero, not even Nanay. He wants to be
better informed about what’s going on. He doesn’t know

Who’s Who in the Aguinaldo Letters
Who were the cast of characters who were the recipients of
the Aguinaldo Letters? Identified by scholar Jim Richardson,
these were:
Alimbuyuguin (letter #31) was the alias of José Coronel, a
revolutionist from Indang, Cavite.
Baldomero Aguinaldo, from Kawit, Cavite was Secretary of
the Treasury in the government formed in Biak-na-bato in
November 1897.
Pascual Alvarez was a revolutionist from Noveleta, Cavite
who had served as Secretary of the Interior in the cabinet
formed by Aguinaldo in April 1897.
Isabelo Artacho co-wrote (with Felix Ferrer) the Biak-nabato Constitution and was Secretary of the Interior in the
government formed in Biak-na-bato (November 1897).
[Aguinaldo still refers to him as the Secretary of the Interior
(e.g. letter #32) but that may be half-jokingly.]
José Coronel was a revolutionist from Indang, Cavite.
Silvestre Legazpi, from Binakayan, Cavite was Aguinaldo’s
brother-in-law.
Pedro Paterno had been the intermediary between the
Spanish and Filipino sides in negotiating the Biak-na-bato
agreement (December 1897).
Fernando Primo de Rivera was Governor General of the
Philippines.
Emiliano Riego de Dios, from Maragondon, Cavite, was
elected Secretary of War at the Tejeros convention (March
1897) and again/still held that position in the government
formed in Biak-na-bato in November 1897
Mariano Trias, from San Francisco de Malabon, Cavite, was
elected Vice-President at the Tejeros convention (March 1897)
and again/still held that position in the Government formed in
Biak-na-bato in November 1897.
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whether a Te Deum has been sung (to mark the peace),
whether a general amnesty has been proclaimed, whether
the Spaniards are honoring their promise to institute
reforms, what is the condition of the towns, etc.
4. He urges financial thrift and strict accountability, and he
rails against those (especially Isabelo Artacho) who seek to
profit from the revolution.
5. He urges José Coronel not to shave his beard, so that the
Spaniards “will know the Insurrectos are ilustrados”.
6. He and the other exiles are homesick. Some of the others
want to come home. It’s cold in Hong Kong, and “we miss
our native land, our food and our families.” He misses Nanay.
7. He gashes his foot when learning to ride a bicycle, and
the wound takes a long time to heal.
8. He often mentions photographs – sometimes of his family,
but also of himself and the other revolutionists, both in
Biak-na-bato in 1897 and now in Hong Kong. He wants
multiple copies made, perhaps to help keep him in the
public mind.

The 19th Century Letterpress Copybook
How Duplicate Documents Were Created
Before the Age of Xerox

Prior to the 19th century, the primary method for copying
documents was to employ a copyist to write out duplicates
by hand. In search of a faster and more efficient method of
duplication, James Watt of England developed the letterpress
copying method in 1780. The technique was soon embraced
in Europe and the United States, and remained a standard
office practice well into the twentieth century.
Not to be confused with letterpress printing, letterpress
copying entailed writing or typing the original document
with a specially formulated ink. The ink remained “open” for
several days, during which a duplicate was created by lightly
dampening a piece of tissue paper, placing it on top of the
original, and pressing them together with a screw press, rolling
press, or weight. The copy was then dried and attached to a
scrapbook. Alternatively, the original document was pressed
onto one page of a letterpress copybook, which contained
hundreds of pages of blank tissue paper. If the translucent
tissue was dampened and pressed properly, the resulting
copy was crisp and easily read from the reverse side, while
leaving the original document unharmed. Eventually, an entire
copybook would be filled with duplicates, and labeled with a
date range and volume number. For the letterpress copybook
at hand, it is apparent that the method of dampening the
pages on the book and placing it on top of the original was
used resulting in the blot marks on the papers.
Source: Rhodes, Barbara J., and William Wells Streeter. Before Photocopying:
The Art and History of Mechanical Copying, 1780-1938. New Castle, DE: Oak
Knoll Press, 1999. Newberry call number: Wing folio Z48 .R49 1999
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144
Malolos Republic
Officer’s Buttons
and Studs

En ameled with the KKK triangle
and m ythical sun in the tri-color
Consisting of 6 shirt stud-buttons,
3 link-chain coa t buttons, a pair
of cuf f links and a pendant.
ca. 1899-1900s
size varia ble

P 350,000
Literature :
Ramon N. Villegas, Hiyas : Philippine Jewelry Heritage,
Published by Guild of Philippine Jewellers, Inc., Pasay,
Philippines, 1997; Page 121.

145
Pact of Biak-na-Bato Coins
Fashioned into a Wa tch Fob
ca. 1897 - 1898
75% copper, 25% nickel
4 1/2” x 1” (11 cm x 3 cm)

P 350,000
Provenance :
Estate of Don Francisco Zaragoza of Singalong,
Manila
Literature :
Felice Prudente Sta. Maria, Visions of the
Possible: Legacies of Philippine Freedom.
Published in Commemoration of the Centennial
of the Proclamation of Philippine Independence,
June 12, 1998, Studio 5 Publishing Inc., Makati,
Philippines, 1998; Page 114.
Negotiated by Emilio Aguinaldo’s chef de cabinet,
Pedro Paterno, the Pact of Biak-na-Bato cut
short the revolution against the Spanish. In
exchange for Aguinaldo and his key officers going
into exile in Hong Kong, they received some
400,000 in Mexican dollars, or a downpayment of
half of the 800,000 dollars, stipulated in the
“peace treaty.”
Could these coins have been created from some
of the proceeds of this fabled amount—as
commemorative memorabilia?

The Biak-na-Bato gilded copper coinage comes in three different sizes and
distinct designs:
1) Smallest size coin, denominated “4/8R” or ½ Real. OBVERSE: Katipunan
emblem design showing the sun (without rays) surrounded by a wreath
with a star on top. REVERSE.: Standard
Spanish Coat of Arms in between two pillars, and surrounding it the words
“*Hispan*Et*Ind*Rex*M 48R*F*M”. Size 19 mm. with 4 holes, 2 at top
and 2 more at bottom. Size 18 mm. in diameter.
2) Middle size coin, denominated 4 pesos. OBVERSE: Katipunan emblem
design showing the sun surrounded by wreath. REVERSE: Standard Spanish
Coat of Arms in between two pillars,the words “Filipinas” below, and
“Reinas de las Espanas” at top, with “4 P” in between the Spanish Coat of
Arms. Size 21-1/2 mm. with 4 holes, 2 at top and 2 more at bottom. Size
21-1/2 mm. in diameter.
3) Third size coin, denominated 4 Reales. OBVERSE : Katipunan emblem
design showing the sun surrounded by wreath with a star on top. REVERSE
: Standard Spanish Coat of Arms in between two pillars, and surrounding it
the words “Hispan*Et Ind Rex*M*4 R*F*M”. Size 27 mm with 2 holes at
top, some with additional hole a bottom. Size 26-1/2 mm. in diameter.
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TRIUMPHS AND TRAGEDIES
of World War II in the Philippines
146

Mementos of the terrible days of the Japanese Occupation of the
Philippines from 1941 to 1945 are extremely rare. This extraordinary
collection of postcards, stamps, bank notes, correspondence and
other ephemera are a testament to those tragic times.
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A Magniificent Collection
of Memorabilia and Photographs
of World War II in the Philippines
Consisting of
Part 1 :
The Japanese Occupation of the Philippines Album, containing:
1. Three Extremely Rare Colored Propaganda Postcards of the
Japanese Victory
2. Five Envelopes with American stamps, overprinted to half
their value and with the slogan “Congratulations on the Fall
of Bataan and Corregidor”
3. Two photos of the era
4. Two Very Rare Homma Medals, including the extremely rare
trial piece struck in bronze. (Ref : Basso, Aldo, Coins, Medals
and Tokens of the Philippines
5. Letter of General Homma to then-Comm. of the Interior Jose
P. Laurel, handwritten, signed dated April 1947
6. Letter-Reply from Comm. of the Interior Jose P. Laurel to
General Homma, typewritten, but not signed, April 12, 1943
7. Program of the Inauguration of the Second Philippine
(Puppet) Republic and Jose P. Laurel as its president,
October 14, 1943
8. Souvenir Picture Book of the Inauguration of the Second
Philippine (Puppet) Republic
9. Two Commemorative Medals, with the seal of the republic,
commemorating the inauguration of the Second Philippine
Republic, 1943
10. Two Commemorative Medals, this time to commemorate
the 1st anniversary of the Second Philippine Republic, 1944
11. Residence Certificate for Araceli de Pascual, dated
January 1942
12. POW Mail Envelope, addressed to Col. James W.
Duckworth, Medical Corps, POW, Tokyo, Japan
13. Philippine Constabulary Invite to Constabulary Day, May 4,
1944, to Mr. Sanvictores
14. Propaganda Pamphlet titled “Laurel’s Historic Betrayal of
the Philippines”
15. The execution of General Homma
16. Postal Issues of the Philippines under Japan, 1942-1944
17. Three Covers of the Inauguration of the Second Philippine
Republic
18. Japanese Occupation Notes : In 1 centavo, 5 centavo,
10 centavo, 50 centavo, 1 Peso (two pieces), 5 Peso (two
pieces), 10 Peso (two pieces) 100 Peso, 500 Pesos (2
pieces), 1000 Pesos.
19. Three Japanese Occupation Notes with overprinting : CoProsperity Sphere : What Is It Worth?
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An important photographic account of the war from the Fall of Bataan and Corregidor,
the Death March, the Landing at Leyte Beach and the Battle of Manila and its wholesale
destruction provide poignant counterpoint as to how victory also had a dark side, paid for
by the lives of civilians.
photo size: 10” x 15” (25 cm x 38 cm) , 10” x 13” (25 cm x 33 cm)

Part 2 :
A Stunning and Very Rare Photographic
and Newspaper Account of World War
II in the Philippines from the American
perspective, in two volumes, consisting of:
1. A total of 29 large-format photographs
(measuring 10 by 15 inches and 25 cm
x 38 cm) from the Associated Press and
the U. S. Coastal Service depicting the
War in the Philippines from the Death
March to the Landing at Lingayen to the
Battle of Manila and its aftermath.
2. 18 of the photographs are accompanied
by their final equivalent in newspaper
clippings with fine annotations.

P 3,500,000
Provenance :
Various Estates of World War II Veterans, Collected
over 20 years

Notes from Michael Charleston “Xiao” Chua

W

orld War II, no doubt, was perhaps the most
overwhelming event we experienced as a nation.
It changed our mentality, culture, and history.
It not only brought trauma, but it also destroyed much of
our built heritage and incinerated many of our historical
documents.
Laurel’s wartime government would be known as the Second
Philippine Republic or the “Puppet Republic.” Yet, historians
now agree almost unanimously that he was by no means a
“puppet.” Aside from insisting on Philippine sovereignty and
saving many lives from executions by the Japanese, he, in
effect saved the future of the Philippines. When the Japanese
Prime Minister ordered him to declare a State of War against
the United States, using his powers as President of the
Philippines, he refused to do so since it would have forced
Filipinos to be conscripted and to fight on the side of the
Japanese. He instead proclaimed only a State of War to have
already existed and there was no need to press Filipinos into
service, saving many of our grandparents’ lives.
Thus the memorabilia at hand on the Second Republic are
important reminders of the leadership of an important Filipino
hero in a time of crisis. Quezon was right in leaving him

behind and trusting him not to sell us out to the Japanese like
other Southeast Asian leaders did.
The American photographs, on the other hand, depict
horrible events and important battles of the war, from the
famous and rarely-seen photos of the Death March to the
Landing at Lingayen to the Battle for Manila and its aftermath.
I believe that these photos came from a newspaper which was
supplied by the news agencies who covered the war on the
side of the Americans. The indication would be that some of
the photos were made up with headlines hand-drawn with
black ink on white paint. Printed final newspaper articles
were appended to the back of most of the photos. 18 of
the 29 photos were accompanied by the final equivalent in
newspaper clippings describing the events
It is best to remember that memorabilia are important to
tell history better. In the case of this collection, it not only
captures everyday life of a historic era — but is a vessel of the
many contested narratives of the war which still affect our
national psyche.
— From ANCX, Feb 8, 2021.
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A TRULY NATIONAL PHILIPPINE REVOLUTION
Revealed by IloIlo and Bicolano Revolutionary Documents
by Michael Charleston “Xiao” Chua

147

The Philippine Revolutionary Government
in Bicol and Other Provinces
Extremely Rare Collection of Documents

1898 - 1899
Consisting of:
1. Ten (10) documents on various subjects, reflecting the daily concerns of
citizens and the role of the Philippine Revolutionary government in everyday life,
including decisions for cockfights and permits to carry guns. Each document has
several sellados (stamps) and the appropriate revolutionary seals. Datelines are
Camarines, Nueva Caceres, Tabaco, Ambos Camarines. Each document comes
with a translation.
2. 11th and 12 documents with libertad tax stamps of the Philippine Revolutionary
Government, (denomination 25 centavos of 1 peso)
3. 13th document with stamps cancelled out
4. Various sellos, 1898-1899, denomination as above
5. Bicol document with telegrapho stamps for a business permit
6. Three-page document issued in Gapan, Nueva Ecija
7. Document attesting that General Paua had accounted for the funds issued to him,
datelined Guinobatan, Albay
With:
Four (4) copies of the newspaper/periodical Filipinos Antes de Europa; Año II, Nom
9, dated 28 Feb 1900; Año II, Nom 11, dated 25 Mar 1900, Año II, Nom 15, dated
25 May, 1900; and Año II, Nom 16, dated 10 June 1900. Edited by Isidro de Santos,
contains photographs such as Aguinaldo reviewing the troops. (The four copies,
however, have damage on the top edges but this does not affect readability of any
portion of the papers.)

P 100,000

B

oth José Rizal and Andres Bonifacio said that the greatest love of
all is the love of one’s native land. And its best expression is when
Filipinos fight for it based on the needs of the time, and during the
difficult time of the nascent Filipino Nation, it was waging the revolution
and starting the difficult job of governing ourselves after being used to
being under a foreign power for 333 years.
We always refer to the Philippine Revolution and the Philippine-American
War as two of the most important events that hastened the birth of
the Nation. Yet, most of the discussion tends to focus on the events
surrounding the national leaders, for example the Andres Bonifacio and
eventually the subsequent Emilio Aguinaldo’s governments. Yet, if it was
about the birth of the nation, why do we tend to focus on events in Luzon?
Also, when we look at narratives of the war in the provinces, they were
written by either the Spaniards or Americans. To sound off their region’s
participation in the national revolution, local historians and writers take
great pains to travel to Manila, or even abroad to reconstruct their history,
sometimes to no avail because unfortunately, history is skewed towards
those who were able to write documents, and stories remain just stories
until documentation is found. That is why folders containing historical
documents about the Philippine Revolution from a private collector that
have surfaced in Leon Gallery is every local historian’s dream.
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(top) Rare document from Bicol Revolutionary Government
(bottom) Filipinos Ante Europa, edited by Isabelo de los Reyes,
is important not only in the history of Filipino journalism but
also our struggle to become a nation.
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Iloilo joined the revolution quite late. One of the provinces
loyal to the Spaniards, its elites paid their own volunteers and
sent them to fight the “insurrectionists” in Manila. But dissent
was brewing. A secret Comité Conspirador was founded in
May 1898. By October 1898, a local capitan municipal, Martin
Teofilo Delgado, started coordinated simultaneous attacks
around Iloilo which eventually gave birth to a new government,
the Federal State of the Visayas. This government recognized
the authority of the First Philippine Republic, which accounts
for them having the distinction of raising the Philippine flag for
the first time in the Visayas. Yet, it was also a self-governing
entity altogether.
Just to underscore the importance of these documents: When
some historians claimed that Bonifacio was president of the
first national revolutionary government, it was not enough for
many to see documents claiming that he had a government.
Eventually, various administrative papers were found from
those that were confiscated by the guardia civil veterana and
now stored at the Archivo General Militar de Madrid proving
that indeed it functioned as a government.
The Iloilo Revolutionary documents from 1898-1900 at
hand consists of 24 various documents of the Revolutionary
Government of Iloilo, communications to the council of the
provincial board, along with appointment papers signed
by Francisco Jalandoni, and 2 copies of election results of
1898 from the town of Macato, Capiz. Fascinating were the
receipts issued to donors of the Emprestito Nacional, known
as Aguinaldo bonds, and receipts for war contributions, signed
by Jovito Yusay and Julio Fernandez which tells us not only of
the love of country of the donors, but also of the diligence
of the revolutionaries in accounting, thus demonstrating that
we valued accountability even at that time. Many of the
documents show seals of various town bearing the triangular
symbol and even the three stars and the sun, and also various
revolutionary stamps dated Jan. 16 to Oct. 28, 1899. Some

documents were also signed by later Chief Justice Ramon
Avanceña, who unbeknownst to many, was a revolutionary
leader who became Vice President of the said government.
It was decided that the government eventually should disband
on Sept. 23, 1899 at Cabatuan, and will continue as a guerilla
movement, that is why the 16 documents that were related
to a certain Marcelo Goles, who continued the struggle,
sheds light to a hitherto underrated hero. The documents
included a Harper’s Weekly illustration of the fall of Iloilo to the
Americans.
Another evidence of a working government is that its
documents reflect the daily concerns of the people. Another
folder consisted of revolutionary papers from the Bicol region
from 1898-1899 which included 10 documents giving permits
and decisions such as those on cockfighting and carrying of fire
arms. The documents were sellados (with stamps) and bearing
revolutionary seals emanating from Camarines, Nueva Caceres,
Tabaco, Ambos Camarines. Two additional documents with
tax stamps with the word “Libertad” in 25 centavos of 1 peso
denominations, another one with stamps cancelled out, and
another with telegraph stamps for a business permit. Another
interesting piece is a certification from Guinobatan, Albay
attesting that General Ignacia Paua, the Chinese general of the
revolution and the one who stabbed Bonifacio during his arrest
had accounted for the funds issued to him. And more stamps.
There was another three-paged revolutionary document issued
from Gapan, Nueva Ecija.
So, who says the revolution was only in Katagalugan?
Because what Bonifacio started in 1896 truly spread to his
“Katagalugan” which is the whole archipelago, and we carried
on fighting the new aggressor. How much more inclusive
could you get?
- From Walking History, Manila Times, 13 February 2021.

148
The Federal State of Visayas
The Philippine Revolution in Ilo-Ilo
An Extremely Rare and Important
Collection of Documents
1898 - 1900
Consisting of :
1. Twenty-four (24) various documents of the Revolutionary
Government of Iloilo
2. Harper’s Weekly, Capture of Iloilo
3. Sixteen (16) Documents pertinent to Manuel Goles and his
exploits
4. Three (3) Aguinaldo Bonds (Empresito Nacional)
5. Two copies of election results in 1898
6. Communications to the council of the provincial board
7. Various revolutionary stamps, from Jan 16th to Oct 28, 1899
8. Receipts for war contributions, signed by Jovito Yusay and Julio
Fernandez
9. Appointment papers signed by Francisco Jalandoni

P 150,000

Receipts of war contributions and other documents of the Iloilo
Revolutionary Government.
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AGUINALDO’S BATTLE PLAN TO ATTACK
TAGUIG AND PATEROS
149
Extremely Rare Battle Plan to
Attack the Towns of Taguig and
Pateros
Consisting of :
1. One sheet of paper, measuring 13 x 9 inches (33
x 23 cm),. Recto (front) : Titled “Croquis (Sketch)
de Parañaque, Las Piñas, Bacoor, Cavite e Imus
en parte”, with detailed battle plan; Verso (back)
a continuation of the sketch showing the Zapote
River and Manila Bay (Bahia Manila); Signed E.
Aguinaldo, dated Baliwag, 22 April 1899
2. One sheet of paper, measuring 9 x 13 inches
(23 x 33 cm), folded in two. Recto (front): Titled
Memorandum para el 1er Jefe del Sur de Luzon
(Memorandum to the First Commander of Southern
Luzon)
Signed E. Aguinaldo, dated Baliwag, 22 April 1899
Addressed to Srs Baldomero Aguinaldo (Commanding
General of the Revolutionary Forces in Southern
Luzon) and Mariano Trias (by this time Secretary of
Finance under Aguinaldo until May 1899 when he
became the Secretary of War.)

P 350,000
Provenance :
From the Collection of U. S. Brigadier General George Allan
Dodd (July 26, 1852 – June 28, 1925). Dodd was a veteran of
the Indian Wars as well as the Spanish-American War where he
fought alongside Theodore Roosevelt (later, the 26th American
President) and his Rough Riders, most notably at the Battle of
San Juan Hill where he distinguished himself. In 1899, he would
sail for Manila at the start of the Philippine-American War as
part of the 3rd Cavalry and would serve in the Philippines until
1902. Aguinaldo would be captured on March 23, 1901. This
would almost certainly be a trophy of war set aside for one of
the ranking American commanding officers.
(recto) Handrawn Battleplan showing trenches and troop
deployment. Signed by Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo
(verso) The Layout of the Land also drawn by Aguinaldo
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The Memorandum to
the First Commander of
Southern Luzon, signed by
Gen. Aguinaldo.

I

t is generally agreed that Emilio Aguinaldo was one of the
most talented commanders in the field, claiming numerous
victories in the Philippine Revolution. During the PhilippineAmerican War, however, he was confronted by the well-trained
and well-provisioned army of the United States. By then,
Aguinaldo had some of the finest minds in the Philippines
who guided him in creating an organized government and
war machine. He had a centralized organization with an
enthusiastic officer corps, educated not only in Manila but also
in Europe such as Hen. Antonio Luna.
Edilberto Evangelista, who was one of Aguinaldo’s trusted
seconds in overseeing the war against the Spanish, introduced
the concept of trench warfare to the Philippines. Unfortunately,
he perished as a hero in the Battle of Zapote Bridge in February
1897, but his practices are evident in the Croquis (or sketch) of
the battle lines.

also points out where there should be cavalry (caballeria), flying
columns of fighters (guerrillas volantes) and indicates precise
distances for their deployment.
The next document is equally interesting, showing a mentality
for guerrilla action necessary when battling with superior forces.
Aguinaldo orders that all bullet casings be picked up after
each battle, indicating the scarcity of ammunition and how he
needed to re-purpose the spent ammo. He also instructs that
these be done disguised as women if the situation was difficult.
Aguinaldo also outlines a plan to subvert the telegraph lines of
the Americans.
He was also detailed in his instructions about the remittance of
money as well as munitions to his most trusted generals and
cabinet ministers, cousin Baldomero Aguinaldo and Mariano
Trias who had been by his side since the time of the Magdalo
and the Tejeros Convention. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)

In his own hand, Aguinaldo specifies the location of the
trenches (trincheras) which he notes are “indispensable.” He
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Revelations of the Philippine-American War
150
A Stellar Collection of
Philippine-American War
Letters and Publications
Consisting of :

1. An extremely important letter from Rear Admiral George
Dewey, dated November 30, 1898, and addressed to
Major General Elwell S. Otis informing the general to
expect instructions from Washington with regard to the
disposition of the country and that his armada would stand
by to implement those instructions; Signed by George
Dewey.
2. Accompanied by an extremely important 22-page official
report, dated November 23, 1898 of US Navy officers
detailing their observations during what appears to be a
clandestine reconnaissance mission of North Luzon;
3. An extremely important letter from Gen. Wesley Merritt,
dated August 20, 1899, and addressed to the ‘Chief of the
Filipino Forces’ proposing that Manila and its surroundings
should be under the joint jurisdiction of both the American
and Filipino forces. It is written in Spanish in what looks
like the hand of two different escribientes and signed by
General Merritt.
4. A collection of American soldiers’ letters written to
their families or fiancees, numbering 26 with stamped
envelopes, plus 8 additional stamped covers, from their
Philippine tour of duty. These are datelined from all over
the country, including Angeles and Bacolor in Pampanga;
Solano, Nueva Vizcaya; Aparri and Cagayan; as well as
Manila. Dated throughout the Philippine-American War.
5. Two articles, written by M. Henri Turot, on the PhilippineAmerican War that appeared in “Tour du Monde.” The
first is dated March 1900 and contains 12 pages and 18
colorized plates and the second dated October 1900 and
contains 12 pages and 14 colorized plates. Both sets of
plates feature war scenes as well as Filipino people and
places.
6. Three photographs/reproductions : One of Generals Merritt
and Otis with their officers outside Malacañan and two
war scenes.

P 350,000
Provenance:
Various estates of the veterans of the PhilippineAmerican War, collected over 20 years.
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A very rare letter and envelope with fullcolor photos of the Philippines at the time
of the War.

THE PHILIPPINE-AMERICAN WAR IN DIFFERENT EYES
by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

T

he history of wars today has also been written from the viewpoint of the
combatants. The letters, diaries and drawings of soldiers in conflicts from the
American Civil War to the War in the Pacific have added important perspective
to the larger milestones of battles won or lost, and nations defeated or triumphant.
The war between the United States and the Philippines was fought on the American
side by a largely “volunteer” army. In the book, The US Volunteers in the Southern
Philippines: Counterinsurgency, Pacification, and Collaboration, 1899-1901 by John
Scott Reed (University Press of Kansas, 2020), he explains, “After the outbreak of the
Philippine-American War in February 1899, the US Congress declined to increase the
Regular Army above its current statutory limit of sixty-five thousand officers and men.
However, it was willing to authorize the enlistment of thirty-five thousand additional
“United States Volunteers” for two years’ service in the islands…
Indeed, the study says that the “Twenty-five new regiments raised in the summer
of 1899: the United States Volunteers (USVs). The USVs were essential to the US
pacification effort during their two-year existence. They outnumbered regular regiments
in eleven of eighteen military pacification districts, particularly throughout the southern
archipelago, where they bore the brunt of field service, combat, and disease casualties
until relieved in spring 1901 by a reconstituted Regular Army.”
Reed continues, “Less than one-half of 1 percent of the American male population
between the ages of eighteen and twenty-nine enlisted in the US Volunteer force in
spring 1899. More than 60 percent of these men had also served during 1898. In 1898
they hoped to fight the Spanish; in 1899 they knew they would be fighting Filipinos.”
Like soldiers from any time, they would write home from the strange land where they
fought. These some two dozen letters from men who were the “boots on the ground”
in the Philippines provide a jarring but authentic view not only of these ordinary country
boys but also of their Filipino adversaries.
Pronouncing Filipinos as “niggers’, complaining of the overpowering heat, they were
in awe of the remarkable terrain (spying three volcanoes in a single week — Mayon,
Bulusan, and later Taal) and yes, even the unexpected courage of the Filipinos. One
letter describes how four Filipinos would man one rifle, taking turns as each was felled
to shoot at their enemy. Another tells the tale of a legendary black general in the Filipino
army who has deserted and joined the insurgents.
“Military operations during the Philippine-American War moved through three distinct
phases. Between February and December 1899, the US Eighth Army Corps destroyed
the Philippine Republic’s field army in Central Luzon and occupied key ports on Panay,
Mindanao, and Jolo,” reports Reed. “In early 1900, Filipino nationalists renewed
their struggle for independence with a decentralized guerrilla campaign based on
village militias and a clandestine support network. That March, General Elwell S.
Otis transformed the Eighth Corps into a Philippine Division postured for, in modern
terminology, population control and food denial to insurgent forces.”
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The letters that reveal the American pretense of disinterest in colonizing the Philippines: (From left to right) The letter from Gen. Merritt to the Filipino high
command, August 30, 1898 and the letter from Admiral Dewey to Gen Otis saying he was ready for action at a moment’s notice, November 30, 1898.

UNRAVELING THE HISTORICAL LIES OF THE PHILIPPINEAMERICAN WAR
by Michael Charleston “Xiao” Chua

L

ast Feb. 4, the 122nd anniversary of the first shot of the
Philippine-American War was commemorated. As bad as the
shooting war was — the various effects of that conflict killed
about 200,000 Filipinos — the propaganda war that the Americans
waged on us Filipinos basically obliterated this conflict from the
memory of many even until today, We only remember the so-called
legacies in education and governance which, although no small
achievements of the Americans, also cast over our nation a culture of
dependency that still affects us today.
One lie that was told to us was that the conflict was an ‘insurrection’,
meaning that legally, under the Treaty of Paris, our revolutionaries
were mere rebels against a nation that had legitimate jurisdiction over
them. Hence, it was not a ‘Philippine-American War’ but was called
“The Philippine Insurrection against the United States.” However, we
already had a national revolutionary government since the beginning
of the revolution in 1896, which was headed eventually by General
Emilio Aguinaldo who proclaimed Philippine Independence in 1898 on
account of the many victories the revolutionaries were already gaining
against the Spaniards. That conflict was therefore, rightly, a war
between two independence sovereign nations.
Another lie would be that it was the Filipinos who started that war,
that we were the first one to fire a shot against the Americans on the
night of Feb. 4, 1899. Hearing this disinformation in the middle of the
debate in the US Congress to ratify the Treaty of Paris, the undecideds
swung towards the pro-imperialists and ratified the treaty. It turned
out that the first shot came from the side of the volunteer troops of
the United States.
But before that important incident, it was made to appear that the
Americans did not have any intention to occupy the Philippines.
Three important original primary documents recently surfaced in Leon
Gallery which showed the duplicity in which the Americans conducted
themselves in front of the Filipino Revolutionary Government.
A letter from the American General Wesley Merritt, General of the
Division of the Department of the Pacific and the 8th Army Corps,
on Aug. 20, 1898, curiously written by various scribes in Spanish,
addressed to “General en Jefe de las Fuerzas Filipinas” but signed by
him proposed that Manila and environs should be jointly be placed
under the jurisdiction of both the American and Filipino forces. This
was seven days after the Mock Battle of Manila when the Americans
took over Intramuros after a fake battle with the Spaniards and gave

the impression of recognizing the revolutionary government who was
at that time trying to create a nation in this, the first time in 333 years
to breathe the little air of freedom.
But a 22-page typewritten US Navy official report dated Nov. 23,
1898 tells of their ship’s Monadnock’s reconnaissance of Filipino
positions around Northern Luzon. This was as the revolutionary
government in Malolos had convened a Congress that was creating
the constitution which would create the First Constitutional
Democratic Republic in Asia. Previously published by historian
Gregorio Zaide in his Documentary Sources in Philippine History,
the US Navy report assessed the intelligence and education of the
native Filipinos, analyses of relations between the rich and poor, the
military towards the civil class, church influences, the popularity of the
aspiration for independence, attitudes towards the U.S., and how well
were we really prepared to wage war on them.
And while President Emilio Aguinaldo continued to hope that America
recognize our soon-to-be-born Republic, on Nov. 30, 1898, Admiral
George Dewey, the so-called “Hero of the Battle of Manila Bay,”
signed a typewritten letter on the stationery of the “United States
Naval Force on Asiatic Station” while on the famous ship Olympia
addressed to Major General Elwell S. Otis, Military Governor in
Manila, “It is to be hoped that we will soon receive instructions from
Washington which will enable us to take some action in the premises.
My ships are ready to move at a moment’s notice, and I hope that
your troops will also be prepared, as in my judgment Iloilo and Cebu
should be occupied at the earliest possible moment.”
The letter referred to their knowledge of a shipment of arms coming
to the Philippine revolutionaries, “It appears to me also that the
best way to prevent the importation of arms into the North is to
occupy Aparri, and there will be vessels ready to convoy your troops
whenever they can move.”
“I agree with you that the proposed shipment of arms will probably
be attempted from Shanghai, but I hope we will be able to block
that game.”
All of this proved that the decision to occupy the Philippines was
taken despite the promises of the consuls Pratt and Wildman to
Aguinaldo — and even before President William McKinley fell on his
knees and God supposedly answered in the affirmative.
From Walking History, Manila Times, 06 February 2021.
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PROPE RT Y FROM T H E C OLLE C T ION OF A
DIST INGUISH E D DOC T OR

151
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Burning of Manila
signed and da ted 1944 (lower right)
oil on canvas
8” x 13” (20 cm x 33 cm)

P 1,000,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
This extremely rare ‘Wartime’ Amorsolo may be the first of the Maestro Fernando
Amorsolo’s pictorial representations of World War II. Dated 1944, it is both a
recalled impression of the first bombings of Manila in 1941 and a foretelling of the
devastation of the forthcoming Battle of Manila in February 1945.
After the bombing of Pearl Harbor, a newspaper account dated December 29,
1941 reports, “Japan answered the American proclamation of Manila as an
open city by dumping two salvos of bombs at least a mile and a half from the
capital’s port area, starting fires. There were six air raids on Friday, resulting in
32 casualties including women and children. At least a dozen bombs fell in the
famed wall-city put up by the Spaniards. The men are battling with the flames.
Residents in the congested districts had been hurriedly evacuated. Tragic losses
are feared. Many prominent buildings were destroyed.”

(left) The Ocampo Pavilion. Photo from the Collection of Paulo Alcazaren.
(upper right) Sto. Domingo Church, Manila. December 1941.
(lower right) The Great Eastern Hotel, 1945. Photo from the Collection of
Paulo Alcazaren.

Fernando Amorsolo before and after the war was beloved for his famously
recognizable trope of a sun-kissed, blessed Filipino countryside. His wartime
interlude depicting a city and its citizens in peril — is just the opposite. The reds
and gold he once used to outline a bountiful sunrise now color a Manila on fire.
Some say the paintings he produced in this period are among his most authentic
and intense.
The small size of the work reflects those days’ scarcity of canvas; Amorsolo
may have created this work from the immediacy of a memory of an air raid,
possibly precariously perched from a tall, still unleveled building. On the left is
the outline the Great Eastern Hotel, its flat roof and signage marking it as the
tallest building in the 1940s; to the right are the oriental turrets of the Ocampo
Pavilion, the rest is a jumble of now-forgotten structures that would have slipped
away in Amorsolo’s remembrance as they do from ours today. Still, this is an
indelible and yes, beautiful memorial of that time. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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152
Ronson Culibrina (b.1991)
Hope and Love
signed and da ted 2018 (lower right)
oil on canvas
50” x 78” (127 cm x 198 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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Best known for recreating highly familiar images popularized by National
Artist Fernando Amorsolo and other prominent old Filipino master artists,
Ronson Culibrina adds perspective to idealized settings and sceneries by
adding elements from pop culture. This results into a socio-political take on
the cultivation of the traditional idealized depictions of life in the countryside.
In this particular work, the contemporary artist utilized American pop artist
Robert Indiana’s style of stacking letters in red to spell words such as “love” and
“hope.” Here, Culibrina takes on a contemporary perspective on the familiar
romanticized image of agrarian life—of peasants working in a picturesque rice
field.
Some of the themes taken upon by Culibrina in his engaging works range from
cross-cultural influences, globalization to art history and art market. His artistic
evolution also showcases how he bridged classical Filipino paintings with the
contemporary, producing informed works celebrated by critics and coveted by
various collectors.
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153
Onib Olmedo (1937 - 1996)
Untitled
Ca. 1990
ink wash on pa perboard
43 1/2” x 31” (111 cm x 79 cm)

P 700,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Gisella
Olmedo-Araneta confirming the authenticity of this lot
Exhibited:
ART FAIR PHILIPPINES, Makati City, 2020

Done in Onib’s forte – in the dramatic black-and-white medium of
ink wash on paperboard---the painting features two women on the
foreground, depicting an interesting study in contrast.
The woman at the viewer’s left is an elderly lady whose face shows
that years have caught up with her. Distortion, which is a basic feature
of Onib’s figurative expressionist style, shows her nose bulbous and is
deliberately veering towards the right side of her face. The lower part
of her eyes are black, making her look gaunt, and her exaggeratedly
elongated face heighten her formidable demeanor.
On the other hand, the woman on the right looks much younger and
seem to emit the vibes of a pleasant disposition. The contours of her
face are softer with her nose also bulbous and her lips awry.
Onib’s satirical commentary is shown on this painting with the bag as
the background of the two women. It is the consumer-driven society
where an individual is made to believe that her identity is defined not
by who she is but by what she owns.
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By Sheer Luck or Sheer Will

154
Jose John Santos III (b. 1970)
The Game
signed and da ted 2006 (lower left)
oil on canvas
37” x 33” (94 cm x 84 cm)

P 5,000,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, HongKong
Christies, Modern and Contemporary Southeast Asian Art,
HongKong, November 6, 2006, Lot 20.

The works of renowned contemporary artist Jose John
Santos III are marked by a the use of seemingly unrelated
familiar subjects and objects that result in new meanings,
challenging the viewers’ assumptions and perceptions on
reality. With exhibited juxtapositions between painting and
photography as well as the old and the new, these pieces
are praised for its narrative quality brought about by Santos’
distinct visual language and personal artistic sensibilities.
Since his student years at the University of the Philippines,
the sought-after artist was drawn to the works of Francis
Bacon, Robert Rauschenberg, photographer Joyce Tenesson,
known Surrealists, and American Pop artists who paid
attention to the mundane and the worldly with boldness.
It is important to note, however, that the images present in
Santos’ works are drawn from everyday reality instead of the
subconscious, translated through a surrealist bent as well
as a reflective approach. Hence, these appear as creations
out of private musings on his immediate surroundings, and
nonetheless, the alluring surrealism apparent in his pieces is
noted to tap into the viewers’ subconscious.
This featured early piece, The Game, shows the style
he developed during the 2000s—as influenced by the
Antipolo-based artist group Salingpusa—that involves fine
draftsmanship of elegant, clean lines, mysterious sense
of iconography, and structurally technical figuration. A
combination of surrealist technique and artistic intent or
perspective through assemblages of familiar images is
displayed. Here, Santos incorporates more graphic elements
suggestive of narrative and achieves a sense of flatness and
tonal depictions of mass. Thought-provoking in a profound
sense, the artist leaves the interpretation to the viewer
regarding the game or the gamble the man is about to
participate in, hinting perspective through objects like the
dice which serve as allusions or signifiers to meaning.
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155
Dominador Castañeda (1904 - 1967)
Bukid
signed (lower left)
ca. 19 31
oil on wood panel
13 1/2” x 18” (33 cm x 45 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Switzerland
Acquired from the above by the present owner
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Dominador Castañeda, a close contemporary of Fernando
Amorsolo, would travel with the master artist as well as the likes
of Irineo Miranda and Jose Pereira to paint countryside scenes.
Their chosen subject matters often echo each other, but Castañeda
deviated from Amorsolo’s style as he used cooler hues in contrast
to the latter’s warm color palette and chiaroscuro technique.
Painting one’s first impression is also of primary importance for the
painter, an advice passed on to his son during their landscape trips
and painting sessions together. Bukid has a distinct atmosphere
brought about by Castañeda’s cool palette and intimate take on
a rural scene. The intensity of tropical light that Amorsolo utilized
is not present in this piece. Instead, Castañeda achieves a darker
yet calming imagery with his signature majestic clouds, trees and
foliage, and local subject at work rendered in a classicist dictum,
painting likened to tuning an emotional cord.
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156
Norberto Carating (b. 1948)
New Moon and Golden Sun
signed and da ted 2013 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
48” x 48” (121 cm x 121 cm)

P 200,000

The abstractions of Norberto Carating, a force in the Philippine abstract art scene
with over four decades of fine artistry under his belt, are widely celebrated for
its compactness, coherence, and elegance of texture. He is also known for his
works that show the shades and moods of celestial bodies such as the moon and
sun. The circle and square also function as his predominant motifs. Masterfully
rendered in layered slates of metallic pigments on canvas, the pieces display
symbols of eternity in captivating colors and distinct textures. This piece titled
New Moon and Golden Sun, created a year before his 2014 show Last Full
Show, is among Carating’s gestural abstractions in which he achieved elegant
compactness and alluring texture with his familiar shapes set on an engaging
field. Mesmerizing and magical, also conveying a quiet yet imposing presence,
this work also shows his masterful use of metallic acrylic.
Carating studied at the UP College of Fine Arts under the foremost Filipino
abstract expressionist Jose Joya, and he has exhibited his works in Thailand,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Spain, Germany, Cuba, Canada and the U.S.
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P ROP E RT Y FROM T H E P H ILIP P INE LONG DIS TANCE
T E LE P H ONE C OM PANY ( P LDT C O.) C OLLE C T ION

157
Lamberto Hechanova (b. 1933)
Untitled (Quadriptych)
Ca. 1970
oil on panel
30” x 30 “ (76 cm x 76 cm) each

P 400,000
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Lamberto Hechanova is a visual artist whose works exemplified the modernist inclinations of the era in which
he was most active, namely the 1960s and 1970s. His artistic practice encompassed a variety of media such
as assemblages, collages, fine prints, oils, reliefs, sculptural pieces and temperas. Though his work eventually
became popular abroad than in his own home country, there has been a renewed interest in his body of work
within local cultural sectors and communities due to his involvement in development of Philippine Modernism.
Hechanova earned his Bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts from the University of Santo Tomas. He then ventured into
the advertising business where he worked as a Visual Creative Director. He then went to work overseas for a few
months in an Advertising Agency in Hongkong. During his time abroad his spare time was devoted to numerous
on-the-spot drawing sketches and paintings of scenic landscapes.. Upon his return, Hechanova studied Graphic
Arts and Printmaking at the Philippine Women’s University. He was eventually offered a teaching position at the
Fine Arts department where he was given the Honor Certificate in Teaching, and was offered a Research Grant
for Sculpture. He then went on to receive multiple awards and accolades for his craft, effectively kick-starting his
artistic career. Most notably, he was chosen to represent the Philippines in Sculpture during the 6th Paris Biennale
Art Expo in France. Hechanova’s works drew upon the radical shifts and movements of Modernist at the time.
His works contained a palpable formalist approach to Modern abstraction given his insistence on minimalist
form and restricted color palettes. His practice is undoubtedly reminiscent of the works of artists such as Wassily
Klandinsky and Josef Albers. His flat and neutral canvas unearths a myriad of relationships between shape,
form, color, and light that were often disregarded in more traditional approaches to art and design. Hechanova’s
artistic practice is hence an indelible part of Philippine Modernism, a testament that will undoubtedly enshrine
his works in the annals of Philippine Art History.
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Patriots, Poets and Painters
F. Sionil Jose and the Iconic Solidaridad Galleries
by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

W

hen the Solidaridad Galleries first opened its doors in 1967 on M.H. del Pilar street
in Ermita, says novelist, (now National Artist for Literature), F. Sionil Jose, “it had a
political purpose.” He continued, “As a nationalist, I wanted to put a Filipino face on
contemporary art.”
Sionil Jose rightly believed that the path to this would be through the new blood that coursed
through the Manila art scene. Unfortunately, it was hard for the unknown painter, no matter how
talented, to break into that tight circle. “Solidaridad was intended for the many young artists who
couldn’t get into the Luz Gallery — Arturo (Luz, its founder) picked only those who had become
well-known.” In 1970, it appeared that there were only two galleries that mattered, according to
the first art book on the subject published by Manuel D. Duldulao titled The Philippine Art Scene.
The gallery was an offshoot of Sionil Jose’s bookshop, established just a few years earlier but
which was already a big success. La Solidaridad (or Solidarity) was the 19th-century propaganda
movement composed of Filipino ex-pat ilustrados in Spain. It was headed by Rizal’s cousin but it
was José Rizal who was its leading light alongside Marcelo H. del Pilar. The group, whose ultimate
goal was to see Filipinos the equal of any Spaniard, also put out a newspaper with the same name.
Peopled by heroes and such pursuits, Solidaridad also referenced Sionil Jose’s patriotic outlook and
his own roots as a journalist. Even its address was historic.

National Artist F. Sionil Jose

Sionil Jose is the country’s most prolific writer, first producing short stories in the 1950s and
moving on to his metier in novels by the Sixties producing a staggering number of critically
acclaimed and popular works over many decades, including the new millennium. He has
also written essays, plays, poetry, a children’s book, non-fiction books, novellas and countless
newspaper columns. His various works have been translated into 28 languages. F. Sionil Jose is
both a cultural leader and a phenomenon.
As a gallerist, however, he maintained that he had only one criteria for an artist to exhibit at the
Solidaridad. He summed it up thus, “I believe that an artist should know how to draw, in the
same way that a writer should know his grammar. It’s basic.”
“But don’t get me wrong,” explains Sionil Jose. “It’s not that I eschew abstract art or anything
like that. In fact, I was a good friend of Lyd Arguilla (the founder of the legendary Philippine Art
Gallery or PAG, the first Philippine gallery to feature abstract art exclusively.) In the 1950s, as editor
of the Sunday Times Magazine, I took pictures and I even had two photography exhibitions at the
PAG.”

HIs novel ‘Mass’ written in Paris in a room
found for him by Nena Saguil

The highly regarded Filipino expressionist Onib Olmedo, in fact, would have his very first exhibit
at Solidaridad. “He came to me and I could see he could draw. He knew his anatomy. He could
distort but he never lost sight of that skill.” The piece at hand — of a comely, bare-chested Eve
in a forest glade — incidentally, is from that first show at the gallery. There are the beginnings of
Olmedo’s signature skewed torsos and limbs. The milky white of the woman’s skin contrasts with
the colors that are also ready to descend to the rich, earthy tones he would become known for.
As for the mid-century female abstractionist Nena Saguil, “I knew her when she was already an
exile in Paris. Of course, I never actually saw her draw — and I’d been in her studio many, many
times and had never seen any drawings,” he grins. “But I assumed, since she came from the
University of the Philippines (U.P.), she knew a thing or two about drawing.”
“Nena and I were good friends. Every time I went to Paris, I would look her up. She lived very
poorly, you know. But she didn’t care. You know, artists live where they think they can work best.
Like Rizal, almost all Filipino artists become travelers. I know I did. It comes with the territory. In
fact, I wrote Mass (the last volume of his socio-political saga, the Rosales novels) in Paris, thanks to
her. I didn’t have any money at the time and she found me a cheap room near her own apartment
to stay in and that’s where I wrote.”
He continues, “Nena’s first major show was also at the Solidaridad. In fact, one Sunday, I got a call
from Tato (Renato) Constantino (the influential writer/historian) who asked me if I could open the
gallery for Don Eugenio (Lopez). (At the time, Constantino was adviser to the Lopez Museum.) He
came in, went through the exhibit twice, each time very carefully. He wound up buying half of the
paintings. Which Don Eugenio was it? Don Iñing or Don Geny — they were interchangeable! Well,
this particular work that I kept for myself is from that show.”
The featured works from his collection thus echo not just the glorious era of Rizal in Madrid in the
1880s but also the halcyon years of Filipino art in Manila almost a century later.
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Solidaridad Galleries in 1970. It had
moved from its original premises in M.
H. del Pilar to a floor in the Padre Faura
bookstore. (Photo from Manuel D.
Duldulao, The Philippine Art Scene.)
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PR OP E RT Y FR OM T H E F. S I O N I L JO S E C O L L EC TI O N

158
Onib Olmedo (1937 - 1996)

Nude
signed and da ted 1971 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 36” (61 cm x 91 cm)

P 800,000
Exhibited:
Singkong Suka, First Solo Exhibition, Solidaridad
Galleries, Manila, 1971.

One of the foremost figurative expressionists in the country, the late Onib
Olmedo is best known for his effective use of distortion as a signature style
in which the discrepancies of scale become an overall dynamic element in his
works. His distortion, noted by critic Alice Guillermo, does not have the cubistic
leanings compared to past neo-realists. Instead, it evokes a “quiet intensity”
marked by the expressiveness of character and individuality, not just physical
reflections and reconstructions. Olmedo’s painting career opened formally in
1971; his first solo exhibit titled Singkong Suka was held at the La Solidaridad
Gallery. His early works during the seventies present everyday people through
a humanistic perspective. This distinct approach also further revealed his
authenticity as an artist.
In this early painting, the modernist’s style is at work in bringing out the
expressive curvilinear representation of anatomy and the general climate and
atmosphere as background. This may have been one of his paintings out of his
encounters with various people with colorful characters.
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Cosmic Form and Representation
PROPERTY FROM THE F. SIONIL JOSE COLLECTION

159
Nena Saguil (1924 - 1994)

Untitled
signed and inscribed Paris, 1964 (lower right)
wa tercolor
46” x 19” (117 cm x 48 cm)

P 800,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

T

here is an air of mystery surrounding the works of
artists who use an intellectual and conceptual approach
to painting. Paris-based Nena Saguil equates painting
with the other arts: music and poetry. Saguil painted her work in
a very distinctive style, filled with spheres, mandalas, circles, orbs
and moons. The images emerging from her oils, watercolors and
ink drawing signify a contemplation of cosmic/organic order, of
perpetually energized matter, hymns to the eternal rhythm of life
with its cycle of destruction and creation, tension and relaxation.
The artist was living in Paris where she was first an art scholar
working with Henri Goetz, then a struggling painter at the Left
Bank. Though she trained at the University of the Philippines,
she was “born an artist” when she came to Paris in 1954, where
she studied at the Ecole des Artes Americaine.
Recognized today by important French art critics, her works are
with the Museum of Modern Art and with the National Center
for Contemporary Arts in Paris, as well as with various private
collections and museums in France. She has held several onewoman shows in Paris, particularly in the art gallery of Madame
Suzanne de Coninck. In a mid-1970s interview, she was asked:
“Are you a regular in any Paris Gallery?” to which Saguil replied,
“I am a regular in a gallery, because they want me to exhibit.
This is the gallery of Madame Suzanne de Coninck, where I
had my first one man show in 1965. Madame de Coninck had
invited me to exhibit in a group show to see how my works will
be taken by the art community of Paris. Madame de Coninck
exhibits only artists who have worked at least five years in
Paris, who have given one man exhibitions and who have been
written up by critics.”
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160
Jaime de Guzman (b. 1942)
Sala
signed and da ted 1993
oil on canvas
24” x 30” (61 cm x 76 cm)

P 160,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner

Painter, potter, and also a poet, Laguna-born artist Jaime De
Guzman first majored in Economics at the Ateneo de Manila
University in 1961, but transferred to the University of Santo
Tomas to take up Painting. However, after two years, he felt
restless and began spending a year of traveling and painting in
Cebu, Samar, and Zamboanga. Returning to Manila, he enrolled
as a fine arts student at the University of the Philippines. Caught
by the art movement in his time, Expressionism, De Guzman
would translate modern man’s anxieties and other meta-issues
through his bold expressionist brushstrokes. His works are often
called “apocalyptic art”; as his art got more attention, he was
then selected to be part of the first Thirteen Artists show at the
CCP in 1970. Dark and surreal, De Guzman’s canvases are filled
with symbolisms and poetic abstractions described as sociohistorical-psychological paintings.
In contrast to De Guzman’s angry and foreboding earlier works,
this 1993 work reveals the shift of his art-making from using a dark
palette and being preoccupied with issues of the human condition
to creating “lightscapes.” In the 1990s, he travelled to quaint places
such as Dumaguete, Vigan, and Sorsogon. It was also in this period
when he moved to the US with his family, producing Philippine and
Southeast Asian landscapes as well as autobiographical paintings.
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161
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Landsca pe
Ca. 1930
oil on panel
13” x 9” (33 cm x 23 cm)

P 1,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Sylvia
Amorsolo-Lazo confirming the authenticity of this lot

The landscape is often considered one of the most timeless
and enduring themes in the visual arts. Since time immemorial,
humans have sought to capture the awe-inspiring beauty
of nature’s landscapes, whether it be rolling hills, delicate
meadows, or breathtaking sunsets, through a variety of means
and media. The majesty of nature is undoubtedly an affecting
force that tugs at our collective consciousness. Though today
landscapes are seen as picturesque renditions of delightful view,
the spirit of the landscape is one infused with an enduring
legacy that charts the nuanced relationship between humankind
and nature. Thus, it is no surprise that National Artist Fernando
Amorsolo produced a sizable amount of landscape works
during his illustrious career.
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Folklore’s Poignant Picture

162
Rodel Tapaya (b. 1980)

Repa tria ted Bodies
signed and da ted 2014 (lower right)
oil on canvas
96” x 132” (244 cm x 335 cm)

P 4,000,000
Exhibited:
Paris, Association France-Amériques, South East
Asia Now, Arndt Gallery, 24 October 2014.

T

he works of the critically acclaimed visual artist Rodel
Tapaya feature nuanced and complex scenes and
tableaus that weave together various elements from
our nation’s storied past, engrossing present, and Tapaya’s
own hopes for our future. Ever since his big break at the 2001
Nokia Art Awards, Tapaya has been regarded as one of the
most important visual artists in the Southeast Asian region.
Tapaya’s imagery is always informed by native myths, which
eventually intersects with society’s present concerns. His works
reflect the tribulations of his country; he is, first and foremost,
a connoisseur of tales, possessing a keen eye for stories and
narratives. Be it carried from generation to generation via oral
tradition or written down in epic poems, Rodel Tapaya finds
a way to revitalize the narratives in his canvases. As all great
storytellers do, he draws connections between the imagined
and the real, history and the present day, and myth and
current events.

weaves us an engaging tapestry that utilizes traditional
folkloric imagery to tell a contemporary tale. Though this
monumental masterpiece contains a slew of intriguing
elements, Tapaya’s piece contains a central figure that is
undoubtedly hard to ignore; the Mananaggal. An iconic
creature hailing from the Philippines’ elaborate pre-colonial
pantheon, the Manananggal is a creature noted for its
ability to detach and displace its upper body from its lower
torso, allowing it to move and hunt in unnatural ways.
Tapaya uses the image and likeness of the Mananaggal
in order to symbolize the complicated socio-political and
cultural structure that pervades the experiences of OFWs as
they strive to provide for themselves and their family. The
Manananggal’s innate ability to detach itself also serves as
an apt metaphor for the perverse situations these migrant
workers have subjected themselves into, as if though they
are willing themselves into a state of diaspora.

This particular artistic philosophy of Tapaya can be found in
this monumental work entitled Repatriated Bodies. Done
in a similar fashion in terms of style and scale, Repatriated
Bodies showcases Tapaya at his best. Inspired by the issues
and problems that Overseas Filipino Workers face daily,
especially those affected by the 2011 Libyan civil war, Tapaya

Tapaya’s Repatriated Bodies is a monumental work that
captures the artist’s masterful use of technique and nuanced
understanding of our present world at large. Tapaya does
not only weave for us a narrative that unravels the truths
about our world, but provides us with a guide on how to act
accordingly as we move on into the future.
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Jose John Santos III (b.1970)
The Game
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Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)
Ibalon
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Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Flame Tree
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